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Prologue.

This story has been written to record that which is known, to my wife and me, about two remarkable people

who came  as shadows onto the stage of our later lives, and from whom we think the world can learn lessons

of courage, humility, heroism, moderation, and perhaps the greatest human value - that of caring for others

before self. It is a story of genealogy, social history, man’s inhumanity to their sister/ brother man and

most importantly of human resilience whilst living and fighting  as the zephyrs and winds of death blew

around their personal  landscape.

The Hellers came from impoverished backgrounds, as children they experienced the first world war, and

later as young adults the great depression, and then the  great upheavals and uncertainties of Europe in

the 1930's culminating in Chamberlain’s ill-fated policy of appeasement towards Hitler and the outbreak

of World War II.

In their greatest moments of leadership and heroism they did not waver, even though they were under daily

threat of summary execution if exposed. Their faith was not just in each other and  God, but also in the

men and women, boys and girls, who joined the cause of freedom and learnt to implicitly trust each others’

discretion, integrity and courage.

Obviously there is a wealth of material we do not know about and which is held in the lives and minds and

records of all those  whom they influenced, such as the aviators, wartime colleagues, and others in the local

communities in which they lived from time to time during in their time in France, Spain, Mexico and

Australia. 

I gratefully acknowledge the permission given to me to draw upon the records of the various aviators :

by the late John Cullity, of Perth, Western Australia  who sent a record of his memories;

by Mrs Carlson and family who passed a copy of the story of late Charles Carlson - “The Road

Home”;  

By the late Bill Dubose, of North Carolina, who sent a copy of his story “Evading the enemy”; 

by Mrs Morrison of Glen Innes, NSW who allowed me to borrow and photocopy her husband’s

records and diary;

by Cliff Williams of Texas for permission to publish his record;

My sincere thanks to :

M. Alex  Brument of  Envermeu, France for photos relating to his grandmother’s Resistance

activities;

Mrs Margaret Fricke (Daughter of Charles Carlson)of Minnesota, for obtaining and forwarding to

me copies of American Archive records re the Hellers’ activities;

Mrs Inge Khan for translations of cards & letters written in German;

M. Bruno Troni, Mayor of Billy Montigny, and staff, particularly M Béla  Neubrandt, for significant

assistance in the logistics of setting up the Memorial, and on the Day of Interment arranging and

notifying the Guest lists, providing a Civic Reception, and organising media coverage on the day;

Abbé Jacques Migneaux, for his Attendance, Prayers and Blessings at the Cemetery.

Mme Léone & M. Jean-Claude Cleuet for assistance in planning the Memorial and for liaison with the

stone masons and Mayor’s office.

The officers and staff of the French Consulate in Sydney for their able assistance and advice; for

negating fees for various documents as a mark of repect for the Hellers’ contributions to the war

effort.

Our researchers - Mme Margarete Pakosta-Schmidinger, of Heraldische-Genealogische

Gesellschaft “Adler”, in Vienna, Dr A Harmath of Hungarogens in Budapest, and Mr Stephen Rigden

of Title Research in London.

All others who have assisted and encouraged me along the way over the last ten years and more.



Photos from the Heller collection, Bill DuBose and Alex Brument are marked or otherwise indicated as such;

some unmarked copies of documents are obviously from the Heller Collection or provided by our

researchers; all other photos are attributable to the authors.

If any readers have material or photos  which relate to the Hellers,  please contact me; it may be possible

to add such further material in a later edition of this story.

 

Finally my abiding thanks to my dear wife Shirley for her tolerance of my time spent writing and  publishing

this story to disc, for jogging my memory of various events, for proof reading of the final product, and for

her excellent help as road manager & navigator when we were on our travels.

We were indeed favoured & privileged that Louise & Ernie  visited our stage, and that we have been able

to record some of their story. 

Barry & Shirley McKeon,  Caloundra. 17 May, 2008

mailto:ral22@optusnet.com.au
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The Studio, Billy-Montigny circa 1950. (E Heller Collection)

Part 1  

Background.......................................

My Wife Shirley and I first met Ernest & Josephine Heller in Caloundra in December 1980. For the next

20 years small scraps of information were offered,  hinting of an “interesting” background.

In the following decade or so we learnt that Ernest Heller had been  born in Budapest in 1899, and his only

sibling, a brother Hugo, died at about twenty one years of age, by suicide.  Father was a public servant of

some kind, who died of diabetes - post amputation for gangrene.  Ernest’s Mother had seemingly died during

the Second World War.  We heard of no other relatives, and Ernest on a number of occasions confirmed

that neither he nor his wife had any known relative in the world. He mentioned his being a chorister in

Budapest, (but now claimed no faith), and he trained in a commercial school and as a professional

photographer.

Josephine, also known as Louise to her confidantes, was born in Vienna, in 1907, and was the only child of

her parents, about whom we heard nothing further. We were told there were no cousins, but an uncle had

once owned a Stradivarius violin and sold it for food during one of the world wars. Louise went to France

to complete her education.  She stayed on and her uncle introduced her to Ernest, who by then was working

in France as a freelance press photographer.  She apparently had always been Roman Catholic.

Introduced by her uncle, Ernest & Louise married in Nice, where he was living and working  as a

photographic reporter. About 1936,

they bought a photographic studio in

the town of Billy Montigny, near Lille in

northern France, and settled down to

work. For whatever reason, there were

no children. Always hard workers and

frugal, they remained so in the time we

knew them.  The second world war

came, their studio was near to the

local Gestapo headquarters, despite

which, Louise became a leader of the

local Resistance. Credited with helping

over twenty allied airmen escape, they

became heroes of the Resistance and

Louise  was awarded the American

Medal of Freedom amongst other

international accolades they shared.

They retired in 1956, did well by their household help, and went to Spain where they lived for a number of

years. They enjoyed skiing, limited European travel and had trips to America, Nth Africa & Japan.  They

didn’t smoke or drink and were complete in themselves.  They had friends in the area, (Torremolinas -

Malaga) but do not seem to have been involved in the general society.  Eventually they felt that they were

ready for a retirement complex, but, with Franco’s death and the local political instability, they looked

elsewhere,  beyond Spain.  They were multi lingual - Hungarian, German, French, Spanish, for both,

additionally  English for Louise and Italian for Ernest.  Ernest could read English and understand simple

conversation but loss of hearing (presbycusis) was very much a limiting factor by the time we came to know

him.
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La Miranda, Torremolinas circa 1975. (E Heller Collection)

So, leaving the warmth of Torremolinas, they sold up, gave some property to their gardener, and ventured

to Mexico, where they were at home with the language.  It took about twelve months to realise that they

weren’t ready for community living in Mexico, and after discussions with an Australian friend whom they

had helped in the war, they contacted the Australian embassy, and were advised that Caloundra or Buderim,

in Queensland,  were the places in Australia  most likely to fulfil the climatic choice they  specified. They

packed twelve suitcases, and arrived in Brisbane a week before Christmas 1980, he about 81 and she about

73. They caught a bus to Caloundra, booked into a motel and within a few days had rented a unit in “The

Terraces” in Queen Street.
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36 King Street Caloundra - the front second floor

unit was a quiet and peaceful home in Australia for

the Hellers.

The Meeting.......................................

A day or so after M & Mme Heller arrived in Caloundra, my wife Shirley went shopping, and seeing a little

old lady standing on the pavement, looking confused & uncertain, asked if she needed assistance. The elderly

lady replied (with a continental accent) “ Yes, excuse me, Madame, I need to buy some sheets, where is

Coles, please ?” 

Thus started a long association.  It was a very hot day, Coles supermarket complex was a kilometre  at the

other end of town, and Shirley took her new acquaintance there by car, and later drove her home to the

Terraces, in Regent street, where the Hellers were renting a unit. We have been involved ever since. They

needed a medico, so I received the invitation, and cared for them with the usual professional relationship

in hours; occasionally we would eat out together, since at their age they made few social contacts.  They

soon organised finances in Australia and bought their own unit in King Street in the next few months.

Josephine linked up with the local Roman Catholic church and they coped quite well, with daily assistance

from a lady helper, referred to them by the local R C Community Services Group.

In the earlier “normal” years this good lady acted as house-keeper, attending to cleaning, washing &

shopping preparing hot meals and providing transport when required for personal visits or appointments.

It appears apart from boiling water, neither Ernie nor Louise were in the habit of cooking; guests to be

entertained were taken to a local restaurant.
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As Years rolled on.......................................

As years went on they slowed down; Louise broke her hip very early on, and post-operatively developed a

chronic depressive state, never wanting to travel around Australia as Ernest hoped to do. She refused

medication and we could never get her depression treated adequately.  Ernest would take himself off to

the local swimming pool and do twenty laps a day - even up to his 94th. year.  The rest of his time, was spent

reading newspapers and journals, absorbing the local and world financial situation, and watching his

investments. But it was clear that diminished mental capability was encroaching upon their abilities to self

care.  Louise  had never cooked in her life and they were dependant on their lady helper. On the other hand,

Shirley appears to have been their one trusted regular visitor & confidante.

Guy, our son developed a malignant  brain tumour, diagnosed in June 1985, just after we had left Caloundra

for a new post in Beechworth, where for the

next eighteen months I was employed by the

Victorian State Government as Regional

Geriatrician for north-east district of Victoria.

When we returned to the Sunshine Coast in

1988, following Guy’s death,  my successor in the

practice was providing the necessary medical

support for the old couple who were barely

coping, he now 89 and she 81. They had written

to old friends in France and to local agencies for

information regarding retirement care - they

received brochures - but they were only toying

with the prospect of residential care When

gently pressed, they could not accept moving to

a care situation. Basically they had missed the

moment and could now not make a decision,

although they kept - indecisively - looking at

options.  The problems of the failing brain.

By September 1994, the daily help had retired,

various catastrophes had been traversed, and Shirley and her sister were visiting daily to see that they

had food and such help as we could get them to accept, since Louise  would accept no one else into her

home, and (for no good reason) had little time for Shirley’s sister Pam on  the days she visited. So we

continued on, calling to mind a principle in human interactions - well known to gerontologists - one can only

enter into another person’s life, for purposes of intervention, by invitation, or by crisis.  By this stage, the

couple were beyond making any invitation to provide any meaningful advice or help, and so we could only wait

for the expected final crisis.

There had already  been a number of  earlier crises - Louise’s fractured hip and later, pelvis; problems of

perceived ownership of their unit when the internal numbering of the unit was changed because of original

government error, (rectification of this required stressful contacts with government agencies & finally help

from Premier Mike Ahearn), apparent loss of money which Louise had planted in a cupboard (eventually

hunted down & found by  Shirley), loss of share certificates - (probably out with the newspapers), Ernest’s

almost deadly pneumonia, and both dear souls with variable senile confusional states, accompanied from time

to time with paranoia and verbal aggression.

They experienced a terrible time with a Hungarian couple they asked to care for them - the wife lived in

and she and her husband barred entry to all visitors, including us. After a few months Ernest recognised

Ernest & Louise Heller, Caloundra, June 1987.
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the situation in a moment of lucidity and terminated the Hungarian arrangement; back to base one - back

to Shirley.

The defining crisis came soon after.  In March 1995 Louise, sustained another fracture - a spiral fracture

of her femur,  and was admitted to hospital for operation. Much to our relief, they then both accepted

admission to the local base hospital in the “Honeymoon Suite” of the Extended Care Assessment Unit.  The

geriatrician and staff assessed them to both have sufficient incapacity to warrant immediate nursing home

admission.
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Into a Care Situation.......................................

With no family and other friend in the world to care for them, Shirley, as chief liaison officer,  hunted

around and reviewed the local possibilities, finally selecting a  new nursing home, due to be opened in a

month or two, where our friends could share a double room.  They signed their own papers at the behest

of the geriatrician, and likewise, at the behest of the staff and with the help of a local solicitor, who had

been made aware of the situation, they granted “Continuing Power of Attorney” to us.  In both of these

actions we were content we were at arm’s length, and if we hadn’t helped, who would - there was no one else

- no alternative except the officers of the Public Trustee’s Department. Some years earlier, before they

had lost their lucidity of mentation,  I had been asked, and agreed, to be appointed their executor,  so it

seemed appropriate now for us jointly and severally to accept their power of attorney.

Transferring from the Assessment Unit at Nambour

Hospital on 19  April 1995, over the next  twelve
th

months they  “settled in” to the Tricare Nursing Unit,

at Kawana Waters, some 7-8 kms away from our home in

Forest Glen. But diminishing memory, suspicion,  and

poor and variable  insight continued to create problems,

both for  the staff, and for us.  However since we had

significant background experience in gerontological

medicine, particularly with effects of dementia, we

understood, and found coping mechanisms. Not all were

bad times - there were some funny occasions also,

especially with Ernie after Louise’s death.

Since now there was no way they would ever be able to return to independent living, we next turned our

attention to the implications of the “Enduring Powers of Attorney”, and realised there was a unit and

finances to be considered and managed.

We expected to tidy up their affairs pretty easily and get on with our lives.  Little did we know what was

in store.  Their unit was full of cockroaches, since chemical intervention had not been  permitted in the

years they lived there. Superficially as clean as Shirley and sister Pam were allowed to make it when Louise

& Ernest  were resident in the unit, we now spent days and weeks and months sifting through their

accumulated collections.  In the garage - bundles of newspapers in which we found a mix of news and

financial papers, 6-7 large garbage bags of plastic flowers, 73 mugs, a dozen or so flyswats (for cockroach

control), bundles and bundles of wrapping paper, aluminium foil, lunch wrap paper, a dozen or more  wooden

jam spoons & cooking forks covered with cockroach dirt, stacks of magazines, and in the unit, drawers of

clothes, and more.  Notably, when collected together there were about thirty plastic shopping bags of

“financial papers”. 

I  recorded over 550 hours, (let alone Shirley’s contribution), cleaning and arranging repairs and security

for their  unit, paying their bills, dealing with their minor and major financial affairs, sorting out French

pension papers and attempting to have their French pensions re-instated, sifting & sorting bank papers

relating to dealings in France, Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Mexico, and not the least, Australia - all in the

language of the country!. Once we had some grasp of the financial status, involving an estate of some

millions of dollars, in Australia, France, Germany, Switzerland and possibly Belgium and Spain, we arranged

a review with our own friendly accountant. 

Surprise, surprise - Louise and Ernest  had had preliminary consultations with the same gentleman a year

or so earlier, however they had never passed any financial details to him. It was thus agreeable for us to

know we were now dealing with the accountant of their choice, to assist in the management of their affairs.

It was not long before we approached the Australian Tax Office to sort out their expectations and

Ernest Heller 1996
Louise Heller 1996
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requirements, since there had been no communication with that office for some 7-8 years. Tax-wise, the

Hellers had fallen out of sight of the ATO and the loss had not been noticed or followed up!!

As we sorted out the paper trail they had left for us, so we came to fill in many details of the past life.

Finally, we had a collection of over 45 lever arch files containing documents and records retrieved from

the Heller unit. The documents, all individually sorted and filed,  in Spanish, French, English, German and

Dutch, had been perused to varying depths of interpretation, by mid 1996. They had walked on to our life-

stage twenty years earlier - as indefinite phantasms at times - now we were to revisit and look back as best

we could at the stage they had earlier frequented.  

Josephine Louise Heller died 20  September 1998, soon after her 91  birthday, and for weeks after
th st

Ernest was mortified at his loss. To make matters worse he could not remember her death or funeral, and

at each reminder he would dissolve in tears. Thus it was that the dear nurses resorted to answering his

question “Where is Louise?” with the reply “She’s out shopping.”  This saved the tears but eventually all had

a laugh when he came back with (in a disgusted tone) - “hmmph - she’s always out shopping”.

In the first week of January 2000, reminded that he had lived in three centuries - Ernest’s impish reply

was - “Do I get a prize?” In that  year Shirley and I travelled to Europe checking the Heller estates and

arrangements with various institutions. We had left Ernest in good spirits, he had an understanding of our

travels and wished us a good holiday! I found the commercial work load somewhat heavy and by the time

we arrived in London I decided to return home and leave Shirley to visit friends and relatives. On my return

I found Ernie to be low in spirit and low in physical vitality - I visited daily for the next four days until his

death on 27  April 2000, three weeks before his 101  celebration.
th st

Our research into Ernie & Louise’s genealogy had not commenced at this stage, so we still did not know for

certain the details of his religious persuasion; our friend and local R C priest Rev. John Dobson, had taken

the final service & committal for  wife Josephine Louise, so we called upon him to lead our farewell to

Ernest. It has been said that to have a big funeral one needs to die young in your own home town, with a

big family around . Dear Ernest died a very old man in a foreign country on the other side of the world and

could only count on his team - two lawyers, a lawyer’s  wife, an accountant and an executor to join with the

priest in his farewell.

Ernest and Louise had never discussed their demise but we had a great sense that their happiest time had

been spent in France, in that country they had enjoyed their young married life together, and later fulfilled

their great and heroic work in saving and nurturing others in trouble. We decided that they should return

to Billy - Montigny. So for the next eighteen months their ashes lay side by side in the funeral director’s

office awaiting a time when we were required to travel again.
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Pauline Heller,  nee Rosenfeld.

 (Heller Collection)

Part 2.

Who was ERNEST?.......................................

 

By our visits to Ernest over twenty years, at home and later in the nursing home, by examination of the

papers we found in the unit and by our later researches overseas, we slowly developed a sketch of this

indomitable man.

Ernest Heller was born in Budapest, then part of the Austro - Hungarian Empire. His parents, of Jewish

extraction, were married  February 21 . 1897 in Budapest, and Ernest was born there on May 17  1899.
st th

At that time his father was 46 years of age, and his mother 38 years. His younger brother Hugo was born

2 years later on September 25  1900. To date no other siblings have been determined and given the ages
th

of the parents, it is likely the two sons were the only issue.

Ernest’s paternal grandparents were Maurice (Mór) Heller and Netti Monk, from Rákoscsaba, formerly a

town in Hungary, now part of District XVII of Budapest, since union in 1950.

Ernest’s father Solomon/Salamon Heller, a paper merchant, was born in Székesfehérvá,  Hungary on  March

1   1853. and his mother, Paulina/Pauline Rosenfeld, was born in  Varasd (now Varazdin - Croatia) on  August
st

12   1861. They were married in Dohany Street Temple, Budapest on February 21  1897, a little more than
th st

two years before Ernest’s birth. Father Saloman died March 13   1937, in Budapest, and is buried in Kosma
th

Street Cemetery, Section 38A Row 10 Grave 45.

Ernest Heller was an excellent student and completed his education at the Budapest Municipal Higher

Commercial School on June 17 , 1917, and graduated from the Budapest Commercial Academy in September
th

1919. He completed his studies and graduated as a qualified photographer in 1923. He was a member of a

choir, and even when he achieved his century of years, he one day surprised all in the nursing home by

bursting into an unaccompanied melody, with good pitch and delicate phrasing.
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 EXTRACT - Heller - Rosenfeld Marriage - Figure 10

From the Marriage Records of the Jewish Temple  Council, Budapest.

The Rabbinate of the Jewish Temple Council of Budapest certifies that in the Marriage Book of the Jewish

Church Council of Budapest, 1895 - 1897,  on Page 309 under Item 138 is recorded the following

Registration:

Name of Bridegroom: Salamon Heller, paper-merchant from  Székesfehérvá.

Name and Occupation of Parents : Maurice and Netti Monk, from Rákoscsaba.

Residence : 53 József Boulevard, Budapest.

Birthdate : 01 : 03 : 1853

Name of Bride :  Pauline Rosenfeld from Varasd,

Name and occupation of Parents : Marcus & Johanna Plan from Pisek.

Residence : 31 Teréz Boulevard, Budapest

Birthdate : 12 : 08 : 1861

Place & Date of Marriage : 21 : 02 : 1897, Dohány Street Synagogue, Budapest

Witnesses : Solomon Khon. Clerk;

Jacob Domány, Merchant    

Name of Rabbi : Dr Weiszburg

At Budapest, 9  May 2001, signed & sealed by :
th

 Zsolt Matovics, Rabbi in Chief,

The Registry Office,

The Jewish Council of Budapest.
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Birth Record - Ernest Heller. 

Translation :

EXTRACT

From the Book of Births of the Jewish Council of Budapest

In the Book of Births of the Jewish Synagogue Council , Budapest 1898 - 1899, on Page 130 under Item

1392 is recorded the following Registration:

Name of the New Born : Erno

Date of birth  : 17  May 1899
th

Names of the Parents : Salamon Heller  paper-merchant from  Székesfehérvá,

  and 

 Paulina Rosenfeld from Varasd.

At Budapest, 9   May 2001, signed & sealed by :
th

 Zsolt Matovics, Rabbi in Chief,

The Registry Office,

The Jewish Council of Budapest.
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Birth Record - Hugo Heller.

Translation :

EXTRACT

From the Book of Births of the Jewish Council of Budapest

In the Book of Births of the Jewish Synagogue Council , Budapest 1900, on Page 170 under Item 2896 is recorded the

following Registration:

Name of the New Born  : Hugo

Date of birth  : 25  September 1900th

Hebraic Name  :  ..........

Names of the Parents  : Salamon Heller  pepper-merchant from  Székesfehérvá,

  and 

 Paulina Rosenfeld.

At Budapest, 18  June 2001, signed & sealed by :th

Rabbi in Chief,

The Registry Office,

The Jewish Council of Budapest
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Burial Record - Hugo Heller.

Translation:

From : The Budapest Jewish Community, 12 Sip St, Budapest, VII.,

To : Hungarogens, 50 József Boulevard, Budapest VIII.

Further to your request, we attest that:

Hugo Heller, who died on 30  June 1925, is buried in our Central Cemetery
th

 Kozma Street, Budapest X,.

Section 40

Row 11

Grave 5

Yours sincerely

Garami László

Manager,  Chevra Kadesh 

Budapest, 18  June 2001.
th
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Burial Record - Saloman Heller.

Translation:

From : The Budapest Jewish Community, 12 Sip St, Budapest, VII.,

To : Hungarogens, 50 József Boulevard, Budapest VIII.

Further to your request, we attest that:

Saloman Heller, who died on 13  March 1937, is buried in our Central Cemetery,
th

 Kozma Street, Budapest X,.

Section 38A

Row 10

Grave 45

Yours sincerely

Garami László

Manager,  Chevra Kadesh 

Budapest, 18  June 2001
th
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Our researchers in Austria also found siblings of Pauline Heller nee Rosenfeld, and a friend Klara  Gronner,

confirming the deductions made when Pauline’s letters & postcards, brought to Australia in the Heller

Collection, were translated.

In the Municipal Residency Files and Home Roll Registers of the Vienna Town Hall was recorded : 

Klara Gronner 1910 lived at 4 Heinrichsgasse, Vienna 1

1929 lived at 22 Biberstrasse, Vienna 1

Paula Heller and siblings, Anna Mara and Julius Rosenfeld, 

1925 lived at 15/6 Bernardgasse

1941 lived at 22 Biberstrasse, Vienna 1

Paula Heller, nee Rosenfeld, a widow,  of Hungarian nationality, born 12 08 1861 in Varasd, Hungary, (Now

in Northern Croatia).

Anna Maria Rosenfeld, unmarried teacher, of Austrian nationality, born 28 12 1867 in Ostrava (now in the

eastern area of Czech Republic) 

Julius Rosenfeld unmarried, employed in the paper industry, of Austrian nationality, born 01 12 1876 in

Graz, Austria.

In each case the parents are recorded as Markus and Johanna Rosenfeld.

Klara Gronner, nee Hochfeld, widow, private means, of Austrian nationality, was born 06 07 1882 in Odessa,

Russia.

Her parents were Joachim Hochfeld and Maria nee Fuchs. 

 

Thus we can set out Ernest Heller’s family as follows:

   

Maurice Heller = Netti Munk Markus Rosenfeld = Johanna Plan

 

 --------Salamon     =                  = Pauline -------------

       Anna Maria

   Julius -----

Ernest Heller                                           Hugo Heller

  = Josephine Hollesch

Whilst meeting with our researchers in Vienna in September 2001, we took the opportunity of taking photos

of the apartments, sometime home to Ernest Heller’s mother and her siblings in 1930-40. 
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6 Bernardgasse, Vienna,.

6 Bernardgasse, Vienna,.
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22  Biberstrasse, Vienna

G Coch Platz,, cnr Biberstrasse, Vienna 
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22 Biberstrasse, Vienna , Sept 2001.

Tenants, 22 Biberstrasse, Vienna, Sept 2001. 
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Who was JOSEPHINE?.......................................

Josephine never recounted any personal history apart from commenting upon the uncle in France who was

a musician, was said to have owned a Stradivarius, and from whose family in later years Josephine became

distant and finally separated in the wartime years. It was intimated that the family’s lifestyle had left

Josephine & Ernest with little in common with her only known relatives.

Forebears:

In amongst the Heller papers brought from Europe we found a marriage document from 1871. (Various

spellings are included in the following, reflecting problems of interpretation of old hand-written documents

and attempts at ‘anglicising’ by the translators).

When translated it proved to tell of the marriage of Josephine’s maternal grandparents  -  Wenzel Holes

and Josefa Edel, on 10  November 1871 in the Church of The Virgin Mary in Renweg, Vienna.
th

Wenzel / Vincent /Vencelaus Holes, Catholic, single, aged 27,  a Machinery Fitter & Turner, born in Prague

was the son of Wenzel Holes and his wife Anna Studney, living at Schuetzenstrasse, (? Schützengasse),  No

9.

Josefa Edel, Catholic, single, aged 31, born in Frankstadt in Bohemia was daughter of Karl Edel and his wife

Anna nee Göbel, both Catholic, both living at Schuetzenstrasse No 24

The witnesses were Bernhard Trugal, journeyman-smith of Schuetzenstrasse No 9 and  Joseph Gilsolai of

Schuetzenstrasse No 9

The marriage document was signed and sealed by the Vicar (Gregor Kindner) on  November 13, 1871

Starting from that document and with help from researchers in Vienna & Hungary, we were able to go back

to some earlier  relatives  - great-grandparents:

 1 Vincent / Wenzel Holes, Born 15 August 1806 married to Anna Studeny -

2. Karl / Charles Edel married to Anna Gobel, also great grandparents of our Josephine, and parents of her

grand mother.

Then to the generation of Josephine’s mother - where we found the elusive uncle.

Josephine’s grandparents Wenzel Holes and Josepha nee Edel  produced two known children:

Edward : born at Erdberg,  Vienna on 12 March 1872 &  baptised at St Peter & Paul, Erdberg on the 17th.

and 

Hermine : born 29 November 1885   baptised at the Church of St John, Vienna, 13 December.

 

Edward later married Maria Gartner and one child is known -

 Oskar, born 1 November 1900 who later married Editha Friedrich (17 Sept 1926) in Vienna.
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Marriage Certificate - Wenzel Holes and Josefa Edel - 10  September 1871.th
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This certificate has been translated as follows:

Marriage Certificate

This is to certify that the Marriage has taken place at The Church of The Virgin Mary, in Renweg,

between

Mr Vincent Holes, machinery fitter and turner, of Prague in Bohemia, Catholic, single, aged 27 years, 

conjugal son of Wenzel Holes and his wife nee Studney, both Catholic, residing at 9 Schuetzenstrasse,

and

Josefa Edal, of Frankstadt in Bohemia, single, aged 31 years,

conjugal daughter of Mr Karl Edal and his wife nee Gobel, both Catholic, living at 24 Schuetzenstrasse.

In the presence of witnesses:

Bernard Trugal, journeyman-smith of 9  Schuetzenstrasse and 

Joseph Gilsolai of 9 Schuetzenstrasse.

On the tenth of September eighteen hundred and seventy one (10  September 1871).
th

Signed & Sealed 13  November 1871 by Georg Reidner, Priest
th

With assistance from our researchers in Vienna we located the baptismal record of Josephine’s mother -

Hermine Margaretha Holes. She was christened on 13  December, by Rev Franz Schubert at St Johann’s
th

Church Keplerplatz, in the District of Favoriten  (Vienna 10), having been born on 29  November 1885.
th

She was the child of: 

Wenzel Holes, locksmith, Roman Catholic, born in Prague, Bohemia, resident at 2 Leibnitzgasse,

son of Wenzel Holes, teacher, and Anna nee Studny

and his wife

 Josefa Edel, Roman Catholic, born in Frankstaat in Moravia,

legal daughter of Karl Edel and his wife Anna nee Göbel

Her godparent was Margaretha Stangel, and Josepha Linnert was the mid-wife.

 

These details were translated from the Church Baptismal Records, 1885 / folio 486 / No 1966.

The certificate - (next page) was amongst the Heller papers brought to Australia : 
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Baptismal Certificate of Hermina  Margaretha Holes - 29th November 1885.
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Baptismal Record Josephine Heller nee Hollesch 11  September 1907 - Recto.th

Our researchers next discovered the Baptism of Josephine Heller nee Hollesch and obtained the following

two-sided document from the Roman Catholic Church at Kierling 
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Baptismal Record - Josephine Heller nee Hollesch 11  September 1907 - Verso.th

This certificate indicates that Josefine Hollesch was born on 11  September 1907 at Gugging Asylum, a
th

female child, whose father is not named, and whose mother was Hermine Hollesch, resident at 2 Panzergasse,

Vienna XlX , of Roman Catholic faith. The reverse tells that the certificate is issued from the Roman

Catholic Church in Kierling, and that the child was baptised on 12  September 1907 (- Volume F, Page 165
th

RZ 49). The father’s parents are not named and the mother’s parents were Wenzel & Josefa Hollesch. The

priest was Roman Himmelbauer, and the Godparent Auguste Korntheur 
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Josephine (Louise) - 90 years young - 11  September 1997, with Ernest.th

Thus we can set out Josephine’s lineage as follows:

Wenzel Holes (B:1806) = Anna Studney                                          Karl Edal = Anna Göbel 

Wenzel Holes (B:abt 1844)             =  10/11/1871 =     Josepha Edal (B: abt 1840)

           

          Edward (B:1872) = Maria Gartner                                      Hermine Margareta (B:1885)      

                            Oskar = Editha Friedrich                              Josephine (AKA Louise) = Ernest Heller

At about this time towards the end of the 19  century, it seems that the family name was changed to
th

Hollesch and a formal recognition of change (to HOLESCH) was placed on file in the Vienna Land Registry

in January 1962 - Oskar may have initiated the generation of this statement/report.

And so to Hermine Margareta Hollesch - mother of Josephine. It appears our dear friend Josephine (Louise)

was born in Vienna - at Gugging, in the “Irrenanstald” - the psychiatric hospital  - and since no father’s name

appears on her certificate she was registered in her mother’s surname of Hollesch. Her mother Hermine,

then aged 22 gave her usual address as Panzergasse 2, Vienna 19. 

We know little of Josephine’s early years apart from her remarks about seeing  - as a child - the Emperor’s

entourage passing by their apartment. Born in 1907 she would have spent her earliest years growing up in

wartime Vienna (WWI) - whether with her mother or otherwise we know not. Although we found a few photos

of Ernest’s family - none were found of Josephine’s.

 

However she was in touch with an uncle,

probably Edward Holes,  and we believe it

was he who introduced Ernest & Louise,

an introduction which led to their civil

marriage in Nice, France on March 7
th

1933 when she was 26 and he 34.
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Part 3

From Budapest to Billy Montigny & the Studio.......................................

Ernest’s reasons for removing from Hungary and settling in France are not known, but in some measure were

probably related to the political aftermath of the great war of 1914 -1918, the depression of the 1920s -

30s, and the possible separation of his parents and his father’s death. However, with schooling completed

and professional qualifications in his pocket,  he spent time in Budapest, before moving to Paris and later the

south of France.  Records brought to Australia indicate that having graduated as a photographer in

Budapest, in October 1923 Ernest was licensed to set up a photo shop in that city  - register # A 735/1023.

Approval for him to become resident in France was granted 22  January 1926, and registration as a Trade
nd

Representative in Paris was granted 12  October 1928, his address being 13, rue de la Grange-Batelière in
th

Montmartre,  (Later - 1996 - this became the address of François Lesage, Paris's leading fashion

embroiderer).

A police registration document for foreigners dated October 1  1930, probably related to his intended trip
st

to South America, records his residence as 12 rue de Marseille, Paris, and his profession as ‘Merchant’.

During these early days in France, he met  Josephine Holesch, born in Vienna of a Roman Catholic family, who

we believe was visiting relatives.

In 1930 Ernest went by ship to South America for the purpose of “studying his profession”. Postcards to

Louise indicate visits to Rio de Janeiro, Santos, Montevideo and Lisbon. His visa application indicates his

home address as being 23 Boulevard Brun and the cards  were addressed to Miss Louise Holesch,  14e/23

Boulevard Brun, Paris.  

He next moved south to the Auvergne, where in September 1932 he received a card from his mother,

addressed to 6 Place Claussat, Royat, Puy de Dôme; then in December of the same year a further card from

his mother was addressed to 4 rue Cite des Platanes, Marseille - he had arrived in the south.

Various Press Lapel Cards exist which indicate either visits to or domicile in the south of France  between

1927 & 1933. On 7  March 1933 Ernest and his beloved Louise were married in Nice by civil ceremony as is
th

ordained by law in France. Their civil documents inform that they were both single and without children.

Ernest Heller’s reasons for settling in the south of France are not known. Being multi-lingual, possibly it was

the rich and royal clientele of the holiday resorts on the Cote d’Azur that drew his attention as a

photographic reporter, for he did admit to meeting The Aga Khan, The Duke of Windsor and other notables

of the social circle. Having married in Nice in 1933 - he now 34 and she 26, they sought other pastures for

their joint employment.

By 1935  we find Ernest & Louise in Budapest - possibly drawn there by  the illness of his father who died

later in 1937. In this period Louise approached the British Consulate seeking to be included in the

immigration quota  from Hungary to be allowed to settle in South Africa. In 1936 this request was granted

under conditions. We do not have a similar record for Ernest - by then her husband. There is no evidence

they visited South Africa, but perhaps this application was an early response to the political rumblings in

Europe. Finally it seems decisions were made - they next bought / rented rooms in Billy Montigny,  were

registered by the local authority to practice Photography on 25  Jan 1937, and set up their Photographic
th

Studio at 111 Route Nationale.
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Press Passes.
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The War Effort in France.......................................

Between 1934 - 1936 war clouds had been  developing over  Europe, and in 1939 France was over-run by

Hitler’s hordes. In Billy Montigny, the Gestapo HQ were in close proximity to Heller’s studio.

It was known to the local authority that Ernest was of Hungarian nationality and Josephine was from Austria.

This information was required for their residency certificates and for their business registration.

Josephine’s credentials as a practising Catholic were probably well known, whereas Ernest on the other hand

was of Jewish descent - which, fortunately it seems, was not a fact known to or recorded by the authorities.

It was probably at this time he became ‘irreligious’, a fact probably not lost on the invading authorities and

likely to win approval from them. Also the name Heller is common in central Europe - and so did not have

overt Jewish connotations. They survived without religious factors overtaking them, as had happened in

other parts of Europe, and as we shall see later, affected their loved ones. 

So the Hellers, with no children of their own, managed to exist from the proceeds of their (photographic)

industry, many of Ernest Heller’s portraits being sent home by serving German soldiers, to grace family

archives. Many others stayed locally, being fond records of marriages, christenings, first communions and

such like. Some came to Australia and are held still in his portfolio.

Ernest was the businessman - photographer, Louise was involved in the accounting, processing of the films,

and household management, but in October 1940 the registration of the business was transferred to

Josephine Heller.  Soon after setting up in Billy Montigny a young lady of some 14 summers, Léone, was

introduced to assist and later manage the household duties - cleaning, cooking and such-like domestic affairs.

Léone today has very fond memories of her beloved Louise - her fairy godmother, protector and benefactor.

She recounts many times of joy and laughter with Josephine-Louise, including memorable shopping trips to

Paris. Despite their familiarity and closeness, the revelations, after the war, of Louise’s clandestine war-time

activities came as a stunning surprise and shock to  Léone - who in the house from day to day, had no inkling

of her employers’  wartime activities.

Concurrently, with the Studio as cover, Ernest and Josephine Heller turned their attention to the war,

assisting the local welfare and the Allied war effort as was practical. Russian prisoners of war, patients in

the local hospital, and local families in need were assisted with money and food. Reports on troop movements

and such were supplied to the Allies,  at first it is believed via the American Consul’s office, and later by

clandestine radio. The resistance movement developed, they were both “combattants sans uniform” and Mme

Heller was a significant local leader.

One particular facet of their life was to support Allied airmen who had evaded capture after unexpectedly

landing in France.  Photographs were provided for false travel documents, escapees and Allied parachutists

collected, hidden and succoured  with co-operative local families. Josephine - Louise was she was known -

appears to have been a major player in moving these hidden flyers between various safe-houses, and planning

and providing for their sustenance.

At war’s end many international accolades were bestowed upon them; in particular, from the  USA the

American  Freedom Medal was ceremoniously bestowed upon Mme Heller. Separately their activities were

commemorated by honours from France, Belgium, Britain, & President Eisenhower.

Ernest recorded the following details of the airmen he & Louise aided with the assistance of their friends

in the FFI, (Free French Army of the Interior). The last column indicates the period each flyer spent under

the Heller roof:
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 1. P/O George A. Ovendon # J 86218 RCAF

202 Kindersley Ave., Montreal, Canada

1 day

2. Flt/Sgt C. Christoff # R 200321 RCAF

Oba, Ontario, Canada

1 day

3. P/O L. K. Lauzon # J 19886 RCAF

694 Leslie Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

3 days

4. F/O L. W. Robertson # J 24040 RCAF

4314 W. 13  Ave., Vancouver, B.C., Canada
th

1 day

5. James Maurice Fisher # 1499791 RAF

Bent Lane, Leyland, nr Preston, Lancs.

1 day

6. 2  Lt. Charles V. Carlson # ASN O678500 USAAF
nd

239 Cedar Ave., Minneapolis, Minnesota

5 weeks

7. Tech/Sgt Charles H. Ellwell # ASN 31169183 USAAF 

226 Lincoln Street, Waterbury, Connecticut

5 weeks

8. Clifford O. Williams # O756133 USAAF

3 days

9. F/O George Patrick Brophy # 35142 RCAF  

100 High Street Sth., Port Arthur, Ontario, Canada

3 days

10. 2  Lt. William C. Du Bose # O757965 USAAF
nd

 Redwood City, California, USA

3 days

11. F/O Arnold A. Morrison # 411168 RAAF

19 Brighton Pde., Canley Vale, NSW Australia

Passing

12. S/Sgt. Willie Neal # 34615629 USAAF

Coldwater Mississippi, USA Passing

13. Lt Dean O. McCall # O 808868 USAAF 527 Sqn., 379  Bomber Group.
th

21 Blyss St. NW., Atlanta, California, USA

2 days

14. S/Sgt Julio Sanchez # 18045486 USAAF  553 A.A.F B.U. 3rd Ferry Gp ATC
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Romulus Michigan

Passing

15. Lt William R. Hodges # O 797829 USAAF 370  Fighter  Sqn . ,  359  F ighter
th

Group

316 S Sunset Dr., Winston-Salem, N Carolina, USA

Passing

16. M. Bemrose # 1505087 RAF

8 Woodseats, Grenoside, Sheffield 5, Yorks.

5-6 days 

17. D. Murray # 36017 RCAF

Red Deer, Alberta, Canada.

5-6 days

18. Lt. Graham Sweet

242 East 1  South, Salt Lake City, Utah.
st

Passing

19. Sgt Robert Boots

11 Three King’s Yard, Pavies St, Mayfair, W1.

 London.

Passing

20. Edward Jackson # 32421589 USAAF

28 Third Street, Brooklyn, New York.

Passing

21. F/O John A. Cullity # 427302 RAAF

49 Broadway, Nedlands, W.A..

Passing

?? # 3 above = P/O Lauzon - a Lancaster Pilot - mentioned by E Heller - made prisoner and sent to Germany

Now it is July 2004, as I (BMcK) write these lines, and M. Troni , the Mayor of Billy Montigny tells

me that preparations are underway to celebrate the ”Liberation” and return of freedom, achieved when the

Allies regained control on VE Day in May in Europe, and VJ Day in September in the Pacific in September

1945.

Ernest brought some of his photos to Australia - some of these are to be found in this journal ascribed to 
his collection.  Unfortunately it has not been possible to identify all the photographic subjects 60 years 
later. We are grateful to Bil l  & Deanna DuBose for adding another Heller photo to the collection. 

Also to M.  Alexis Brument for photos of Ecoust-Saint-Mein, and of his grandmother, a local Resistance 

worker from that area.

The stories of some of these valiant flyers are to be found in the later in this record  - printed with their

own or their family’s permission.

The aviators in the above  photo have been identified as follows:
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Unknown Group - Possibly FFI Training Parade (Heller Collection).

Josephine and her Boys - September 1944   (Heller Collection)

Back Row L>>R Centre Row L>>R Front Row L>>R

1   Dan Murray RCAF 7    Cliff Williams USAAC 13  Charles Carlson USAAC

2  ?Chris Christoff RCAF 8    Unknown 14  Bill DuBose USAAC

3  Unknown ?RAF 9    Unknown 15  Josephine Heller

4  Pat Brophy RCAF 10  Maurice Bembrose RAF 16  Arnold Morrison RAAF

5  Unknown ?RAF 11  Dan Williams 17 John Cullity RAAF

6  Charles Elwell USAAC 12  Unknown USAAC
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Hotel de Ville - Town Hall - Billy Montigny 2003.

Heller Studio Window Display.  (Heller Collection)
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Mme Paulette Olivier, circa 1943.

(Photo courtesy M. Alexis Brument.)

Mme Paulette Olivier and others Resistors- Ecoust-Saint-Mein.

(Photo courtesy M. Alexis Brument.)

List of Aviators known to  Mme Paulette Olivier.

(Photo courtesy M. Alexis Brument.)
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Josephine Heller with aviators and helpers.  (Bill DuBose copy of Heller Photo)

Josephine Heller with aviators and helpers.  (Heller Collection).
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 Attestation - unknown origin  - Page 1  (Heller collection)

Other wartime exploits.............................................................

We have gained some insight into the activities of the Hellers from various sources;

Source 1 - Notes brought to Australia in the Heller Papers - some recorded by the American Forces,

possibly in the course of de-briefing of Josephine Heller.

a.) A paper in the files - apparently of French origin - undated - possibly a summary by Ernest Heller
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Translation: Page 1

.

Mme JOSEPHINE HELLER nee HOLLESCH
born at GUGGING  (Austria) 11th September 1907.

ERNEST HELLER
Born at  BUDAPEST  (Hungary) 17th May 1899.

Married  7th March 1933 in NICE. (Alpes - Maritime.)
Naturalised French Citizens by decree  No  43292 X 45 on 5.3.1947

 - made anti-Hitler propaganda  near the German soldiers since 1940. 

 - helped the families of the deportees since 1941

- Mrs. HELLER took food to the Russian Prisoners.

- helped and found lodgings for ‘illegal ones’, and established false identity cards for use in their

- travels.

- Mrs. Heller recruited and organised nearly 350 FFI "VOICE OF NORTH".

- lodged and helped an agent of the FFL

- hid their transmitting set and  machine-gun.

- provided information of a military nature to Allied air forces via  network ZERO-FRANCE. 

-their house was used as a meeting  place for the chiefs of the resistance inf the area.

- transported, lodged, helped 21 Allied aviators, including 10 Americans, 6 Canadians, 3 English, and 

- 3 Australians.

Mme. and M. HELLER gave their help to the Resistance, and as concerns the  major part of their activity,

(apart from the group)  without the assistance of others, acting spontaneously, of their own initiative, with

their own resources and contacts. Their house was the  veritable centre of resistance of the area, where

at certain times, morning, at evening, and often in the night, there were resistance members,  agents, and

Allied aviators, coming and going  for assistance, information, liaison, council, lodging, weapons etc and it is

by miracle only, that they had been able to continue their work until the end, without being caught.
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 Attestation - unknown origin - Page 2
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Translation: Page 2.

REFERENCES

German Soldiers : 3 addresses from 1940 if the soldiers are living and their houses intact.

Russian Prisoners : Dr LUGEZ and the staff at Ste Barne hospital at Fouquières-lez-Lens

Assistance to civil prisoners, families and “illegals”
: the Presidents of C.D.L, FTPF, groups of civil prisoners, deportees et evaders    in

BILLY-MONTIGNY.

Information, assistance to FFI. agent, , camouflage for the transmitter
:the Chief of the Sector ZERO-FRANCE, M. HYPPOLITE 

FOURMEAUX à BREBIERES, P.-de-C,

FFI, VOIX DU NORD: Capitaine Aimé DUGARDIN,
alias Lt Col.  AIME,
route d'Harnes in MONTIGNY en GOH.,
actually in Indochina.

General Activities : Lt. Col. BASTIEN, sous-chef d'Eta't Major de la
First Military Region., in LILLE

ATTACHED MATERIAL : photocopies of the following documents :

1/   attestation of the Mayor, president of the Committe of Liberation. 
2/   receipt for money sent to the Mayor
3/   diploma of FTPT
4/ & 5/  diplomas of the Ministries for the Armed Forces Armed
6/ & 7/  certificate of membership of the FFC
8/  certificate of the B.R.A.A.E.A. British section
9/ certificate of the U.S.A. Military Intelligence Service
10/  diploma from General EISENHOWER 
11/  statement of the award of the American "MEDAL OF FREEDOM"
12/  citation regarding the American  "MEDAL OF FREEDOM" 
13/  British diploma, signed Air Chief Marshal TEDDER
14/ & 15/  diploma of the award of Belgian Commemorative Medal Commemorative
16/ & 17/  diploma of the award of  Belgian Medal of Resistance
18/  various newspaper cuttings
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 Receipt for wartime donations to the Town council.

Source 1 B - Receipt for contributions to the Mairie
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Translation: Receipt

RECEIVED

from Mr & Mrs HELLER, 111 Route National, Billy-Montigny, during the German occupation for the civil

prisoners and their families and also for the Resistance in general:

September 1941 FF 1000

December 1000

February 1942 1000

April 1000

July 1000

October 1000

December 1000

February 1943 1000

May   750

July 1000

November 1500

January 1944 1000

March 1000

May 1500

June 2000 (for the families of those who were shot)

July 1000

July 1000 (for the ministers)

Total      FF 18,750

FF Eighteen thousand seven hundred and fifty, not counting the various sums given by Mr & Mrs Heller for

the prisoners of war, to support the searches, and the amounts given by them directly to those in prisons

etc.

Signed & Sealed at  Billy-Montigny 2  November 1944 
nd

by the Mayor
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Source 1C  - Papers  which appear to be part of a de-briefing statement by Josephine Heller, (recorded

in English)

Josephine HELLER, Josephine 

11 September 1907 Hungarian

photographer

111 Route Nationale, Billy Montigny.

Husband : HELLER, Ernest

17 May 1899 Hungarian

photographer

111 Route Nationale, Billy-Montigny

G.) Contact : In March 1944, with ZERO FRANCE through Mr Foumaux, living in BREBIERE,

near VIERY en ARTOIS.

In May 1944 with V.D.N. through Mr DUGARDIN 1o6 Route d’Harnes (Montigny en Gohille)

H.) Recruiter : Mr Marc HARLET - Ecoust-Saint-Mein (P de C), who sheltered about fifteen aviators.

I.) Activity : Sheltering and placing of refractors

LUCAS, teacher in BILLY-MONTIGNY

PAYEN, R., Merchant in BILLY-MONTIGNY

SALE, cite d’Arcy, HENIN LIETARD

HUNERY living in WAZIERS, near DOUAY

as well as five others whose names I do not remember.

I also did intelligence work.

Sabotage - At different times I also paid the sum of FF2,000, for Resistance missions. To the Mayor, Mr Maurice

CELISSE.

Supplying of Russian prisoners in the Hospital Ste Barbe.
False papers for refractors, and photos.

Sheltering of allied aviators, in all 21 aviators passed through my home, the names are 

1. P/O George OVENDON, J 86218. R.C.A.F. 1 day

2. F/Sgt CHRISTOFF, R.200321 R.C.A.F. 1 day

3. P/O LAUZON, J.19886 R.C.A.F. 3 days

4. F/O ROBERTSON, J.24040 R.C.A.F 1 day

5. J. M. FISHER, 1499791 R.A.F. 1 day

6. 2 Lt C. V. CARLSON, ASN O-678500, USA. 5 weeks

7. T/Sgt C. H. ELWELL, ASN 31169183, USA. 5 weeks

8. C. WILLIAMS, 0756133, USA. 3 days

9. F/O J. P. BROPHY, J.35142 R.C.A.F. 3 days

10. 2 Lt W. C. DU BOSE Jr., 0757965, USA. 3 days

11. F/O Arnold D. MORRISON , AUS, 411168 R.A.A.F. only passed

12. S/Sgt Willie NEAL, 34615629 USA. only passed 

13. 2 Lt Dean O McCALL, 0808868 USA. 2 days

14. Julio SANCHEZ 18045486 USA. only passed

15. Lt William HODGED (sic) O-797828 USA. only passed

16. BEMROSE 1505087 R.A.F. 5 or 6 days

17. D MURRAY J.36017 R.C.A.F. 5 or 6 days

18. Lt Graham SWEET Salt Lake City USA. only passed

19. Sgt Robert BOOTS Pavies St Mayfair London W1 R.A.F. only passed

20. Edward JACKSON 32421589 USA. only passed

21. F/O John CULLITY AUS, 427302 R.A.A.F. only passed

Mme HELLER also recruited about 400 FFI for the organisation of the VOIX DU  NORD.

Mme HELLER did not collect anything for all the aviators she sheltered.
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Attestation.

L.) Comrades in res: Mr HARLET, ECOUST-SAINT-MEIN, sheltered 16 aviators.

Mr DERNANCOURT, grocer Route Nationale,  Saullamines. 
Mr LAINGHLIN, 21 Rue St Mein et Houldt, Fouquieres.

Mr PERROY, Place Mathieu, Billy-Montigny

Mr CHOPIN, Wine merchant in MERYCOURT - Village (P de C) 
Mr CAUDRELIER, Fosse/s/MERICOURT / D. LENS

Opinion of SM Officer:

Good Work

Grade 3 (Brigade)

( attached note : this person did a very good piece of work. I recommend her for a decoration.

Attached is a receipt for the money that was given to the Mayor of BILLY-MONTIGNY to help the resistants.

But it is probably (Mr Heller is certain of it)  that the money never went further than the pockets of the mayor.

Mr HELLER should like to know what became of the money.

It seems also that this couple is threatened with death by a certain group of people who , in the region, take them for

Germans.  It is to be pointed out that this couple is of Hungarian origin, and considered German by the population. For

the moment they live in fear of being killed.

Would it be possible to give them a letter signed by allied military authorities to rehabilitate them in the eyes of the

population.?

Source 1D -  Attestation from American HQ in Paris as suggested in document 1C.above
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Source 2 - A newspaper report from the Voix du Nord in September 1944, of an interview with Josephine

Heller confirms much of the information in Source 1 and adds a little more detail:

AT BILLY MONTIGNY
with Mme Heller “Heroine of France” who hid 21 Aviators.

Our readers have had before them these past days a picture of Mrs. Heller surrounded 16 of the 21 allied soldiers
whom she hid, lodged, and fed during the war. We visited her at her house, at Billy-Montigny, where her husband
is a photographer.

Mrs. Heller, Viennese by birth, became Hungarian by her marriage. January, 1944, she received the first two
English pilots. They were entrusted to her by an organization which could not hide them at their own place. Then
in March, two others came to look for asylum at her home. Thus, each month she lodged some and attained the
impressive number of 21 in July. At the moment of liberation 16 of them were still entrusted to her care, the other
five having rejoined the allied lines.

It goes without saying - the most elementary wisdom demanded it -  that all did not remain at her house. They
were harboured in the neighbouring communes. Mrs. Heller does not wish to dwell on the inherent difficulties
of such an enterprise.

She went herself in the car, to look for the aviators in the different regions where the Germans were swarming
up to a radius of 40 kilometres. Often they were dressed in a rudimentary fashion: she set her wits to work to
furnish them with sufficient clothing and supplies.
 
These times of misery are not yet so distant in our memory that we don’t remember the agonizing problems which
were then placed on all of us. Mrs. Heller applied herself to solve them for her “boarders”who didn't lack
appetites. Some generous assistance helped her in her task. Her guests endured becoming accustomed to our
vulgar gray tobacco and even to Belgian tobacco! They were almost all rabid smokers and used a frightful quantity
of tobacco. "They didn't lack it,” said Mrs. Heller while smiling.

Her "refugees" went out only when it was completely dark. The little indiscretions, so often fatal, were thus
avoided. When even one person, outside the family, knew of the presence of an English aviator at one house or
another, Mme. Heller changed his residence. In the summer, a person preceded at 50 metres Mrs Heller
accompanied by her outlaw friends, so that if a patrol presented itself to verify papers they had time to do an about
face.

The houses which sheltered these Englishmen were always rigorously shut up. If someone knocked, the pilot hid
himself on the floor. In most of the cases, a plan was made for unforseen events. If one or the other were captured,
he confessed that he had arrived in the night and that he was getting ready to present himself to the commander.
“Thank God, it didn't ever come to that”.

Thanks to the precautions taken the people who harbored some Englishmen did not even know about each other -
and all went well.

But that did not end the activity of Mrs. Heller. She contributed to setting on its feet an organization of 400 F.F.I.
of  the region. In direct  relation with the agents of the Intelligence Service she often gave them information on
munitions depots, rows of torpedo supplies, passing of troops, situations of major importance. Her devotion
extended to all domains. It is thus that she did so much and so well that she succeeded in making the food get to
the Russian prisoners of the hospital.
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Newspaper Report - Nord Eclair  - 17  September 1944th

(Heller Collection).
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Funeral cortege - Reburial of some of  the victims of the Arras Citadel murders

1941-44 (Heller Collection).

See < http://www.webmatters.net/france/ww1_arras_2.htm >

It would take a book to write on all her activity. Let’s finish by citing the people who most helped Mme Heller
in her work :
the two Baudart brothers, who often transported arms and aviators,
the Dernancourt family, grocer at Saullamines, who sheltered nine aviators simultaneously,
Mr Laine,
Mr Langlin, at Fouquieres,
Mr Caudrelier, at Mericourt,
Mr Caron, restauranteur at Fouquieres,
Mr Merlin, Passerole Street,
Mr Roussel, Fosse Avenue,
Mr Perrey, Dairyman at Billy Montigny
Mr Chopin, brewer,
Mr Vaniskemski, butcher at Mericourt,
Finally Miss Elaine Delayance of Noyelles-sous-Lens, who brought her precious help in many circumstances.

On the day of Liberation in Billy Montigny Mme Heller collected her proteges from their hiding places . From
the window of his home Commandant Bastien addressed the crowd. But the shouts of the crowd became delirious
when the sixteen airmen of the allied forces appeared. A rousing “Marseillaise” then rang out, and Mme Heller
had never been happier than at that moment.

...........................................................From Nord Eclair - 17  September 1944 th

http://www.webmatters.net/france/ww1_arras_2.htm
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Liberation (Heller Collection).

Liberation  (Heller Collection).
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Liberation  (Heller Collection).

Liberation  (Heller Collection).
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Source 3 - Personal Memoirs & Diaries.

Charles Carlson, Bill DuBose, John Cullity, Cliff Williams and Arnold (George) Morrison. These copyright

records are included under authority and privilege granted by Mrs Carlson, Mrs Morrison, Bill DuBose and

John Cullity and Cliff Williams. 

(See Later)

Source 4 - The Internet.

a.) As a result of contacts made by web search, further information was provided by interested helpers. 
For this assistance I am most grateful to those who contacted me by email. In particular I thank 
M. Alexis Brument of Envermeu, who supplied information regarding his grandmother and  photos 

of the Ecoust-Saint-Mein area.

b.) From : <http://www.b-26marauderarchive.org/BK/BK2001/BK200130.htm>.

(451 Bomb Sqn - USA) 

1944 March 20 - Aircraft 951 lost over target as the result of a direct hit. Crew members included

Lts. Carl Larson and Gibson Fahnestock, Sgts. William Hamilton, Julio Sanchez, Clarence Yingling, and

Ed Jackson. Yingling was killed. (Lt. Fahnestock and Sgt. Hamilton became prisoners of war, while Lt.

Larson and Sgts. Sanchez and Jackson later returned as evadees.) 

c.) From :

<http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=ArchivedFeatures&Params=A2145>

- the heroism of Andrew Mynarski VC relates to his friend Pat Brophy, who later was one of the

evaders helped by the Heller team.

Source 5 - The Air Force Association of Canada

Regarding the Canadian crew members Pat Brophy, Chris Christoff and Dan Murray contact was made

with Fred Aldworth, and he kindly provided further assistance.

http://<http://www.b-26marauderarchive.org/BK/BK2001/BK200130.htm>.
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Part 4

The Holocaust in (Eastern) Europe........................

After the war came the search for family. Ernest knew that his brother and father had predeceased him

before the war. Our researches in Budapest reveal that Ernest’s father Solaman, who died 13   March 1937,
th

is buried in Budapest in Kozma Street Cemetery, grave 45, row 10, Section 38A, and his brother Hugo who

died 30  October 1925  in grave 5, Row 11, Section 40. We visited the cemetery in August 2001, but found
th

no headstones or other information to further elucidate the Heller family history. 

In the documents Ernest brought to Australia, we found pointers to family origins - mentioned earlier - and

some letters and cards relating to his mother’s experiences in 1932 and the 1940's

Two letters written from  6/15 Bernardgasse, Vienna 7, by Ernest’s mother Pauline Heller nee Rosenfeld in

September & November 1932, survive. She recounts having recently travelled to Budapest to visit family and

friends, she enquired as to the preparations for the marriage of Louise and Ernest, and commented on the

unemployment, hunger and general misery in both Budapest and Vienna.

The other surviving correspondence from Pauline Heller was written between 12  December 1940 and 14th
th

October  1941, from the address 22/1 Biberstrasse, Vienna 1. These various short letters and cards - eight

in all - tell of the extreme conditions of hunger and cold, and perplexities of dealing with the government

agencies in Vienna & Budapest in the 1940's. It appears that Pauline Heller was attempting - with help of

friends - to obtain various documents to send to Ernest & Louise in France, to assist with their residential

qualifications,  and also papers to assist with the extension of her own residential permit in Vienna. 

In Dec 1940  - aged 79 - Pauline told of living in Vienna with Ernest’s aunt Anna (73 years) and uncle Julius

(64 years) - the three siblings living in the home of their friend Clara “Sara” Gronner. 

(By German decree all Jewish females had to add the forename “Sara” to clearly indicate their Judaic

association. See < http://www3.sympatico.ca/mighty1/valor/history.htm#top.htm >) Pauline Heller wrote: 

“Most probably I have to renew my residential permit, which will expire at the end of November”

The problems in her own case possibly related not only to the German invasion,  but also to the breakup of

the old Austro-Hungarian empire, in that she had been born in Varasd, Hungary in 1861, which is now known

as Varasdin in Croatia, married in the Dohany Street (Jewish) Temple in Budapest in 1897, and was resident

in Vienna. She probably moved to Vienna after the death of her 84 year old husband in 1937. Her son Hugo

died in 1925, and is buried in Budapest, her husband Soloman died and was buried in Budapest in 1937, and

by that year Ernest had settled in France - Pauline had no relatives in Hungary after 1937 and presumably

moved to Vienna to be with her siblings. If and why she was separated earlier than 1937, we know not.

In March 1941 - she noted she had been in touch with Louise’s uncle and invited him to come to them - he

answered by mail that he was ill and bed-ridden and could not accept - and that they were no longer receiving

a living allowance - Uncle Julius (Rosenfeld) was receiving unemployment benefit having been called up for

the National Civilian Service - although he was not  yet employed therein - Aunt Anna (Rosenfeld) had

received help from several lady friends who were all very helpful.

In April 1941 - in response to Ernest’s enquiries as to how she was getting by, she replied

 “I am taking part in the “Notbespeisung” given by the government - it is a once-a-day main meal at lunchtime

given to destitute people and I receive a small monthly winter allowance from the Rultusgemeinde (Private

Organisation) to help people in need”.

http://www3.sympatico.ca/mighty1/valor/history.htm#top.htm
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In June 1941 - Pauline wrote

 

“...... up to now we have had only a few warm days and in our apartment it is especially cool. Aunt Anna is still

wearing most of her winter clothes, and Uncle Julius often wears his gloves and 

hat inside the room, because he feels cold. The sun never comes into our rooms”.

In September 1941 -

 “I have been obliged to apply for a temporary passport as a stateless person. The police did not want to wait

any longer. I have been summoned many times and live in constant unrest. This passport, only valid for six

months came at a great expense, translation costs, certifying documents and much running about. I have

given all information to Dr Lnkacs. Both our affairs really are costing a small fortune. Documents  - not

necessary - are sealed with three stamps, then sending documents registered and express does make it quite

expensive, not to mention my transport, visits, etc., etc.”.

14  October 1941 - came the final postcard :
th

 “My beloved ones, I have to inform you that we are moving out of our residence. Our new address has been

mentioned to you previously. I am giving the same information to Dr L. Affectionate greetings and kisses

from us all. Your much loving Mother.”
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Letter from Embassy in Vienna (Heller Collection).

After The War - The Terrible Truth..................................

We do not know what steps Ernest took after the war to find his  missing family, we don’t know when the

reality of his failed communications with and loss of his mother  caught up with him, but we do know that

finally in 1947 Ernest Heller approached the French legation in Vienna , and received the following reply:
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(Translated from the original French)

“Legation Of The Republic of France In Austria

Consular Offices

Technikerstrasse, Vienna IV

Vienna,

April 24 1947

Dear Sir,

It is with great regret I advise  you that the investigation  which I have made in regard to your apartment

and your family have only given sad results.

The premonitions expressed in your letter dated 6 January 1947 have been confirmed : no traces could be

found of either Madame Heller nor brother and sister after their deportation.

In regard to your possessions your mother has taken all her furniture from Bernardgasse 6 to the new

residence Biberstrasse 22, which was forced upon her.

When the family was deported all the belongings which she had at Biberstrasse have been confiscated by

the S.A., and no traces could be found whatsoever.

I beg you dear Sir to accept my very respectful feelings

Signed & sealed

M. E. Heller

111 Route National 

BILLY_MONTIGNY

Pas de Calais. 
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German murder record - Paula Heller nee Rosenfeld

In 2001 when we commenced the more detailed  research in Vienna, and thanks to the Germanic trait of

documentation, our researchers there revealed the further fate of these sad people and this is reflected

in our selection of words for Louise and Ernest’s Epitaph in the cemetery at Billy Montigny.

In Vienna we were to find the details of deportation of Ernest’s last known family, to Lodz, Poland.

October 19  1941  Pauline Rosenfeld Born 12/8/1861 was transported to Litzmannstadt -
th

Lodz, in Poland

Murdered 16  January 1942
th

October 19  1941 Anna Maria Rosenfeld Born 28/12/1867 was transported to Litzmannstadt
th

- Lodz, in Poland

Murdered - April 13th 1942

October 19  1941 Julius Rosenfeld Born 1/12/1876 was transported to Litzmannstadt - Lodz,
th

in Poland

Murdered 12  July 1942
th

January 21  1942 Anna Gronner - Born 6/7/1882 was transported to Riga, Latvia 
st

Fate not recorded.
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German murder record Julius Rosenfeld.

German murder record - Julius Rosenfeld.
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Deportation record Klara Gronner.

Essential Reading :

For details of the Lodz Ghetto:

 

See: < http://history1900s.about.com/library/holocaust/aa070897.htm >

For details of the associated Chelmno death factory:

see <  www.jewishgen.org/ForgottenCamps/Camps/ChelmnoEng.html >

For other details about the Holocaust:

See   United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. < http://www.ushmm.org >

http://history1900s.about.com/library/holocaust/aa070897.htm>
http://www.jewishgen.org/ForgottenCamps/Camps/ChelmnoEng.html
http://www.ushmm.org/
http://www.ushmm.org
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Part 5

Post War France.

Following the cessation of hostilities and relief from oppression, came the investigations by the allies -

America in particular  - assessing the activities of the population in the war years. The local residents  also

expressed their opinions as regards the behaviour of their fellow citizens, and the Hellers were not

untouched, being accused by some - who did not know their story - of being German sympathisers , so much

so that they were in fear of their lives. The local FFI & others in authority in the Resistance knew otherwise

and with additional clarification provided by the Americans the situation slowly improved.  

The Card of the Volunteer Combatant of the Resistance
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Mme Heller was also a  member of the  FFI (Free French Forces of the Interior)

and of the clandestine  Voix du Nord - ‘Voice of the North’
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Then followed recognition of their deeds.

Recognition From France :

From the National Military Committee of French Riflemen and Partisans.

DIPLOMA

AWARDED BY THE

NATIONAL MILITARY COMMITTEE OF FRENCH RIFLEMEN AND PARTISANS

TO Mme JOSEPHINE HELLER

WHO HAS GIVEN AID AND ASSISTANCE TO F.T.P.F.

DURING THE WAR OF NATIONAL LIBERATION

AT THE PERIL OF HER LIFE AND WELL-BEING, 

WITH GRATITUDE FROM A LIBERATED  FATHERLAND

Paris 14 July 1945
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Letter of Attestation from the Mayor of Billy Montigny:
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Letter of Attestation from the Mayor of Billy Montigny:

Translation

15, September 1944

We the  Mayor and President of the Committee of Liberation of Billy Montigny certify that M. and Mme.

Heller, Photographers at Billy-Montigny, Rue Nationale, have always manifested their patriotic feelings

towards all the allies during the war.

In my position as Head of the National Front, and the Resistance, since 1941 I had nearly daily recourse

to M. and Mme. Heller, either for financial reasons to assist members of the Resistance Movement or

their families, a cause in which they took great participation, or for the purpose of food supply for

political prisoners, or to assist Russians who had fled the prison-camps.

M. and Mme Heller have risked their lives by sheltering 21 British, American and Canadian parachutists in

our region, they have accommodated and nourished the prisoners who have fled the German prison-camps,

or the ones who have come in from the sea-shores regardless of nationality. M. and Mme. Heller have

played an exceptional role of heroism in the resistance.

Issued at Bill-Montigny the 15 September 1944

The Mayor

President of the Committee of Liberation, Celisse Maurice*

Certified with the Seal of

BILLY MONTIGNY  DU  PAS-DE-CALAIS
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From the National Association of Families of Those Shot and Massacred.

IF THE ECHO OF THEIR VOICES

 FADES, WE SHALL PERISH 

DIPLOMA OF BENEFACTION

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THE FAMILIES 

OF SHOOTINGS AND MASSACRES

FRANCE

(Reverse)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FAMILIES OF THOSE SHOT AND MASSACRED

55, RUE PIERRE-CHARON, 55 - PARIS (8*)

DIPLOMA OF BENEFACTION

AWARDED TO MADAME HELLER

BILLY MONTIGNY

IN TESTIMONY OF OUR GRATITUDE  FOR HER  GENEROUS DONATION IN

FAVOUR OF OUR WIDOWS AND OUR ORPHANS OF RESISTANCE
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From France.

Citation : Monsieur Ernest  Heller

A Member of the French Fighting Forces Without Uniform

has participated, in territory occupied by the enemy,

in glorious combat for the Liberation of the Homeland.
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From France.

Citation : Madame Heller - Hollesche

A Member of the French Fighting Forces Without Uniform

 has participated, in territory occupied by the enemy,

in glorious combat for the Liberation of the Homeland.
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From France.

The Cross of the Volunteer Combatant of the Resistance

Awarded to both Mr & Mrs Heller individually.

This bronze gilt cross was instituted on 15 April 1954 and shows the Cross of Lorraine on the

recto and "COMBATTANT VOLONTAIRE RESISTANCE" on the verso. As its title indicates, it

was awarded to those Resistance Members who voluntarily took up arms against the occupying

German forces, and who were entitled to carry The Card of the Volunteer Combatant of the

Resistance

From France.
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Croix du Combattant

Awarded to both Mr & Mrs Heller individually

Instituted by the law of December 19, 1926,  a bronze medal awarded to  all those mobilized in the war of

1914-1918 and later to ex-serviceman  of the 1939-1940 war.

Recto : Cross of bronze pattée with four cast solid branches, in the centre, facing left an  effigy of the

Republic capped by an Adrian helmet decorated with branches of bay-trees surrounded of the inscription

“French Republic”.

Verso: A sword points to the  bottom, with rays surrounding the high part above the level of the handle and

the inscription “Cross of the Combatant” in arc of circle in 

lower two thirds of the central medallion.
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From Belgium

The resistance movement along the Franco-Belgian border was based upon co-operative action, and so the

Hellers’ activities came to the notice of the Belgian authorities, and recognition was awarded them by that

neighbouring wartime ally.

La Médaille de la Résistance 1940-1945

The 1940-45 Resistance Medal

awarded to Mr & Mrs Heller Individually

This medal was instituted on 16  February 1946 and awarded to all members of theth

 Resistance Army and members of the Intelligence Agents who operated in Occupied Territory

The colours of the ribbon are symbolic - black for the dark days of occupation,

 green for the hope of release, and red for the blood spilt by the members of the Resistance
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The Kingdom of Belgium.

The Belgian National Ministry of defence has the honour to advise 

Mme. Joseephine Heller, nee Hollesch, 

 that by Order No 6312 dated 4  August, 1949,
th

 His Royal Highness The Prince Regent,

 has awarded to her the Resistance Medal.
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Citation from Kingdom of Belgium.

By Virtue of the Edict of His Royal Highness, The Prince Regent,

(No 1859 of February 16, 1946) the Chief of Service of the S.D.H has the honour to advise

Mrs. Josephine Heller that The 1940-45 Resistance Medal has been awarded to her and that

the Insignias - two Crossed Flashes may be affixed on the ribbon of this Honourable Distinction.
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The Kingdom of Belgium

The Belgian National Ministry of defence has the honour to advise 

M.  Ernest Heller, 

 that by Order No 6312 dated 4  August, 1949,
th

 His Royal Highness The Prince Regent,

 has awarded to him the Resistance Medal.
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Citation from Kingdom of Belgium.

By Virtue of the Edict of His Royal Highness,The Prince Regent,

(No 1859 of February 16, 1946) the Chief of Service of the S.D.H has the honour to advise

Mr. Josephine Heller that The 1940-45 Resistance Medal has been awarded to her and that

the Insignias - two Crossed Flashes may be affixed on the ribbon of this Honourable Distinction.
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From Britain

From Air Chief Marshal Tedder.
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From Britain
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From Britain

Bureau for Research re Aid Provided to Allied Evaders, British Section.

B.R.A.A.E.A

Bureau for Research re Aid

Provided to Allied Evaders

British Section

Grand Hotel du Palais Royal,

4, rue de Valois,

Paris 1er.

18 October 1945.

Dear Sir,

We are very happy to confirm that you and Mrs Heller are well-known by our Services for aiding the

Allied Cause during the German Occupation.

We affirm that you have given such help, in dangerous circumstances, to allied aviators.

With  our sincere thanks

Major S. White

Mr E Heller

111, route Nationale

Billy-Montigny.

(Pas-de-Calais)
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From The United States of America

The Medal of Freedom
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Presentation of the Freedom Meda lto Mme.Josephine Heller

by General Tate, Supreme Commander, american Forse Europe
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From America.
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From America.
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AFEES

The Air Forces Escape and Evasion Society.

About 1990, members of the Air Forces Escape & Evasion Society (AFEES), based in Texas, USA, having

located Ernest & Josephine in Australia, were encouraging them to record their reminiscences. However as

I have pointed out earlier - it was too late and the old couple were not interested / couldn’t be bothered -

it was beyond them.

However a courtesy letter exists which replies to the request from M. Leslie Atkinson,  an AFEES founder

member  in France; he had written to the Hellers bearing the request from AFEES and in particular from

Clifford Williams, Charles Carlson and Bill DuBose, which explains the state of affairs clearly as it was then.

Ernest replied in French, the translation and notes, made by Leslie  Atkinson,  are as follows:

Ernest Heller

36 King St

Caloundra 

Qld 4551 14 November 1990

Dear Sir,

Although that according to my wife “let bygone be bygone”, here is a short summary you asked for. 

We had, my wife and me, a photograph shop in Billy-Montigny, Pas-de-Calais. I was an Hungarian citizen and my wife

a native of Austria.

One day the Mayor of the town came and asked us to hide two Allied airmen shot down in France. (It was Carlson and

Elwell). A neighbour accepted to shelter them but, the next morning, he came and said he could not keep them anymore

as he was so frightened that he couldn’t sleep during the night.

Later we were warned that in a village, I have forgotten the name, 40 kilometres from Billy-Montigny there was an airman

needing help.

My wife found a man with a truck who agreed to carry them. (I had no car  and it was impossible to buy gasoline. Moreover

being Jewish I was obliged to hide myself).

My wife made several trips, some with a policeman seated in front with the driver and she brought and found lodging for

a total of 21 Allied airman. Most of them were sheltered in the house of a grocer in Sallaumines who was proudly showing

the airmen to his customers. We had to talk seriously with him, to remove the airmen and, when the grocer had shown to

his customers that the airmen were gone, we put them back to his home.

We had kept contact with some of the airmen and, in 1961 after we had retired, we made a tour in U.S.A. and in part of

Canada in a Greyhound bus and we were home guest of them. Later one Canadian airman visiting France with New

Zealanders group, went to see us.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(Continues) 19 April 1991

I have found today my letter that I didn’t mailed. I am now 92 years old and my wife is going to have 83 years. She had

to be seen by doctors recently, but on the whole she is not in bad health for her age. My-self I swim 800 metres every

day and my doctor thinks I’ll live 10 years.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(Continues) 23 May 1991

Now I’ll try to find your address to send this letter with no more delay.

 

With our good memory

 Ernest and Louise Heller

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Note on the back:

Mrs Elwell. Ringsley Ave. Middleborough. 06762.CONN.

End of Heller Letter

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

6 June 1991

From Leslie (Atkinson) to Clifford O. Williams

to Charles V. Carlson

to Harry A. Dolph

My Dear Friends:

My last letter to the Heller was of August 1990.

As you know I asked them a recent photograph, a short story on them and Mrs Elwell address.

I have received their answer last Friday, 31 May, and I have made the translation from his French to my English, in
trying to keep in the text that which Ernest see the facts.

I apologise for this poor work and reckon on Harry to arrange it, as usual.

It was a wonderful surprise and this letter gives us the possibility to write on them in AFEES COMMUNICATION as
we have planned before.

I don’t write to Mrs Donna Dubose and to Mrs Elwell because you know better than me if it is convenient and how it
must be done.

And for me, now I’ll follow Harry’ directives.

My best regards to you and Mary

(sgd: Leslie)

P. S. Mrs D. Dubose 298 Hokes Pl. Lilburn. GA 30247

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Now it is July 2004, as I (BMcK) write these lines, and M. Troni , the Mayor of Billy Montigny tells me
that preparations are underway to celebrate the ”Liberation” and return of freedom, achieved when the
Allies regained control in September 1945.

Ernest brought some of his photos to Australia - some of these are to be found in this journal ascribed 
to his collection.  Unfortunately it has not been possible to identify all the photographic subjects 60 
years later. We are grateful to Bill & Deanna DuBose for adding another Heller photo to the collection. 
Also to M. Alexis Brument for photos of Ecoust-Saint-Mein, and of his grandmother a local Resistance 
worker from that area.
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Part 6

Ernest Heller - The Professional Photographer

Cordon Bleu - Blue Ribbon for Ernest Heller.

Ernest Heller had been a professional photographer all his life, and after the war he regularly followed news

of his profession, particularly in the American journal, - “The Professional Photographer”. Which  ran a

monthly competition. The most excellent submissions were awarded “The Blue Ribbon”  for the outstanding

entry, and the next best received “Honourable Mentions” In Ernest’s portfolios we find that that he gained

a Blue Ribbon in February 1953, and Honourable Mentions in May and June of the same year. His

professionalism, and especially his happy relationship with his younger subjects and his beloved Louise are

clearly demonstrated in his folios. One can but assume that the prints he carried to his new home across the

world were those which he considered his inspired works.
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Studio Portraits of Mme Heller - 18  Dec 1945 by M.Hellerth
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Ernest achieved a “Ribon Bleu” accolade for his portraiture of children, and apart from the Studio, occupied
himself with wise investments on the stock market - an activity he successfully enjoyed into his last years.

From Ernest Heller’s Portfolio.
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Part 7.

Locating and Stabilising the Estate.

Ernest and Louise having entered the Nursing Home at Kawana in April 1995, the time had come to undertake

our custodial duties in detail. As mentioned earlier, the unit was cleaned, the contents sorted and with the

advice of Mr Garry Wardle, the accountant, a plan of action was drawn up. 

From discussions with Ernest it became clear he had an intention of drawing his assets together in

Switzerland, only bringing to Australia sufficient to buy the unit and ensure their comfort by means of an

annuity and some minor share trading to occupy their interests; however by 1987-8 their written records

of investments became much reduced and some inaccuracies  crept in, their French pension was discontinued

account of failure to complete and return an  annual “Certificate of Existence”. They had originally been in

touch with the Australian Tax Office, but somehow they believed that office had no further interest in their

affairs, and the Tax Office for its part had lost the Hellers from its screen & records. Additionally we had

discovered in their papers mention of a score or so financial institutions - France - Spain - America -

Switzerland - Australia  with whom they had had dealings, but for which we could not ascertain any

finalisation or closure.

 

So ensued a lengthy period of arranging that our Queensland enduring powers of attorney (POA) were valid

internationally. The original POA documents were translated by a translator certified by the French

Consulate. Copies in English and French were then certified by an Australian Notary Public,  a senior

practising solicitor appointed for life by a State or Territory Supreme Court to perform such international

duties; we found Queensland to be an exception - where such officers (Notaries Public) are appointed by the

Archbishop of Canterbury and his chief clerk, the Master of Faculties. Australian  appointees affix their

identifying red seal or stamp to the documents they witness or notarize as near as possible to their

witnessing signature. The next step was to present the notarised documents to officers of the Australian

Commonwealth Dept of Foreign Affairs & Trade, who for a fee attach an Apostille. An Apostille  Certificate

is required  if a document is to operate in a foreign country which is a signatory to The Hague Convention.

Certificates issued and sealed by the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade ("DFAT") authenticate that

the signature, seal or stamp of an official on an Australian public document is genuine. So we completed the

first of our big lessons in international procedures!

In some cases early in our involvement we were able to make progress simply by directing a letter of inquiry

under our joint signatures with further approval by additional signatures of Ernest and Louise. We

determined a list of possible repositories and institutions to be checked, and made mail contact with most;

one or two - like the intransigent officers of  T.G. pour L'Etranger 30 Rue de Malville  44040 Nantes (The

General Treasury for Overseas Residents) - never sent any acknowledgement - nor were the Hellers’ small

war pensions re-instated at that time, by that office. 

In May 1995 the first letter of introduction was sent to Robeco Bank in Switzerland - the Bank with which

Ernest, now in his 96  year, had  intended to centralise his activities; agreeably within a few months various
th

regulations, documentation and certifications were completed and we had the central repository up & running,

ready to receive transfers from other institutions as & when  we located them. By November 1995 we had

determined an estate of slightly over AUD $4,000,000 and this became consolidated in holdings in four

separate items - The Robeco Bank in Geneva, Switzerland, the  Suncorp Metway Bank in Caloundra,

Queensland, their furnished home unit in Caloundra, and some Australian Shares.

By the end of 1995  we had put together an advisory management group consisting of the attorneys, two

accountants and two lawyers; Mr & Mrs Heller originally had independent dealings with Mr Garry Wardle,
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accountant; the Hellers had not had a regular local solicitor so the attorneys had involved their own family

solicitor, Mr Robert Ingram to assist the Hellers respond to the Nambour hospital aged care team advice

re admission to care and to act for them in future legal issues, so Mr Wardle and Mr Ingram were obvious

choices to join an advisory team to assist the attorneys. Another local solicitor Mr Alan Parry was approached

to join the team, particularly to oversee  & protect the interests and integrity of the attorneys and warn of

potential conflicts of interest. A second independent accountant, Mr Bruce Swan of KPMG Mooloolaba was

invited to join to provide appropriate backup for Mr Wardle. 

The Australian Tax Office was visited to be apprised of our findings and to review the unusual events that

had led to the long period of non-reporting. Eventually our accountants after a detailed search of the Heller

files, were able to produce evidence that the Hellers had in fact received written advice that implied they

were of no further interest to the tax department and so no infringements could be considered in Australia,

and since all necessary overseas taxes had been paid by retentions in the foreign countries - we could all

breathe comfortably again.

1996 & 1997 saw the group reviewing the responses from the potential overseas repositories, dealing with

letters from those companies who had come on side in correspondence with us, arranging the closure of

accounts & transfer of funds to Robeco Bank in Geneva. In all we had listed 31 overseas firms and 9 in

Australia for review.

 In addition to the involved financial management, Shirley provided the day to day support for the Hellers,

visiting 3 times a week or more, shopping, paying their bills; and so the team commenced planning for the

future. We knew that if the Hellers made no new wills, the estate would pass into intestacy, and that their

testamentary capacity precluded their carrying out the early decision as expressed to the attorneys “....the

surviving partner shall make a new will to settle the estate”. So what to do in future, and are there really no

relatives as we had been told so often?

Our next moves therefore were to investigate the Hellers’ genealogy as far as possible, and to approach the

court for permission to set up a trust fund to protect the estate for the Hellers’ support, and to keep it

intact pending and during the hunt for family. This move would also allow of the administration of the funds

to pass to those younger than the now ageing attorneys, and if no heirs were determined, the framework

would be in place to transfer to a Charitable trust.

By the end of 1997 it was realised that new resources would have to be applied to reach our goals - personal

overseas meetings were necessary. A particular example was in a situation where a German bank had been

very helpful in forwarding dividend information for the three years required for backdated returns to the

Tax office. The forms were in German and with the best dictionaries and even a personal visit to the Embassy

in Canberra (en passant on a private trip to Melbourne) did not produce the required information.

Serendipity can be helpful. After graduation from the University of Melbourne half a century ago, I had

become a life member of the Graduate Union, and regularly received the Journal of that society. In a copy

received in 1997 I had noticed that the European contact for the Graduate Union was one Dr Patrick Grawehr

in Switzerland, and the degrees he held indicated he was a Doctor of Law who had undertaken post graduate

studies in Melbourne after his primary graduation in Switzerland. Just the person we needed as guide - a

lawyer who knew the Swiss and Australian law scenes and who presumably spoke English and understood the

Australian accent!! A few emails, a fax, some phone calls and we were referred to Patrick’s uncle, a senior

lawyer in Geneva, M. Xavier Oberson. Patrick himself was not in private practice but served as a senior lawyer

in the administration of the Canton of Aargau.
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It was agreed Mr Wardle, a member of the Caloundra advisory team should accompany the attorneys to

Europe and dates were pencilled in the calender for May 1998. More correspondence and various meetings

were set up in Geneva with Robeco Bank and M. Oberson, and in Germany, France, Belgium and New York with

other firms with whom we wished to have discussions. The necessary documents were assembled, bookings

and travel insurance put in hand and mobile phones switched to ‘global roaming’.   All was ready.

Meantime our two lawyers - Mr Ingram and Mr Parry set about preparing the case to present to the Supreme

Court setting out why a trust should be set up. In June 1998, whilst we were still overseas, the proposition

was presented in chambers by our selected barrister. Sympathetic to our cause, the judge nevertheless ruled

against the proposition as it stood but passed on helpful advice for our legal team to consider.
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Hotel Churchill 

Garry & Barry sharing coffees before

leaving Bangkok

The Römer. 

Around the World.

May 12  1998 saw the team of three en route from Brisbane aboard a Thai
th

Airways jumbo jet. After a late night arrival in Bangkok and a hair-raising

taxi ride to our hotel we slept long and deeply. On the 13  we spent 5-6
th

hours exploring nearby areas and eateries, and late afternoon saw us

cruising back to the airport - rather more sedately as the taxi driver had

been warned. We parted company at the airport, Garry to travel on to

Zurich to make enquiries at Union Bank of Switzerland whilst we travelled

overnight to Frankfurt to sort out the German dividend statements.

Arriving 6am on May 14  we took a taxi to the Ibis hotel for a shower and
th

change of clothes, then another taxi and we were off to the offices of

DWS (DWS Deutsche Gessellenschaft fur Wertpapiersparen mbH - a

division of Dresdner Bank) in an elegant old building in a leafy suburban

area. We had good records of funds invested with this bank as they had

responded well to our queries, but as mentioned earlier we  had problems

about with-held tax. We were soon in the hands of Mr Christopher Hau, an

investment adviser. As usual for those in such offices he spoke good

English, understood German taxation and the

intricacies if the dividend statement. In short

time we had all the answers we had vainly sought in the previous twelve months

and said our farewell. We enjoyed a pleasant walk back to our hotel in the spring

sunshine, then on to The Römerberg,  the central square in Frankfurt's Altstadt

(Old Town), where we lunched on a beer and toasted sandwiches at a bistro

opposite The Römer, an interesting diversion being courtesy of a wedding party

coming and going at The Römer, Frankfurt's Rathaus or Town Hall on the other

side of the square.

 A pleasant dinner and another good night’s sleep saw us up bright and early for

the taxi to the airport and a short flight to Geneva. Garry arrived from Zurich shortly after and we collected

our French hire car and a city map  from offices in the French sector of the airport and made out into France

and then down connecting roads to Hotel Churchill in Geneva. 

We had left the weekend clear for R & R to catch up with sleep & jetlag and to have the necessary time to

review the records we had brought with us. The Churchill was small 35 room private hotel with minimal

footprint and frontage to rue du Simplon, and bordered against ruelle des Marins - Sailors Alley!. No car

parking space was visible as we drove up, but on enquiry Manuel came out to the street and removed a mobile

‘No Parking’ sign and all was well!  (That’s not our hire car in the photo!!)  

Garry found he had a double bed but no room for a table in his room so he set up his mobile office in the

deserted dining room. In our few days there we rarely saw other guests and only one

or two at breakfast. We decided to eat in that Saturday night, Manuel had been

relieved by another young man who produced some reasonable viands. When asked

about wine he went to the ledge of a large picture window facing SW onto the alley,

pulled back the LH end of the heavy curtain and revealed 3 or 4 re-corked bottles

each containing varying quantities of wine, standing upright in the warm glow of the

late afternoon sunlight! We asked about a fresh bottle of wine, and after a hunt he

turned up the only other bottle in the hotel - an unopened red fortunately. A walk

down Sailors Alley and a stroll along the lake saw us finish our first amusing day in

Geneva.
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Fountains at dusk - Limoge

Sunday Garry decided to stay and work on in the empty dining room and then entertain himself for the

afternoon. I felt it would be a good idea for me to re-attune myself to the fun - joys - and difficulties of

driving on the right side of the road. So with passports in hand and Shirley the wonder - navigator directing,

we made an uneventful circumnavigation of Lake Geneva,  visiting a number of lakeside villages, during which

manouevre time was spent in France. On our return Garry amused with his lunch story. Apparently the hotel

was very quiet and Garry, close to completing his work, asked Manuel if the hostlery could provide a light

lunch.  After some discussion it was decided that a cheese-biscuit platter with a beer would be excellent.

Soon after Garry was nonplussed to see Manuel quickly stride out to the alley, jump on his bicycle and speed

off. A short time later as Garry was packing up his gear Manuel returned clutching some market bags- some

few minutes later the platter and beer arrived - fresh from the market. All our later midday and evening

meals were shared in some simple nearby restaurants where food of the region was generally served and

enjoyed.

The following week meetings were held as arranged, our credentials inspected and accepted, and much

valuable information about protocols & procedures graciously & freely supplied, together with advice as to

various legal and financial paths we could follow. All in all an excellent start to our new experiences and

learning curves, and valuable contacts had been made with Mr Craig Renaud and Ms Priska Triblehorn of

Rabobank, Mr Xavier Oberson, and Ms Caroline Delétra of Lenz & Staehelin, lawyers. 

Next day Wednesday 20  May, we drove into France staying overnight in at the Ibis Hotel Vichy en route
th

to Limoge, where a visit had been arranged with the local branch of Crédit Agricole to discuss a substantial

account with share transactions, which we had located.

We were pleasantly received by M Merle and outlined

details of  problems pertaining to shares Ernest had

purchased (via CA Limoge) in some Moroccan companies,

which had also been quoted on the Paris stock exchange.

Discussions revealed that following financial restriction in

Morocco these shares had been removed from quotation

in Paris, could only be sold in Morocco and any resulting

funds could not be removed from Morocco - in financial

terminology they were now FF50000.00 of junk. In case

the situation altered sometime in the future, we arranged

for the share certificates to be sent to Craig Renaud for

safe-keeping at Robeco Bank in Geneva.

We had also located a possible active account with Crédit Agricole in Lille; having earlier written to that

branch without response, discussion with M. Merle resulted in confirmation of the long idle account, its

closure and transfer of the funds to Limoge. A cheque book in our possession issued by Crédit Agricole in

Limoge had been used by Louise to pay an annual cheque to the French magazine she enjoyed reading - “Hello”;

we left enough money in the account to cover further issues for some years, and transferred the balance to

the Heller Suncorp-Metway account in Caloundra.

We next turned north to meet with folk at CIPS, Service de Retraites Groupe at Saint Jean de Braye, a

suburb of Orleans. We had noted occasional monies arriving in the accounts and letters requesting certified

proof of existence of Ernest Heller, but were unaware of the background. It turned out that the group

provided annuities and other financial advice and services and the Heller funds  were a small annuity taken

out years ago and bearing a term cover at death of the annuitant. Thus we understood more of the financial

puzzles we had stumbled upon. Friday night, 20  May, was spent at Hotel Novotel in Orleans and the following
th
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Palace of Versailles.

Chateau de Chambord, nr Orleans.

day we toured around showing Garry - a newcomer to the continent - the local sights including the famous

Chateau De Chambourd.

Sunday saw us heading for the Palace of Versaille where pleasant moments were spent exploring the gardens

and enjoying the dancing fountains tuned to the piped music echoing around the environs. Then on to the Paris

ring road where thanks to Shirley’s skilful navigation we were

soon on the correct slip road to drive up to the front door of

Hotel Frantour  - our lodging for the next few days, close by

to the Australian Embassy.

 

The next few days saw visits to Meerschaert Rouselle & Cie,

advisors in Private Asset Management; however the address

we had from Heller records at 17 Bvd Montmartre produced

no evidence of the target firm, so enquiries were made of

the new tenants and fortunately they were able to redirect

us to 113 rue Réaumer, where we spoke with M Wladimir

Narozniak & M. Benoît Vesco, & ascertained the Heller

accounts had been closed some years ago. Next, to Bank

Paribas where an interview with Mme Marie-Louise Legras

revealed that the small pensions from T.G. Etranger had in fact arrived at the Heller account with that bank.

Once again the account had been put on hold since requests for annual Certificates of Existance had been

ignored for some years. Thus we were able to determine the

cash holdings had been transferred to the archives, and then

was reactivated on my Certified Medical Advice of the

existence the Hellers in Australia. Later in the day M. Pierre

Magnac at Union Européenne de CIC,  4, rue Gaillon was also

able to tell that all accounts with that institution had been

closed. 

Knowing that a concurrent approach was  being made to the

Supreme Court in Brisbane regarding the Heller Estate, after

some discussions in Paris we agreed that Garry Wardle should return to Geneva for further consultations

with Ms Caroline Delétra of Lenz & Stahelin with a view to thoroughly understanding the mechanisms &

requirements to set up an offshore tax-free trust in the Channel Islands; we would then be in a position to

make informed decisions when we returned home. 

So Garry flew out and left us to travel on by car to visit the Trésorerie Générale pour l'Étranger (T.G.E)

(General Treasury  for Foreigners/Expatriates) in Nantes.
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Interlude in Nantes.

Bureaucracy is the same everywhere it seems.

We had first written to the TGE in August 1995; whilst not receiving a direct reply we had heard from the

French Consulate in Sydney in the following September. Thereafter a number of letters had passed between

the attorneys and Ms Minut, the Vice Consul in Sydney, who, having accepted and acted upon our Australian

Powers of Attorney,  by May 1996 had succeeded in having the pensions restored.  However mail from TGE

was still being sent to the Hellers, King Street address, despite my advices to Nantes, and after Ms Minut’s

return to France, further correspondence was continued with Mme Gorana and later Mme Malivelle who at

all times were most helpful and understanding. But they could not tell us to which bank the pensions were

being sent. The TGE refused to pass such information to the French consulate in Sydney!

21  January 1997, on the advice of the Consular staff, a letter was sent to M Bernard Puichard, Le Chef de
st

Service T.G. pour L'Etranger enclosing copies of our POAs in English and with certified copies supplied by

a French translator accredited by the Sydney Consulate; on 18 March 1997 in reply to a request for

Certification of Existence sent to the nursing home, a further letter was sent attention Ms Andrée Thomas

in Nantes, setting out all contact details.

Nothing further was heard and so on October 22 1997 the following missive was posted:

“

Le Trésorior-Payer Général

M. Robert L’Homé

T.G. pour L'Etranger

30 Rue de Malville

B.P. 54007

44040 NANTES FRANCE

Dear Sir, 

Re : Mr Ernest Heller Pension de Guerre # 75033694 U 

 Mrs Josephine Heller Pension de Guerre # 75033695 V

Thank you for your recent enquiry to Mr & Mrs Heller regarding certification of their continued existence. I enclose

the completed certificates. 

Reference to previous correspondence in your office files will indicate that Mr & Mrs Heller, now aged 98 & 90

respectively, are cared for in a nursing home, and, no longer able to manage their own affairs, some years ago

appointed my wife and me  to be their legal representatives, by documentation under the laws of Queensland, the

Australian State in which they are domiciled.

During the past two years, multiple copies of the powers of attorney and other details of our veracity - passports,

bank, and driving licence photocopies have been submitted to your department either through the Consul in Sydney

(whose officers are also totally confused by the response from your office, vide : enclosed) - and directly to Nantes

by me. Certified copies of the POA, in both English and French have been sent, and so it seems totally

unreasonable for M Puichard,  and  ?Andrée Thomas, in their letters and notes to the Consul to claim that no valid

legal authorities have been sent. 
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Most regrettably, Mr & Mrs Heller  have had no personally directed replies to the many letters written to your office

on their behalf, and even more surprisingly,  there has been no response to the last letter signed by Mr & Mrs Heller

themselves, advising your office of their concerns and wishes in these  matters.

 I trust that this is not an intentional discourtesy to two elderly and honoured Heroes of The Resistance.

The following are the particular matters that concern us:

1. W hat is required under French law, for The Treasury  to comply with Mr & Mrs Heller’s written

instructions to your office : that your officers may and should deal openly and freely with Mrs McKeon and

me, as their legally appointed  representatives, over and above the multiple authorities already supplied?

2. Is there a particular French form or legal document to be completed? (If so please send a copy by return

mail)

3, W here have their pensions gone over the last five years or so? 

4. Have the pensions been passed to Bank Paribas, as I suspect, or to some other account.?

5. I have previously advised your office that Mr & Mrs Heller have centralised their banking, to their old

account with Crédit  Agricole, Limoge, and it will be most helpful to have their pensions paid into that

account, as previously instructed. W hat further documentation is required to comply with this instruction?

6. In compliance with Mr & Mrs Heller’s last instructions to your department, kindly advise  of your 

requirements in all these matters and oblige.

It seems that someone in your  department has the impression that funds are to be  transferred for the use of “third

parties”. This is not so. The intent is to hold all Mr & Mrs Heller’s funds in their account at Limoge, and  to close the

Paribas Account. This latter cannot be closed until all the funds the Treasury has transferred in the last number of

years have been accounted. I enclose copies of the funds so far tracked down. The information is also required for

completion of income tax returns.

As I am sure is the case in France, so in Australia - if any of Mr & Mrs Heller’s funds were misappropriated to a third

party, the law would demand severe penalties. Thus I reiterate, Mr & Mrs Heller have no relatives, they have

appointed us to care for them under a legal caveat, and we are not only responsible to Mr & Mrs  Heller but also

to the Law of Queensland to see that their rights, interests and funds are protected for their enjoyment. If that means

that we have to hound your department for answers, so be it. Under the powers of the law we must so act in the

interest of Mr & Mrs Heller.

It would be most helpful sir, if you would do me the courtesy of advising :

i.  what the problems are within your department which seemingly do not allow contact with legally    

appointed representatives;

ii. how to overcome these problems. 

Perhaps it would be in everybody’s interest if you referred the situation to your legal officers for urgent review and

direct contact with me.

You will see by your files, dealings we have had with the office of the Consul in Sydney, and the enclosed copy of

the last letter sent to your office,  that you do in fact have a direct request from and authority of Mr & Mrs

Heller to help by passing on the necessary information, and yet your department apparently has ignored these

instructions, and denied these wonderful old citizens their right to deal with their own money in their own way.

It appears I will most likely have to visit France, among other countries, early in 1998, and I would like to have all

these irritating problems cleared up before Christmas.

As previously advised by Mr & Mrs Heller, their address for mail is

Mr & Mrs Heller
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PO Box 457

Caloundra

Queensland 4551

Australia

Residential Address for Mr & Mrs Heller remains unchanged: Tricare Nursing Centre, Kawana W aters.

Please do not send any more material to the Nursing Home; it is confusing for Mr & Mrs Heller and there

is a fair chance that such material will not come to our hands for a sensible reply or action.

I would consider it courteous of you to advise whether or not you received the various letters - copies enclosed.

It seems wholly without reason or understanding that not a single reply has been received at any time from your

department, and yet by my estimation there is something like FF50,000 yet to be accounted, part of which

represents payments from The Treasury.

Sir, I trust you can surely understand why I am becoming more than a little suspicious about all this.

In case finance is a problem for The French Treasury,  I enclose a self addressed envelope and international reply

coupons.

Under the circumstances, your personal reply by return is expected and urgently awaited.

Thank you for your assistance in these matters,

Yours faithfully

Barry McKeon, 

Under Registered Power of Attorney

“

No reply was received.

Therefore at about 11.45am on May 29  1998, fresh from Paris, we entered the small reception area at TGE
th

and advised the secretary (who spoke good English) that Dr & Mrs McKeon wished to speak with Mrs Thomas.

A somewhat flustered lady soon appeared and after exchange of greetings remarked - incredulously - “You’ve

come all the way from Australia about these pensions?” so a firm answer “Yes “ set the pattern of the

meeting. We were courteously asked to wait, and a short time later were ushered into and seated in an

overcrowded office. Introductions took place - the receptionist who spoke fluent English attended as

interpreter, Mrs Thomas had a fair general grip of English, and two other males - the one Mrs Thomas’s

senior, and the other the Departmental Head, did not admit to any English.

It rapidly transpired that this was the first of Head had heard of our problems, that Mrs Thomas had been

directed not to reply by her senior, and the receptionist was getting in on a first class berating of the

middle-man by the Head. On being asked about the matter #2 produced the file for the boss and there lo

& behold! were all our letters documents, self addressed envelope, international reply coupons and all! The
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crass stupidity of #2, and the anger of the #1 was evident to all. Very smartly we received an apology; it was

confirmed - as we by then knew from our visit to Paribas - that the funds were still being sent to Paribas and

we had all the information required for the ATO back home. We never had any further trouble - but we

suspect #2 may still be rueing the day the Australians knocked on the door.  It was this event that led us

to refer to such problems as “French Intransigence”.
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The old walled city of St Malo.

Tower Bridge, London. 

On to Britain, America and Home

To save Heller expenses, and have some R&R after some weeks of fairly intense mental activity for a

sepuagenarian, we had arranged to travel south to St Malo, ferry to Weymouth in Dorset and spend time at

our own  expense staying friends in England. After a quick lunch we headed for St Malo and started looking

for a bed for the night with the help of travel brochures & mobile phone. No one had a room. The 1998 FIFA

World Cup, the 16th staging of the World Cup, was held in France from June 10 to July 12, and Nantes was

one of the ten stadia in use. Finally Shirley found us a nest for the night at the Novotel, Dinard, nearby to

St Malo where, after a long drive we, arrived in the gloaming. From the parking area we entered what seemed

a small one story building. What a surprise - the bellboy took us to the lift and we descended to our seafront

room on level -2 , the base of the hotel was set in seaside gardens and rose up three stories against the cliff

face! Next morning after a good breakfast - pet dogs under the owner’s tables - we returned the car to St

Malo and caught the ferry as planned.

I wished to visit banks in Brussels & Amsterdam from whom no reply had been received, so leaving Shirley

in care of an old friend from our Exminster - Devon days, on June 6  I travelled to Gatwick, flew to Schipolth

and next day visited M. Haasbeek, Account Manager, Bank Labouchere, Kaisergracht 617 Amsterdam. He was

able to assure me the account was closed & dead. Next day a train trip to Brussels and a visit to Genérale de

Banque, Agence Ravenstein, in Brussels. A similar result ensued - the account had been closed, so now we had

two more accounts reviewed. Back to Exeter.

W e

had turned up a Common Stock Certificate - VTR Incorporated #NU 4833 which had been issued through

Merrill Lynch International Limited. Our early letter of enquiry to their Australian office in Melbourne

remained unanswered. Since we had to fly half way around the world in one direction or another to return

home, we elected to fly via New York and Vancouver where we had friends to provide board & lodging free

of charge, so we arrived in New York on June 15  and next day our good (Australian) friend Mervyn Meggitt,
th

by then Emeritus Professor of Anthropology at Queens University, shepherded me on the underground to

visit the NY offices of Merrill Lynch on the 24  Floor, 1251 Avenue of the Americas. Mr Frankenberger dealt
th
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Twin Towers of The World Trade Centre, Lower Manhattan 

with our enquiries and suggested stock was still traded from time to time and so has some value. However

in a response to a follow-up letter sent 2  July after our return home he replied he had been mistaken and
nd

the company and registry no longer existed; such is the turmoil visited upon mere attorneys.

Over the next 48 hours a walk in Central Park, a visit to the Frick Museum on 5  Avenue,  a hot dog and soda
th

for lunch, and trips on the Manhattan sight-seeing bus and Staten Island ferry completed our brief stay

before we flew out on June 17  to Vancouver We did have to stop the bus on one occasion - sitting in the
th

open upstairs on the double decker - my hat blew off and was retrieved by a kindly New Yorker. We moved

on to Vancouver to visit our bridesmaid, now domiciled near on 50 years in that city with her Canadian

husband and family. They made us very welcome and we saw some of the great sights and visited cousins living

locally and on Orcas Island in the San Juan Straits, before flying out on June 25 . Losing a day crossing the
th

international date line we arrived back in Brisbane 24 hours later on Saturday 27 .
th

Scenes around Steveston Harbour , Vancouver 1998.
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Part 8

Back Home - Vale Josephine Louise.

We arrived home to find our senior friends as well as we had left them, and the results of the Supreme Court

proceedings available for assessment. The Hellers received our return with great joy; Shirley resumed her

support activities - attending to the setting and trimming of hair, moustache & nails, purchasing various

necessities & generally jollying them happily along. However within a month or so of our return Josephine

Louise showed marked evidence of a decline in her resilience; she hung on to see her 91  birthday on
st

September 11  by when she had become weak and virtually bedfast. Shirley visited on the 19 , when Louise
th th

insisted on giving her a big cuddle & hug  and said a sincere “thank you for looking us”, leaving Shirley to come

home with heartfelt premonitions. Next morning a phone call from the nursing home told us of Louise’ passing

in the early hours of September 20  1998. Ernie was distraught and tears flowed freely, however with his
th

memory problems the passage of some months helped heal his distress. 

The funeral was arranged for some days later with our friend Revd. John Dobson accepting the invitation to

conduct proceedings at the local funeral chapel, according to Roman Catholic tradition, in keeping with Louise’

life long faith. We arranged for the undertaker to book a wheel-chair taxi to bring Ernest from the nursing

home to the 11am service; on the day we collected flowers from the florist and  then drove to see Ernie was

all prepared for Shirley to accompany him in the taxi. We expected the trip to take a comfortable 20

minutes. 

10.40 am - no taxi - rang the undertaker - yes - the  booking has been made - after more phone calls the taxi

arrived at 11.15 - had gone to the wrong nursing home! So we got on the way - I was leading in our car with

the taxi following when, at some traffic lights I saw in the rear view mirror that the taxi had not come

through but was in the front row. I pulled to the kerb to wait, but just as I was to draw out into the traffic

at the next change of lights, I saw the taxi come through the intersection and also pull into the kerb.

Consternation - what now - is Ernie in trouble?  Well yes - when I got to the taxi it was to find Shirley and

the driver assisting Ernie back into his wheelchair. It appears that the driver locked the chair into the taxi,

but Ernie’s seatbelt was not firmed up with the result that he slid forward off his chair when the brakes

were applied at the traffic lights. Fortunately no serious consequences ensued and the caravanserai

proceeded to arrive at the chapel about 35 minutes late - we were glad we only had to sympathise with our

friend the undertaker - not apologise !

So we entered the chapel to find a few old acquaintances of the Hellers, some of the nursing home staff, &

the management team. We proceeded to the front row for Shirley to sit next to Ernie, still of course in his

wheelchair - he had been chairfast for two years,  A short, meaningful service - some hymns, prayers and

appropriate remarks by Revd. John was held in the presence of Louise’ coffin adorned with floral tributes;

in the midst of the priest’s oration Ernie - who had been weeping quietly on & off and who was fairly deaf -

remarked somewhat loudly “I didn’t even know she was sick - and now you’ve brought me to her funeral!” At

this the floodgates opened for both Ernest and Shirley, but foresight had led me to carry an extra supply

of white handkerchiefs.
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The Trusts.

Also at the beginning of the new financial year, 30  June 1998, new legislation introduced by the Qld
th

Government had varied the office and duties of the Adult Guardian; In the absence of a legally appointed

carer under extended power of attorney, most states and countries have a default system in place to care

for those unsound mind. In Queensland this function devolves upon the Office of the Adult Guardian, a

section of the Public Trustee’s Office. These recently promulgated changes allowed certain new options for

consideration by our team prior to a further approach to the courts.

Louise’s death now made resolution of the application to the supreme court critical, as the estate had now

passed outright to Ernest; I now assumed the role of Louise’s executor as provided in her will, and jointly we

continued to care for Ernie under the original enduring powers of attorney. The team met together with

Junior & Senior Counsel to finalise details which had been developed by the lawyers and which encompassed

the input from previous court applications and the new Adult Guardian legislation. Meeting at a  period in

Australian financial history when there was a general antipathy to the mention of off-shore trusts set up to

avoid high tax levies, counsel was averse to mentioning our intention, if successful, to include in our

management strategy the use of such trusts. Of course such trusts have been in service for eons, but the

damage comes from those planners who intend to conceal and secrete ill-gotten gains from open scrutiny. In

the Heller case we were  managing an Australian owned estate for the benefit of an incapacitated near-

centurion, possible heirs or charitable purposes, such funds already predominantly held offshore from

Australia in Switzerland. In these circumstances - aiming to be transparent and open in all dealings, I

instructed that the possible use of such trusts was under consideration, should be made known to the court

and so  receive tacit approval and mention in the records. So the chambers appointment for later in the day

was deferred whilst the legal team reconsidered their instructions.

The Heller Property Trust (Queensland)

A few weeks later on 4  November we were back in the Supreme Court before Justice Margaret White, who
th

earlier in her career in private practice  had a particular interest in estate planning and a good knowledge of

trusts; she had earlier received all the affidavits and other documentation appertaining to the case and came

well versed in our previous and present situation. Having considered our proposition that the attorneys be

permitted to gift the estate to a trust, Justice White took attitude that rather than pursue the course of

gifting, she would extend our powers of attorney by court order under Section 118, so as to permit prudent

financial management to be undertaken (with her full knowledge and acquiescence of the proposition that the

funds would be removed from any and all of Mr Heller’s accounts into the Heller Property Trust and thence

as the Trustees saw fit). She was fully aware of the set up and intended use of the potential Australian and

Guernsey Trusts and how they were expected to fit into the total picture with a view to legitimate tax

minimisation prior to conversion/transfer to a Charitable Trust. Representatives of the Public Trustee and

Adult Guardian Offices were present in court and offered no objection to the Order being made 

Having received the Court Order, The Heller Property Trust Deed, drafted soon after Louise Heller’s death,

was immediately registered once court approval was gained on, the two attorneys being the Trustees; all

funds were then transferred from the Heller personal accounts. The Beneficiaries of the Trust were Ernest

Heller, his heirs, any for whom Ernest Heller may make legal provision, and failing all of the above The Heller

Foundation. This now consolidated two of our aims: to protect the estate from intestacy in the event of

Ernie’s death, and to allow introduction of other management of the estate should accident or sickness

prevent the attorneys from acting. 

The Heller Foundation Pty Ltd A.C.N 085 098 764 (Aust)

A new company was registered on 10  November 1998 - The Heller Foundation Pty Ltd, it’s Constitution
th

specifically oriented to undertake the management and supervision of all the trusts previously  discussed in

the Supreme Court of Queensland and at various times in the preceding months. The Directors, Dr McKeon

being chairman, were the attorneys and the original advisory team - Mr Wardle, Mr Ingram and Mr Parry,

with Mr Swan of KPMG, accountants and auditors of Mooloolaba, accepting appointment as advisory
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accountant to assist Mr Wardle.  The first task of the company was, at the behest of the attorneys - Shirley

and I - to assume control of The Heller Property Trust, being the principle repository appointed by the

Supreme Court in the order made by White J. The transfer to the Company as New Trustee was by Deed

dated 24  November 1998.
th

“Ernest and Josephine Heller Charitable Trust Fund” - Short Form “The Heller Foundation”)

On September 23  1998, a Charitable Trust titled “Ernest and Josephine Heller Charitable Trust Fund”
rd

(Short Form “The Heller Foundation”) was instituted by Deed; the Deed was perused by the Adult Guardian

and his appointed legal staff and following amicable discussions a Deed of Variation was signed  on November

5  1998; The Variations  covered by the Deed were satisfactory to all concerned, incorporating the matters
th

of variation raised in Court before White J. The Trustees of the original Trust and of the Varied Trust were

Messrs Ingram & Parry together with Dr McKeon; by Deed of November 24  1998 the original Trustees were
th

superceded by The Heller Foundation Pty Ltd.

The Beneficiaries of the Foundation  are selected Charitable Agencies which are approved by reference to

Division 30 of the (Australian) Income Tax Assessment Act 1997, or as amended or substituted, and selected

annually by the Directors. 

The Heller Trust (Guernsey)

As discussed with the Adult Guardian and his advisors, as mentioned in the Supreme Court by way of inclusion

in supporting affidavits, it was intended that those parts of the estate lying offshore would continue to be

managed in prudential fashion by establishment of offshore Trusts. Under a Deed drawn up by Lenz &

Staehelin, lawyers in Geneva to our principal overseas bank, in consultation with Mr Wardle, and approved by

the Board, the first of these offshore Trusts  was established  23  September 1998 under the laws of
rd

Guernsey;  Rabobank Trust Company Guernsey Limited became the original Trustee and The Heller Foundation

the first Protector.

The appointment of The Heller Foundation as First Protector was due to a typographical error, since

corrected to the satisfaction of all parties with the result that the official Protector is now The Heller

Foundation Pty Ltd.

The beneficiaries of the Heller Trust (Guernsey) are Ernest Heller, and The Heller Foundation Australia.

The Heller Management Trust (Guernsey)

The last part of the primary financial structure to be installed was the Heller Management Trust, which

dates from settlement on March 22  1999. To clarify accounting procedures and to isolate management
nd

expenses from other charitable disbursements this separate fund was endowed by transferring a large

moiety from the residuum of the Property Trust holdings in Geneva. As with the Heller Trust, Guernsey the

Constitution of the Management Trust was written by Ms Delétra of Lenz & Staehelin, in consultation with

the Directors. This Trust is also placed under the Trusteeship of The Rabobank Trust Company Guernsey

Limited. It is anticipated that most recurrent funding of the Australian and offshore activities will be able

to be supported by this fund. 

The Beneficiaries of the Heller Management Trust are Ernest Heller, and The Heller Trust, Guernsey.

Further reviews of the corporate structure are envisaged in the future to clarify any perceived difficulties.

Financial Progress

All investments were now held in cash & securities, the Heller residence having been disposed of in December

1999. Financially great strides were enjoyed, measured in terms of the Australian dollar. From the early days

of the attorneys management, who by November 1  1995 had determined an estate of AUD$4,004,280
st

(USD$3,416,715), funds under management progressed to AUD$6,325,984 (USD$3,875,298) by the setting
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up of the company in November 1998. These results may be expressed further as an 84% rise in terms of

the Australian dollar, or a 33% rise in terms of the American dollar since the funds passed into management

in November 1995. By December 2007 FUM had risen to $AUD7,802,300. 

With funds now under the management of the team our three fellow directors, knowing of the voluntary

labour Shirley and I had undertaken to get the estate under control, and with access to our records, decided

that in view of the size of Ernest’s estate, the time had come for the company to again approach the court

on our behalf. The directors realised that individual private attorneys and executors such as we were had

no call on fees for undertaking such duties, usually managed by family members, unless these were spelled

out in the deeds of appointment, as distinct from professional agents who may charge according to accepted

scales. They therefore approached Justice White for guidance and as a result we were unexpectedly

rewarded for that which had commenced as a the voluntary “labour of love”.
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Old Malaysian Home

“Leong San jong Khoo Kongsi” 

New considerations, and off again. 1999

On the financial front the plans were further developed and the sale of the unit in Caloundra was arranged.

Up to now the team had used it as headquarters & as all the documents we had retrieved were stored there

it was convenient and cost free apart from rates and basic electricity bills.

The attorneys now addressed another decision; Louise had died and her ashes were held at the chapel, Ernie

was approaching his hundredth birthday and could not last much longer; where to inter their mortal remains.

We knew they had considered returning to France to a nursing institution, but with their failing health and

mentation, these had been only pipe dreams so late in their lives. Although they had formally become citizens

of Australia, there was no fundamental tie to this land and nation or its inhabitants as far as we knew,

certainly there was no one except ourselves who appreciated their contribution to society in the wider sense

of the word. They had left their native lands as relative youngsters and France was the adopted motherland

where they had significantly demonstrated their humanity, love for each other, for their fellow humans and

where they were best remembered; they had simply come here to find peace and safety in their late years,

a process and result in which we were privileged to be involved. So the decision was taken to look to Billy

Montigny as their final resting place.

Early investigations into the Heller genealogy via the internet and resources of our local Family History

Society and libraries had begun, and we also had the few details we had been told by Ernest & Louise; thus

we had a framework upon which to move forward but so far no serious results were discerned. 

Now planning was undertaken for another visit to Europe, to introduce

another member of the team - Lawyer Robert Ingram - to our

overseas contacts, and to reinforce our associations with earlier

contacts. 30  March 1999 the McKeons left Brisbane for an 24 hour
th

stopover in Bangkok and then on to arrive in Zurich via Malaysian

Airlines 6.20 am Thursday 1  April. So useful had been Dr Grawehr’s
st

earlier introductions and advice that we planned a visit to his home

outside Zurich to offer our thanks and a gift of Australian wines as a

memory of his days in Australia. This was enabled at no cost to the

Trust since we were invited  to stay for a few days (jetlag recovery)

with parents of a young Swiss couple whom we had met in our travels

around Australia; they had later  emigrated to Australia, settled in our

area and had kept in contact with us.

 

However, first things first. Before taking time out we booked into the Hotel Valhalla and after a shower &

change of clothes set out to visit UBS, where Garry had struck a wall of silence the previous year. This time,

having learnt to pre-empt any possible hindrances, I had made arrangements well ahead and these were

confirmed in a fax sent the week before our arrival in Zurich:

To : Union Bank of Switzerland 

: Bahnhofstrasse 45,  CH-8021 Zurich Switzerland

Attention:  Ms. I Moor, Group Legal Services.

Fax # : +41 1 236 51 11

Date : 23 March, 1999

Pages : 2 page(s) total, including this cover sheet.

...............................................................................................................................................
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Dear Ms. Moor

Re :   Mr Ernest & the late Mrs Josephine Heller.

Your Ref : GLAM-MHI

Thank you for your letter of 19 May 1998.

Life wasn’t meant to be easy but slowly we seem to be resolving the issues and problems.

Mrs Heller died on 20 September 1998. On 2  February 1999 in the Supreme Court of Queensland, Probate was granted tond

me as her Executor 

Thus there is (Doc 1) the original Probate document and (Doc 2) a notarised copy under apostille for inspection. 

Mr Heller will be 100 years old on the 17  May 1999, and is in confined to a nursing centre, and is legally unable to manageth

his affairs.

In view of his possible intestacy, on November 4  1998,  in The Supreme Court of Queensland, the following order was madeth

by White J.:

 

“IT IS ORDERED that:

Pursuant to s118(2) of the Powers of Attorney Act 1998 Barry Roy Knox McKeon and Shirley
Margaret McKeon as the holders of Powers of Attorney for Ernest Heller be authorised to transfer
all or any of the property of  Ernest Heller to themselves as Trustees to be held upon the trusts set
out in the draft trust deed (The Heller Property Trust) exhibit “J” to the Affidavit of Barry Roy Knox
McKeon filed herein on 3 November 1998.”

This order has been (Doc 3) copied and notarised under apostille and is available for inspection. These two documents issued
by The Supreme Court of Queensland, originate and record the powers under which I now act, and supercede the original
Powers of Attorney.

As documentary proof of my signature, I hold (Doc 4) an Australian Passport, (Doc 5) an Australian (Queensland) Driving
Licence, (Doc 6) an International Driving Licence, and (Doc 7)  Certification of my signature by an officer of Metway Bank,
Australia. These documents, all original documents bearing my signature, are available for examination.

As regards Mr & Mrs Heller’s signatures, their French and Australian passports, bearing their  signatures, are original
documents authenticated  by the Governments  of France and Australia. These are in my possession and available for
inspection.

 

I trust that these documents will be sufficient to allow you to proceed in the matter previously requested. I am scheduled to
arrive in Zurich by Malaysian Airlines Flight MH10 at 6.20 am, Thursday April 6 ,  and trust that later in the day I will be ableth

to meet with you or an appointed deputy to discuss the matter further and to present the above - mentioned  documents.

Thank you for your kind assistance to date and for so clearly setting out the legal requirements of your bank. I would greatly
appreciate confirmation, by fax, of an appointment at say 2-3 pm on Thursday April 6 1999. 

Yours sincerely 

Dr Barry McKeon, 

Under Power of Attorney for Ernest Heller. Under Order of The Supreme court of Queensland,

As Trustee of Heller Property Trust, As Executor for Josephine Heller.
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Robert Ingram

The Alps from Hotel Warwick, Geneva

Such were the steps we were forced to take to enable various institutions to open their doors to our

enquiries; we couldn’t complain, for after all, their prime consideration was to protect their clients’ interests

and deposits. We took a taxi to 1, Seminarstrasse, the offices of the UBS legal section, and were greeted

affably  by Ms Moor who inspected and copied our credentials - probate documents, court orders, and

passports. She had researched the situation since our last contact from by phone from Kuala Lumpur, when

we had confirmed our movements and arrival in Zurich, and was able to advise that there had been an account

#386.185, commenced in 29-03-1966 and closed 02-08-1982. We were presented with a photocopy of the

account summary, and an offer to search all Swiss banks for records - at say Sfr 1500. We advised we would

consider and maybe follow up at a later date. 

After a night in Zurich, on Good Friday we travelled to spend a few days our friends in Schöftland.

Refreshed & rested, on Sunday 4  April Patrick Grawehr kindly picked us up in his car and since the family
th

were packing bags for departure next day to holiday in Italy, we shared afternoon coffee & sweet meats,

passed over two prime bottles of Australian red as a reminder of time spent in Australia and a token of

thanks; Patrick then kindly delivered us to the local railway where a short trip saw us settled back in Hotel

Valhalla for the night. We were joined by Bob Ingram who had arrived from Australia that morning.

April 5  - onto Geneva by train and to a new hostlery - The Hotel Warwick across the road
th

from the central railway station.  Next day Tuesday 6  April a morning visit was made to Craig
th

Renaud at Rabobank who introduced his back-up manager Ms Priska Tribelhorn. Various matters

were discussed ranging from coupon credit payments, confirming all directors’ bank signature

transfers, passing over apostilles relating to probate of the will of Josephine Heller and

confirming that the stock certificates from  North Africa were held in custody in sealed bags,

and discussing the progress of funds under management.

On this international foray we intended to visit the Rabobank Trustees in Guernsey, and Craig

Renaud kindly offered to personally attend in Guernsey and arrange introductions.In the afternoon we

attended upon Xavier Oberson, Lawyer, to introduce lawyer Rob Ingram, review progress to date, pass over

a copy of Josephine Heller’s probate under apostille and to review the acceptance in Switzerland of

Australian Notary Public records. Quite a busy day.

10 am 7  April we presented ourselves at the offices of Lens & Staehelin in the old quarter and were
th

pleasantly received by Ms Caroline Delétra. Earlier contacts were confirmed and Rob Ingram was introduced,

a copy of the probate under apostille passed on and the progress of the funds reviewed. Craig Renaud then

kindly arranged lunch for us together with Priska Tribelhorn and Caroline Delétra at a nearby restaurant.
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Luncheon with Mme & M Cleuet,

Next to Paris by train and on to our pre booked Holiday Inn Hotel, where late at night on 8  April  we
th

realised we had made a mistake - we found ourselves thirty km outside Paris in the heart of Marne La Vallee

near Disneyland!! To make matters worse Paris was overloaded with rugby buffs attending an international

match between France and Scotland. However we were able to relocate next day, the McKeons finding room

at the Mercure and Bob next door at the Ibis in Montmartre, close by to Place Clichy & the Metro. 

At Bank Paribas we introduced Rob Ingram to Mme Legras and brought her up to date on the newly

introduced trusts and resulting financial set up. In turn she advised of her impending retirement and

introduced her successor in the Clientele & Network Department, M. Bruno Ballerini. We confirmed that the

pension funds from TGE - The General Treasury for Expatriates - and from CIPS were again regularly flowing

into the Heller accounts, current balances were checked, and discussions then centered around  transfer of

funds at a later date from Paribas to Rabobank.

Next we travelled by Metro to  Gare Nord, and thence to Arras arriving 1.30 pm for an afternoon visit to

Assurances Vieillesse des Artisans (AVA) Pas-de-Calais.  AVA is a financial company dealing with an array of

insurance and assurance products including  retirement funds. After Josephine’s demise various forms (en

Francais)  had been sent for me to complete on behalf of Ernest, but language difficulties had arisen and an

appointment had been arranged for this day. 

Lunch was taken at a small café near the station and then a walk to AVA offices at 14 Rue des Rosati (found

with some difficulty) where we spoke with M. Lannoy & Mme. Ortega, neither of whom was fluent in English -

however we managed. We presented our authorities in the form of POA, death certificate, court orders and

passports, and then reviewed the statement I had sent earlier, attached this to their blank form and signed

in presence of Mr Ingram. We were informed that a figure of FF 13,527 would be payable (as a result

presumably of an assurance policy  taken upon J Heller); we arranged for this to be transferred to Paribas.

With some time on our hands we were able to explore the area nearby before our train arrived to deliver us

back to Paris.

Saturday 10  April saw Bob Ingram off to check out the international rugby match between Scotland &
th

France, while Shirley and I headed north to Billy-Montigny to formally meet with Mme Léone Cleuet and her

son M. Jean-Claude Cleuet, with whom mail had been exchanged. Our hosts collected us from Lens railway

station and we proceeded on a guided tour of the locality, including a view of the old Heller photography

studio, still surviving under new management. Mme Cleuet provided a sumptuous luncheon at her home at

Fouquieres-les-Lens, to which we offered due homage and after which she produced photos of the Hellers,

many including her late husband and / or her son, dating from 1938. She told us she started her employment

with the Hellers in 1937 when she was aged only 13! She continued in their employ until they left Billy

Montigny in 1956, in retirement.
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Église de la

Sainte-Trinité

Trinity Church, Paris

Although the Hellers moved to the south of Spain (Torremolinos) they always kept in contact and the Cleuets

spent one or two holidays with them. Mme Cleuet knew of and remembered both Mme Hollesch and Mme

Heller Senior, and said they were both removed about 1941 and not heard of again. She also said that to her

knowledge there were no other relatives - “No one!”

Jean-Claude was a noble translator, backing up our less than capable use of the spoken French language. Now

contacts had been extended, personalities assessed and friendships and integrity confirmed - a good day’s

work all around. We left Fouquieres at 5 pm after a very pleasant afternoon, and leaving a very happy Mme

Cleuet - so pleased to have had first hand news of Louise & Ernest. As she speaks not one word of English,

our limited French was severely tested. Then back to Lens and on to Paris again by TGV (Train à grande

vitesse).

April 11 , a Sunday with no business possible we ranged around the Montmartre district -
th

to the cemetery - to the church of La Trinité where Olivier Messiaen (December 10, 1908

– April 27, 1992) famed French composer, organist, and ornithologist was appointed

organist in 1931 - to Pont Neuf (the oldest bridge in Paris) - and along the parks beside

the Seine.

Monday 12 saw me up bright & early with a phone call to Garry Wardle in Caloundra, to

check out some Heller pension details before I travelled to Nantes to make a repeat visit

to the French Treasury General for Overseas Pensions in Nantes (TGE). At 8.30 am the

team of 3 all travelled to Montparnasse station by taxi, made bookings for travel to

Nantes (TGE) today for B McK, and for all to St Malo tomorrow. (Booking fee = FF20.00 per journey - in

addition to prepaid Euro Rail Pass!).

After breakfast for all at Montparnasse station I set out for Nantes, Bob & Shirley having their last day in

Paris free to explore.

I arrived in Nantes by TGV and took a taxi to TGE at rue de Malville where after a short wait I was greeted

by Mme Andrée Thomas who introduced Mme Masse, now responsible for Ernest  Heller’s pension. My earlier

letter with a copy of Josephine’s death certificate had not been received, and so I passed over: 

apostille of probate document

copy of death certificate

copy of apostille of first court order

new bank account number for E Heller

copy of visiting card for Bruno Ballerini - now account manager -  at Paribas.

The address for mail to Australia was re-iterated & I asked that photocopies of pension payment details for

the last 12 months be sent. To ensure that nothing was left to chance I then rang Bruno Ballerini at Bank

Paribas on my mobile phone. He was at lunch, Mme Thomas spoke with Paribas & arranged for Bruno to ring

her back later in the afternoon. Later events evidenced that TGE & Bruno developed a reliable relationship

and I am glad to say thereafter all went smoothly.

I returned to Nantes station by taxi, had lunch at the station, & the train at  2.37 pm returned me to

Montparnasse arriving at 4.50 pm & then Metro to Clichy and a short walk saw me arriving back at the

Mercure by 6 pm. We had our last evening meal nearby at Thigary’s restaurant and next day travelled to St

Malo, en route to a meeting with the officers of Rabobank Trust Company in St Peter Port, Guernsey 
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Our hosts at Hotel Elizabeth St Malo led us to our airy fifth floor accommodation

with views through the open windows looking west to the port area and old walled

city. We were provided with afternoon tea in our room and were soon joined by a

local beggar on the window sill - a full sized Atlantic gull. Next day we had a ride

on the rolling Atlantic leaving St Malo at 8.35 am and reaching Guernsey  at 10.30

am in time for the 11.30 meeting, calling at Jersey for passengers and Channel

Islands custom check.

Craig Renaud met us and introduced the Director Mr Michael Jephcote-Wareham and Senior Trust Officer

Mrs Jaqueline Hunter. We were brought up to date with latest Trust results, discussed future investment

policies, splits of investments between equities / bonds / cash, arranged details to be instituted regarding

frequency and manner of reporting and detailed the position and responsibilities of the Protector, and

integration of information and advice from Rabobank via Craig Renaud. All in all we believed we had a useful

meeting and adjourned to lunch with our hosts.

That being the end of the formal business for the 1999 overseas sortie, we moved on to our privately funded

expeditions; Bob Ingram returned to St Malo by the afternoon ferry and later wended his way home via Spain

and Bangkok, while the McKeons took ferry to Poole and later home via Heathrow and Penang. Travelling by

train to Heathrow we were unlucky to have a lady sitting opposite who chatted and coughed her way to the

airport station, so I spent 3 days in Penang with headaches, fevers and a cough, fortunately recovering quickly

enough to travel home safely and probably not afflicting others.
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Nursing Home Gardens, Kawana Waters, 1995.

Ernest - The Centurion

Part 9

Back home again & a 100  birthday.
th

By early May 1999 we were all back in Caloundra recounting our travels and catching up with the local events.

Ernest’s 100  birthday was celebrated in style at the nursing home, many staff and other residents joining
th

the party. I had produced a bottle of champagne to share with him and having set my glass down whilst I took

some birthday  photos, I returned to find he had quaffed his portion and had nearly finished mine as well!
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At the Directors meeting on 15  July 1999 we were pleased to report that total funds under management
th

had increased from AUD$4,004,279.00 at 1st November 1995 to  AUS$6,219,982.59 at 1st July 1999. The

rest of the year was given to regular board meetings, monitoring the local and overseas funds and fine tuning

the planning and management programs. Preparations were undertaken for valuation and sale of the Heller

unit & furniture in King Street Caloundra and at auction on October 2  
nd

Credit Agricole accounts were closed by the Trustee-Executors and the funds transferred (in accordance

with the protocols set down by the Supreme Court) to the Heller Property Trust account held at the Suncorp

Metway bank in Caloundra. 

Arrangements were made with the Guernsey Trust to receive and hold certain Moroccan Share certificates.

These represented some FF450,000 of investments E Heller had placed in  Moroccan stock via Credit

Agricole,  Limoge. As mentioned earlier, with the altered political situation in Morocco the government of

that country denied sales and transfer of funds out of the country - for the present they are junk stock but

are  held against any later variation in Moroccan financial policy.

Ernest had largely moved on from his grief and was glad to see us back - so much so that one fine spring day,

sitting in his wheelchair  in the garden gazebo, he remarked to Shirley as she was attending to his manicure

-“I would invite you to sit on my knee, but my wife mightn’t like it!’
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2000 The Millenium Year - Vale Ernest.

The Millenium Year soon arrived and Ernie was heading towards his 101  birthday. Financially the company
st

started the era with funds under management totalling AUD$7,162,843 and plans were underway for the

First Annual General Meeting to be held on March 23 , and for the annual overseas travel and review.
rd

At the Board meeting in February 2000 Mr Bruce Swann, auditor of KPMG, Chartered Accountants of 77 The

Esplanade, Mooloolaba was invited to attend to meet the board and discuss planning and progress. Mr Garry

Wardle gave a lengthy overview to inform Mr Swann of what had transpired with regard to Mr Heller’s

affairs and the creation of the Heller Foundation Pty Ltd and its associated Trusts. viz:

• the Hellers’ affairs had been subject to Australian Tax Office audit since 1995;

• this is the last year that they would be under such Tax Office audit;

• an Order was obtained from White, J in the Supreme Court and that certain Trusts had been

set up;

• Mrs Heller had died in September 1998;

• there were two (2) overseas Trusts;

• there was a sum of $7million involved;

• an investment strategy had been devised and provided to the Bank Officers in Europe;

• monthly reports were prepared by the Chairman under the “Total Holdings” showing them the

position of each of the accounts;

• it was one of the requirements of the Solicitors in Geneva that Directors of the Company

visit Europe on annual basis to verify the Trusts Assets and that in April 2000, three (3)

Directors (Dr and Mrs McKeon and Alan Parry) would be travelling to Geneva and Guernsey

to attend to such matters;

• Michael Wareham and Craig Renaud were the responsible Bank Officers in Geneva and

Guernsey;

• Garry Wardle  was attending to Tax Returns for Mr Heller;

• that the audit period required would be from the 1st July 1999 to the 31  December 1999
st

and Mr Wardle explained why the Company had chosen such period of time;

• the Company would be having its Annual General Meeting in mid-March.

Mr Swann confirmed that he would attend to the Australian Affairs which would be

audited 1st July 1999 to the 30th June 2000 and that the Overseas Audit would be for the period 1st July

1999 to the 31st December 1999, undertaken by his KPMG colleagues in Guernsey who would report back to

him.

It was agreed that Dr & Mrs McKeon would accompany Mr Parry to Europe for the annual reviews in Geneva

& Guernsey and facilitate his introduction to the previously  established overseas contacts. An advance of

$4,750 was made available to each Director to provide for business class airfares Brisbane to Geneva &

return, this being the best fare available (via Thai airlines). Mr Parry was to be accompanied by Mrs Parry,

travelling privately at no expense to the company.
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Orchids - Bangkok.

Billy Montigny Cemetery - viewing possible sites.

The Spanish Steps, Rome.

April 4  2000 saw the McKeons en route via Bangkok to Rome where we arrived at 9am
th

on Thursday, 6  April, thus allowing for recovery from jet lag prior to meetings in Geneva
th

the following week. Three nights were spent in Rome at a simple fifth floor pensionne

(booked via a local travel agent)  abutting the Spanish Steps. Managed by a young owner,

we were greeted at the entrance foyer of the venerable old building; we and our luggage

were then encaged in a small old lift, the button was pressed, the door closed and the lift

groaned and set off on its upward journey, as the manager sprinted up five flights to

greet us in his menage and show us to our room! We spent a restful time - some sight

seeing on foot and some excellent Italian cuisine.

Saturday morning we had a small  panic since the taxi

booked for 6.30 am did not turn up - our hosts came to the rescue and

we arrived at the railway just in time to catch our train to Geneva. Our

route took us through the centre of the beautiful  north via the main line

to Firenze, Bologna, & so to Milano. A change of train and we crossed the

alps  via Arona entering Switzerland via Brig and Lausanne before turning

west and travelling the north side of the famous Lake Léman to Geneva,

where we were booked into our usual accommodation - The Warwick Hotel

across the road from the central station. 

Sunday we met up with Alan Parry and his wife Faye (travelling privately),

and prepared for our business in Geneva. On this occasion we did not visit

M Oberson, but as usual had full reporting sessions and introductions

with Craig Renaud at Rabobank, and Caroline Delétra at Lenz & Staehelin.

All went smoothly and by Wednesday we were on our way by train to Paris

where we stayed at the Mercure Hotel near Place Clichy.

Thursday we journeyed by train to Arras and on to Billy Montigny where by appointment we met with the

mayor M. Troni and his linguistic assistant M. Neubrandt. We had previously indicated the purpose of our visit

- to discuss the possibilities of arranging interment of ashes and erection of a suitable memorial in the local

cemetery. Both men were most helpful, a site was selected and arrangements made for them to liaise on our

behalf with a local stonemason. M Neubrandt kindly showed us around the area in his car, including a brief

visit to the Canadian War Memorial, before dropping us at Arras railway station for our return to Paris. 

Friday April 14th, we had arranged to visit the Records Office at the Bureau de Resistance, an area within

the Ministry of Defence. We had brought some photocopies of

relevant  Heller material, which were received with some

interest, but basically there were no new leads available

regarding the Hellers’ wartime efforts.  A visit to Bank Paribas

and a meeting with M. Bruno Ballerini tied up some loose ends,

and fore-warning was given that we would be closing the account

before the end of the year.

When we had first visited Paris in 1975 it was toward the end

of an eventful caravan trip we had made around Europe. We had

had a day’s rain in Munich but otherwise fine weather all the way

until we headed for Paris from Limoge - the heavens opened. It didn’t seem a good time to be visiting Paris

in late autumn1975  via caravan parks, so we diverted around Paris and headed back to UK prior to returning

home to Australia after 3 years away. However I had promised that one day we would visit Paris in Spring -

and here we were. More so it was our 45th wedding anniversary, our work in France was completed, Shirley’s

cousins Carol & John McNamara were in town, so at our own expense, we hosted a celebration for the six

Australians at Café Cote Seine, as the name suggests - alongside the Seine. A grand night was had by all and
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The Parrys walk the old city wall St Malo.

Stained Glass windows - Ste Chapelle, Paris.

Godspeed, Ernest.

we returned to our hotel by taxi, diverting to the Eiffel tower to see the lighting effects installed for the

millenium year. 

Saturday being a non-business day we all were left to our own

devices, and wandering in Paris was the order of the day. However

when the sight-seeing was completed our friends the Parrys took

over; it turned out to be Mrs Parry’s birthday and Alan had

planned the celebration - at his expense; after a light café meal all

four of us went off to see the show at The Moulin Rouge complete

with a bottle of champagne for each couple. Again a fantastic

event with the world’s top performers and acrobats - a night never

to be forgotten - and one which our patron - Louise Heller had

advised we should one day visit &  enjoy.

Sunday April 16  we signed out of Paris, took a taxi to
th

Montmartre station where we entrained in the GTV for St Malo.

Booking into the Best Western Hotel, there was time in the afternoon to walk around the battlements of the

old town. Monday by ferry we transferred to Guernsey and after checking in at Moore’s Hotel, which we had

come to use as our headquarters on such visits, we walked to the offices of the Guernsey Trustees for the

annual review, commencing at 2 pm. We were taken to dinner

that evening, and the following morning concluded our dealings

with the Trustees and Craig Renaud who was in attendance.

This finished the business segment of the trip. We went for a

drive around the island in the afternoon and later explored the

shopping centre in St Peter Port, and next day Wednesday

April 19th, all flew out to England. Shirley & the Parrys had

planned further private excursions, whilst I commenced my

return to Australia leaving from Heathrow at 9.30 pm arriving

some 12 hours later (3pm local time Thursday) for a stopover

in Bangkok, After a good night’s sleep and a wander around the

local shopping malls I departed Bangkok near midnight Friday

and finally arrived back in Brisbane Saturday afternoon.

Sunday 23  I visited the nursing home to acquaint
rd

Ernest of my return only to find there had been

profound changes in the three weeks we had been

away. He was now bedfast, drinking little, eating

nothing and mostly sleeping - it was evident he would

not make his 101  birthday, let alone the coming
st

week. Each day sinking a little further he died

peacefully on Thursday, 27  April 2000. His funeral
th

was arranged for Tuesday May 2 , and was attended
nd

by the mortician, four of the five Directors of The

Heller Foundation, and Mrs Parry. We often wonder

why I was led to return home rather than accompany

Shirley on her further travels to England, America

and Canada. In any event we felt that the moral of

the occasion was that if you wish to have a well

attended funeral service - work hard - become  well respected and die young - in your home town!!
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Moving towards Closure.

During the months after Ernest’s death, as executor, I arranged transfer of all his residual  assets into the

Property Trust in accordance with the Supreme Court orders. Also I began work to detail any possible heirs

in such a way as would be acceptable to the Court to enable a declaration to be made to allow of transfer of

the assets of the Property Trust to the Ernest & Josephine Heller Charitable Trust (The Heller Foundation).

 Contact was made with:

Mme. Margarete Pakosta-Schmidinger, of the genealogical research team

“Heraldische-Genealogische Gesellschaft Adler”,

Universitätsstrasse 6/9b,A-1096

Wien Postfach 220 AUSTRIA

and with

Dr A. Harmath of the  genealogical research team

 “HUNGAROGENS “, 1081 Budapest,

 Jozsef krt. 50,   1081 Budapest, Hungary

To these people I passed on all that I knew and detailed the information I required them to ascertain if

possible. There was an excellent response as seen earlier in this story, in that Dr Harmath was able to search

the Jewish records in the Temple archives in Budapest, and Mrs Pakosta-Schmidinger researched the Vienna

city and German war records to detail the fate of Ernest’s siblings and mother, and to discover Josephine’s

origins. We discovered and wrote up all that we were able, and at a later date in September 2001 I visited

the London based agency recommended by the Public Trustee’s office in Brisbane: 

“ Title Research”,

 Charter House,

 2 Farringdon Road,

 London EC1M 3HN, England,

 and spoke with Director  Mr. Stephen Rigden, to obtain a quote and costing details for their services. The

Heller Foundation directors considered that since we would be going back to the Queensland court, it was

wise to use the services of a an agency previously endorsed by the local government agency. The results of

this meeting were reported to my next meeting with directors, and subsequently  we agreed to  employ the

company to push our hunt for heirs as far as necessary to satisfy the courts. Eventually over the next year

or so, on the basis my original researches and the further details uncovered by Stephen Rigden and his team,

a report was made to the Supreme Court which then ordered that certain advertisements be placed in

newspapers in Hungary and Austria. No claims arose from these advertisements for possible next of kin.

The usual management issues were dealt with by the directors at their regular meetings. By March 2001

details were in hand for Bob Ingram and  Garry Wardle to travel to Europe for the Annual Review, departing

Australia on Wednesday, 25 April 2001, with arrangements  with Oliver Candrian (Craig Renaud’s successor

at Rabobank) on Monday 30  and with Caroline Deletra on Tuesday May 1 . Then followed flights to Guernsey
th st

on Wednesday May 2 , a meeting with Michael Jephcote-Wareham, director of the trustee company on
nd

Thursday, May 3 .  Mr Ingram advised that Oliver Candrian also would attend this meeting. However by
rd

midyear the board was having some concerns about the manner in which the stocks were being managed from

Guernsey, despite those concerns being raised wth the Trustees by the Board in its role as Protector. World

markets were in decline and with no action prophylactic action by the Guernsey Trustees we saw considerable

loses in some holdings. As a result of these concerns the Guernsey Trustees have since been dismissed by

the Australian Protector and the funds are managed from Geneva by newly appointed Trustees and a much

better situation now exists, and expensive Guernsey visits are no longer required  
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Interment In Europe 

For over 30 years my wife and I have been members of genealogical research societies. With others from

the group  based in Nambour, Queensland, we had spent many hours recording headstone memorials in the

various Maroochy Shire cemeteries. This experience brought us to the conclusion that the memorials which

best survived were  based on unpolished granite marker and bas relief bronze casting. I therefore arranged

for such a memorial to be erected in Billy Montigny, with provision for the ashes of our friends in due course

to be sealed into the plinth. M. Troni & M Neubrandt kindly made the necessary arrangements with M Bayard

of Decorte - Bauchet, local stone masons. A date convenient for the local priest to officiate at the blessing

of the grave was 13   November 2001, and so travel plans for Shirley an I were drawn up. So many emails and
th

phone calls later we could relax with our schedules complete and bookings for aircraft, trains, hotels, visas

& hire car in France confirmed.

Two things now remained - to collect the ashes from my friend John Gregson’s office - yes doctors and

morticians often do meet up at odd times!- and to confirm arrangements with the French Consulate in Sydney

and receive the appropriate documentation. Being in Caloundra one Saturday morning I decided to see if

perchance anyone was in attendance at John Gregson’s office. The office has smoked glass windows - difficult

to see in or see any lights inside; so I tried the door which opened at the same time as the burglar alarm

sounded - much to my surprise and later mirth as I wondered how many people in the world had set off a

burglar alarm at a mortury in broad daylight? The attendant’s home was a few hundred metres away on a side

street so it wasn’t long before explanations were exchanged and peace and quiet restored. John and I had

a good laugh when I returned to collect the necessaries to following week. We placed Louise’ wedding ring

in with her mortal remains and John sealed both caskets in my presence. (He has given instructions that last

to leave the office turns on the alarm and checks that the front door is locked!)

Over the years I had occasional dealings with officers at the French Consulate, in particular in early attempts

to track down the missing pensions and obtaining travel visas. Even Mme Gorana  could not achieve success

regarding the pensions and that was why I eventually made the visit to the TGE Nantes and surprised a few

people out of the somnolence. On this present occasion Mme Maliville provided excellent help and guidance

and soon after I had sent original certificates of deaths, cremations, marriage, postwar identity documents,

grants of French citizenship, copies of certificates issued under the Queensland Coroners Act authorising

me personally to deal with the ashes, and relevant copies of communications with M. Troni, (not forgetting

a self-addressed envelope), all documents were returned together with a Health Certificate authorising the

entry of the ashes into France together with a letter from Marc Finaud, Consul- General, waiving the usual

fees in consideration of M 7 Mme Hellers’  war service and international acclaim. I was most grateful for this

attention and acknowledgement from the French authorities.

In planning the trip, to keep ourselves focussed,  we set out the following :

The purposes of the journey were:

! on site review of progress with researchers in Budapest and Vienna

! to sight the burial plots of Salamon and Hugo Heller - ? Inscriptions

! to assess possibilities of finding further information in Hungary or Austria

! to visit Rabo Robeco Bank and review progress with Mr Candrian

! to visit Lenz & Staehelin to discuss progress and seek assistance with the closure of the

Paribas account

! to visit Paribas and close the account

! to carry the Ashes of Ernest and Josephine Heller to Billy Montigny for interment.

! to representing the company at the Ceremonies in Billy Montigny - Mrs McKeon
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! to attend the Ceremonies at Billy Montigny, as Executor, Dr McKeon

! to review all genealogical research with Mr Stephen Rigden of Title Research, (London) a

company recommended by the office of the Queensland Public Trustee and receive their

advices.

I was to travel as Executor, funding being drawn from the E Heller Executor account, and Mrs McKeon as

the representative Director of the Heller Foundation Pty Ltd, funding being drawn from the Heller

Foundation.
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Frankfurt - the old and the new!

L-R : Taxi driver, Shirley, cemetery guide, Dr Hamarth.

Kozma St Cemetery - Hugo Heller’s grave. Kozma St Cemetery - Soloman Heller’s grave.

Some standing markers in the old cemetery - a jungle

Travel & Findings -  Modus Operandi:

On Thursday August 30 , 2001, Shirley and I travelled to
th

Caloundra bus station by taxi, thence to Brisbane airport by

Suncoast Bus Lines. Travel to Bangkok was by Thai Air, from

where we departed one hour later by Lufthansa for Frankfurt.

Arriving August 31  at 6am; we stayed overnight at Hotel
st

Domicil - Best Western.

Saturday Sept 1  we flew Lufthansa to Budapest, and booked
st

into Best Western Hotel ART. On leaving Frankfurt, we were

encouraged to reveal the contents of our luggage to security

(the Ashes in particular!!), but the papers from the French

Legation in Sydney were sufficient to confirm the contents of

my two odd packages and hasten our departure though

security & customs.

Budapest.

In Budapest on Sunday morning we met with Dr Harmath over a cup of coffee, then took a taxi to Kozma

Jewish cemetery. This is of great extent - many hectares - and it is estimated that over 500,000 people are

buried there. Although there has been a Jewish presence in this area since the third century, only about one

per cent of the present population is of that faith. As for the older portion of the cemetery, severely

neglected during the anti-Jewish progroms of the 20  century, it has become a beautiful open woodland
th

rampant with ivy.  We passed the Dohány Street Temple - the largest synagogue in Europe - as we drove to

the cemetery, and our guide noted that the information he had supplied largely came from the archives held

in the building. 

Fortunately the taxi could be taken into the backblocks along unsealed paths. Dr Harmath and the driver

enlisted the aid of a cemetery worker and we inspected the graves of Salaman Heller and his son Hugo; 
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Hundertwasser House

grave markers, but no headstones, were evident and so no new genealogical material was discovered. We

returned to the hotel and discussed future possibilities, and Dr Harmath’s political story - an epic in its own

right. He was a trained lawyer, and had been involved in the student parade which developed into the 1956

uprising. Returning to academia he was later invited to move on by the Russians when he and a colleague

declined to join the Party!  

Thus Dr Hamarth moved into the field of Genealogy, trading under the name “Hungarogens” - his ex faculty

member friend being the specialist in Jewish research. He settled for AUD $150 cash for the three and a

half hours we had been together. 

To travel onwards to London we had pre-arranged Eurorail and Eurostar passes.

Vienna.

The following afternoon - Monday, Sept 2  we travelled by rail to Vienna, staying three nights at Best
nd,

Western Hotel Beethoven near to the University.  On Tuesday 3  we met with Ms Margarete Pakosta-
rd

Schmidinger, of Adler Genealogy Centre, Vienna. She spoke  very little English but had prepared a letter for

us in English, answering the questions we had submitted prior to our departure.  This letter enclosed material

from the Jewish and community records confirming:

Paula Heller, of 22/1 Biberstrasse Vienna 1010, Ernest’s Mother,

born 12 August 1861,  died 16 January 1942

at Lodz / Litzmannstadt, aged 80 years.

Anna Marie Rosenfeld of Biberstrasse Vienna 1010,

Ernest’s spinster Aunt,

born 28 December 12 1867,  died 13 April 1942

at Lodz / Litzmannstadt, aged 74 years.

Julius Rosenfeld, of Biberstrasse Vienna 1010, Ernest’s

bachelor Uncle,

born 1 December 1876, died 21 July 1942

at Lodz / Litzmannstadt, aged 66 years

Klara Gronner, 22/1 Biberstrasse Vienna 1, Friend of

the family, in whose house they were living, 

born 06 July 1882, deported 26 January  1942, to

Riga, fate unknown, aged 60 years. Thought to be dead

but without confirmation.

As noted earlier in this story, the internet tells that

Litzmannstadt was the name by which the Germans

referred to the City of Lodz in Poland.  It became a

ghetto of starving Jewish factory workers producing

clothing for the German forces.

Among the interesting buildings we espied in Vienna

was the unusual apartment complex  known as the

Hundertwasser House, produced by the architect

Friedrich Stowasser (Friedensreich Hundertwasser)

who changed his name a number of times during his

life.
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Geneva.

Leaving Vienna at 7.15 am, we next travelled to Geneva, A long but scenic train journey, briefly looping up into

Germany before reaching Zurich and changing to the Geneva train which arrived about 7.30 pm, following

which we walked across the road to Hotel Warwick. Here we received the confirmatory fax from Title

Research regarding our proposed meeting.

The next morning  we travelled by taxi to 25 Grande Rue, and met with

Ms Delétra at 10 am. First business was to recount recent findings in

Hungary & Austria. This lead to moist eyes as it turned out her

grandmother was also a Holocaust victim.

We next discussed Paribas and she was able to ring through, speak

with M. Ballerini, and arrange for us to meet with him in Paris on the

following Monday with a view to closing the Paribas account. He had

moved office to 66 rue de la Victoire, Paris.

We then walked to Rabobank at 65 rue du Rhone and at 11.35 am met

with M. Oliver Candrian. We stayed until 12.55 pm, assessing the world

market situation, written information he provided, and reviewing the

status of the Heller Group stocks & funds.  During this meeting it

became clear that there was further deterioration to be expected and

particularly non-core stock - those other than Robeco & Rorento were

far from recovery and at significant risk of further loss. It was then

decided to urgently advise the Brisbane board by fax of our concerns

and that urgent disposal of the now marginal stock was considered

mandatory.

We were apprised of the difficulties left behind by previous staff in

the field of account management, and linked with this, M. Candrian expressed mild  surprise that the Group

should leave the Trustee situation in Geneva as is; however he accepted that since the repatriation of

management to the home shores was a distinct possibility in the not distant future, it was unreasonable to

maintain the present status quo. We left the offices impressed with M. Candrian’s attitude and presence. The

meeting then moved to a restaurant across the street and we were joined again by Ms Deletra, the Bank

accepting to pay “l’addition”. This allowed me to make the mutual introduction of Ms. Deletra with M.

Candrian.

Paris.

Saturday we travelled by train to Paris, where we settled into The Best Western Hotel “Eiffel Derby”.

Monday Sept 10  a taxi ride took us to the Offices of the Paribas - CIC Conglomerate at 66 rue de la
th

Victoire, where we were greeted by M Ballerini. He was unable to explain how all communication had been lost

- he never received any of the faxes or letters we had written to him. However following his conversation

with Ms Delétra  he had prepared the necessaries and on receiving my written confirmation proceeded to

close the account and transfer the funds to the Heller Property Trust account in Geneva.

(These were held under the proprietorial ownership of the Executor, to be used for expenses in relation to

the program at Billy Montigny Cemetery).

On Sunday Sept. 9  - as fate would have it - in the light of the events of the next few days - we attended
th

the morning Service at The American Cathedral in Paris.

Grande Rue, Geneva
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Beth & Kurt descend

the steep stairs.

Billy Montigny & Lille

Tuesday Sept 11  2001 - that fateful day - we left Paris by rail for Lille, where we transferred to an Avis
th

rental car and proceeded to the Best Western motel “Le Relais” on the outskirts. The evening was spent

viewing the TV news of the attacks in America. Wednesday 12  we drove to Billy Montigny, located The Jean
th

Bart Hotel and made ourselves known to owner Jacques, who assisted in getting our luggage up the near

vertical stairs. Next to La Mairie where we handed over the Revered (and heavy) Ashes with the

documentation. Then around to the cemetery to inspect the site - pleased to see the

stone was so big (tall) -  shattered to see the area prepared for the plaque - no plaque!

At that stage the plinth was bare of tiles awaiting the deposition and sealing of the

caskets. We intended to offer hospitality for guests selected by Mme Cleuet at a

luncheon on the morrow  after the service so we paid a preliminary visit to check out the

restaurant and had a light lunch there with Mme Cleuet & Béla Neubrandt. Across the

road a floral tribute was ordered from as an appropriate gesture from the Directors.

That evening Kurt & Beth Johnson (American) arrived - Beth the grand-daughter of

Charles Carlson - one of the Heller proteges. Mine Host  Jacques had no English and the

Johnson’s no French, so Jacques called on Shirley to assist! Beth’s mother Margaret

Fricke was due to fly from Newark - New York to Paris on that Tuesday morning, but did

not succeed the airport being closed by fog and then by security measures.

Thursday we attended at the cemetery at 11 am for a short Ceremony of Prayers led by

the Abbé Jacques Migneaux. Local TV & newspaper journalists were in attendance, M

Pascal Wallart representing la Voix du Nord, together with the Mayor, and 30 or so friends, including some

old combattants and M. Thibaut, President of the National Association of Veterans of the Resistance.

 Following Prayers and Blessings, just before 12 midday all adjourned to the Mairie where the commune

supplied champagne & cordials, and we displayed some Heller memorabilia, and a lot of talking ensue

By 1-1.30 pm we sat down for luncheon at a simple local restaurant, as arranged by Jean Claude Cleuet.  

With four  light courses and a little wine we managed to leave about 4.45 pm and had coffee as our evening

meal at Le Jean Bart!! 
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Barry McKeon expresses gratitude for the friendship & assistance shown by the Mayor, staff & citizens of Billy

Montigny in arranging the Heller Memorial.

Guests at the café luncheon.

T h e bare
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concrete of the memorial plinth has since been tiled and the plaque installed. The caskets lie in adjoining

vertical holes in the concrete plinth and as soon as the ceremony was concluded a cover bearing a photo and

names was sealed over the caskets. We had run into some difficulties with delays in the manufacture and

affixing of the plaque and I am grateful to M. Cleuet for his timely intervention and assistance in clarifying

and dealing with the problems.  When all was finally completed in 2002, he sent me the following photos taken

on All Saints’ Day of that year.

Our next appointment was in London on the Monday 17 , so on Friday prior to returning the car we visited
th

some war time cemeteries in proximity in the Somme area. At Villers-Brettoneux we re-visited the memorial

wall where the name of my mothers brother - Cuthbert Charles Thompson (KIA 23 Aug. 1916) - is recorded.

At Warloy Baillon Cemetery Extension, near Albert, France, we possibly were the first of the family to visit

the grave of my father’s uncle - Frederick John McKeon (KIA 18 Aug. 1916) and of the brother of Shirley’s

grandmother Maria Emma Pagey nee Walker -  Albert Percy Walker (KIA 21 March 1918) across the border

at Kemmel Chateau Military Cemetery, Heuvelland, West-Vlaanderen, Belgium, 3 miles northwest of Messine.

Friday night we returned to Le Relais motel near Lille, and re packed for the next phase.
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Waiting at Gare Calais-Flandres.

Drama - The Chunnel - London.

Leaving the motel in good time on Saturday 15 , we returned the car to the Avis depot at Gare Lille-Europe
th

about 10.15 am, to be in time for the London train due to depart at 11.42 am. At 11.10 the immigration and

customs procedures commenced and there was a horde of people and children presenting. Just as we were

in the next 6 or so to reach passport control the station was closed by security - unattended luggage being

the problem.

Eventually we all evacuated to the street outside where we stayed until about 2 pm with the only word that

perhaps in a couple of hours we would learn our fate. At this stage we also learnt that electric wires had come

down in the tunnel the previous night and no trains had passed through - hence the crowd.  Since we had an

appointment in London the following

Monday, we  surmised that if the

train system was in trouble, it would

be a good idea to get nearer to the

Channel and so have options of ferry

services if necessary; we walked a

km or so to Gare Lille-Local, and

caught a local train to Calais Central.

Here we were assured that the

chunnel service had been restored

and trains were running, so after 15

Km taxi ride to the Chunnel station

Calais-Flandres - the last station in

France before the railway passes

under the Channel into England. We

finally climbed aboard a train at

5.30pm - second class -luggage

everywhere - no first class silver service meals for which we had booked & paid, but we did find some seats

and so to London about 7.30 pm. 

Monday 17  Sept. we travelled to the offices of Title Research and met Stephen Rigden. We outlined the
th

information we had put together over the years, and showed the recent papers and information from Austria

& Hungary . With permission he photocopied that which was new to him, and we discussed what more may be

required - to determine the family structure of Ernest’s four grandparents, their children, and his cousins.

In particular we now had details of the three Rosenfelds, and we noted the gaps between the birth dates of

the siblings, allowing that there were other siblings possible.

It was agreed that Mr Rigden would review the material he now held and forward further comments and

suggested fee structure in the next few weeks.  The morning of Tuesday 18  saw the end of our current
th

workload - Mission Accomplished.

We spent some days around southwest England  before taking ferry from Liverpool to Dublin . I was able to

find a little more information about my Irish Grandfather, before we hired a car to visit his native county

Galway and look out over Galway Bay as he no doubt had done in his youth. Monday Oct 1  we left Dublin, flew
st

by Lufthansa to Frankfurt; there was a delay on taxiing whilst a recheck of passengers and an apparent

luggage discrepancy was cleared up. In Frankfurt we transhipped to the late night Lufthansa flight to

Bangkok where we arrived on the morning of October 2 , Here we took a 36 hour recovery layover, spending
nd

the night of October 2  at the Amari Atrium hotel. The night of Oct 3  we flew Thai Air overnight to
nd rd

Brisbane. Then by bus and taxi we were soon back at our own front door.

At the AGM in November2001, I stood down as Chairman of the Group. Aged 74 with a number of hectic

formative Heller years behind me, the company was in good shape, very able and honest young professionals
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had been groomed for the job and were now well-known to our overseas contacts; it seemed a good time to

extricate my self from what had now become an onerous and tiring occupation. 

Although our duties under the powers of attorney had expired with Ernest’s death, executorial

responsibilities had passed to the Heller Foundation Pty Ltd, the memorial in Billy-Montigny was virtually

completed, reports & records had been passed to my fellow directors,  I stayed on as secretary and we both

remained as directors until our resignations were accepted 15  August,2002, the anniversary of VJ Day 1945.
th
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The Stories of the Aviators
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CLIFFORD O. WILLIAMS 

I was shot down the afternoon of May 27,1944, in northern France near St. Leger. Our 55th Fighter Group,

flying P-38s, had escorted bombers to Stuttgart and then had been relieved by P-51s. On the return, my

flight was sent down to seek targets of opportunity. After I became separated from my flight, I found

myself flying across a canal with loaded barges tied up - the perfect target! Soon flak was exploding all

around me - I was flying down the runway of a camouflaged German airfield!  I got away from the airfield,

past a hedge and as low as you can fly without the props digging up dirt. After a quick check, I began to hope

that I might fly out of there. But then a stream of tracers came from the left and I was flying right into

it. 

Before long, I had an engine on fire. Too low to bail out, not able to climb, it was just a question or where to

put the plane. I throttled back, put down a little flaps, cut the switches and held it off until the tail dragged.

The 38 slapped down hard, bounced once and settled into a nice green field of sugar beets. I had landed on

the side of a long ridge. Just beyond the ridge was a French village and within a few minutes a number of

people had shown up and some of them motioned me away from the plane and into the woods. I did what they

indicated and met two young Frenchmen ages 18 and 19 years who had ridden bicycles up from the side

opposite the burning plane. One exchanged outer garments of clothing with me and remained in the woods

while the other and I rode off on the bicycles with him leading the way. We had barely left the woods and

turned onto a dirt road, in a direction away from the plane, when we met a truck load of German soldiers on

their way to the plane, looking for the American pilot. They paid no attention to two young men riding

bicycles.

 I was led through a small village and on out to the open countryside, where cultivated fields, green with

spring crops, stretched away to the horizon. We left the bicycles at the edge of a field and my young guide

led me to a culvert under a railroad embankment where I was left to spend the afternoon alone. Near sundown

the father of my guide led me back to the village where I spent the next 36 hours in the upstairs living

quarters of a cabaret. Early Monday morning, two Frenchmen came with bicycles and led me to Pas-en-Artois

,about 25 miles to the west, where I was hidden in the home of Madam Cresson. Madam Cresson's son, Pierre,

a married farmer living in a nearby village, had been a lieutenant in the French army before the defeat by

the Germans. Each day he would come by and try to talk to me, asking questions continuously, although his

limited English and my no-French-at-all made it almost impossible to communicate.

After several days he became suspicious of me and finally decided that I was not an American pilot, but a

German agent trying to infiltrate the Resistance organization. With that he decided to kill me and a few

nights later he and another member of  the Resistance took me to a house nearby and down to the cellar

where Pierre produced a revolver  with the obvious intention of shooting me. Before doing so Pierre handed

me a shovel and indicated for me to start digging a hole in the dirt floor. The hole was obviously to be my

grave. By then I understood what was happening, so I gave the shovel back to Pierre and told him that if he

wanted a hole to dig it himself. After a good bit of conversation of which I understood none, the Frenchmen

abandoned the whole idea and returned me to Madam Cresson's house. In the following weeks Pierre and I

became good friends.

The next place to which I was moved was a large, two story chateau in the country. surrounded by a low stone

wall. The house was inhabited only by an elderly woman, Pierre's aunt, who used two rooms on the ground

floor. I was installed in a second-floor bedroom on the front of the house and given strict orders not to leave

the room unescorted and to remain silent and out of sight.  I willingly agreed when I looked out the window

and saw that in the house across the road the Germans had set up a sort of headquarters. In the long days

that followed my only diversion  was to watch the German patrols come and go. Once a day I was allowed to

leave the room. The old lady would lead me downstairs and give me something to eat - usually a boiled egg and

some bread or sometimes fruit. I could go to the toilet. Those were perhaps the most trying days of my

evasion and I was glad when Pierre came to move me again.

In the next weeks I was moved several times, at first alone and later with a Canadian airman, Pat Brophy, who

Pierre had picked up after Pat was shot down on a night mission. Around July 1   Pat and I were moved several
st
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miles across fields and open land with no moon and only starlight by which to follow our guide. Beyond a stone

wall as we followed our leader, we could barely make out what appeared to be rows of markers. I paused to

examine one and realized that we were in a cemetery. Following our guide, we entered a small one-room shed.

We could sense that we were not alone. Our guide lighted a candle to reveal three men sitting on the floor

staring  back at us. We were introduced to our new companions: an Englishman, a Canadian and an Australian

airman who had  been shot down and then picked up by the Resistance. We lived in the cemetery shed for a

few weeks with Resistance members bringing us food and water once or twice a day. It was a 1918 British

cemetery and the man who guided there was the caretaker and a member of the Resistance. Living in the

cemetery was not bad. The July weather was nice, the cemetery was out in the country, quiet, with only

occasional traffic on a nearby highway to avoid.  Caring for and concealing us became too much for the small

group so we were transferred to a larger group in an urban urn area near the Belgian border. The leader of

this group was Madame Heller and she moved us from the cemetery to Billy Montigny where we were placed

in the home of an elderly couple.

Several times a week Madame Heller came by to see about us and to bring money and ration stamps obtained

from the Germans. She also had other downed allied airmen housed in homes nearby.  At the time of

liberation she was overseeing the care of 21 evaders. We were still in Billy Montigny in early September when

the Allied armies broke through the German lines and forced them to withdraw to the Rhine.

Since our upstairs window faced a major highway, we had the opportunity to watch the German army in full

retreat. For more than 24 hours an unbroken stream moved as we sat behind curtained windows and watched.

Tanks, artillery, troop transports, ordnance, heavy equipment - a seemingly endless stream of Germany's

finest. Still they came - foot soldiers,  trucks, vans  but now it was not so fine. The equipment was older and

more worn; the soldiers were weary. Now the vehicles were horse-drawn wagons and carts. The soldiers were

old men and boys, a seemingly endless procession.

We watched through the day and through the night and next day, falling asleep at the window, waking to

watch again. We were almost afraid to believe that our liberation was at hand. For our hosts, so much more

was at stake. The day of liberation of their nation was drawing near, yet through the days and nights not a

person except the retreating army was to be seen.

Then the Germans were gone - the last truck,  cart, young boy soldier. Still the streets remained silent and

empty, We waited. Would there be more Germans? What next? The tension was almost unbearable. How could

it possibly be so still, so quiet. the street so empty? Suddenly there seemed to be an exp!osion - an explosion

of humanity.  Doors burst open and people poured into the streets in ever-increasing numbers. In what

seemed like an instant, flags were everywhere. They hung from windows, over doorways, were being waved

in the streets. French flags, also British, Belgian and the Stars and Stripes. How could they  be there so

quickly? It was impossible but there they were. The air seemed torn asunder by sounds of laughing, shouting,

singing, cheering - so much it almost drowned out the sound or American tanks rolling down the streets! There

was the cause of it all! That's what broke the dam! The tanks! 

We bolted from our window, down the stairs and into the streets to join the hysterical mass that filled the

street from wall to wall. The tanks had stopped half a block away. They had to stop or else crush those

singing, shouting, cheering, flag-waving Frenchmen. We wanted to get close enough to say something to the

guys in the tanks and finally we did, just before the street cleared enough for them to move on. Just a word

of "Boy, are we glad to see you!" and the reply, "What are you doing here?" As the battle  lines moved east

and north away from us, our life style changed. Now we could walk the streets without fear of detection: we

could be seen by the neighbours and it was OK. Still it would be several days before we would find

transportation back to England. In the meantime, we were able to go back to Pas-en-Artois to see our original

helpers and to say our sincere "goodbyes". Back in Billy Montigny we  were honored guests at a gala banquet

as well as at as parades and celebrations.

When the Air Corps began to use the local airport to bring in supplies to the tanks, we hitched a ride back

to England. After a few days of debriefing and interrogation I was on my way back to the 55th and finally

home.
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EVADING THE ENEMY

By Bill DuBose

It was about 3pm on Saturday, June 17, 1944. We were flying over the beautiful green wheat fields and

farms of northern France. Our mission that day was to

glide two eleven second delayed action thousand pound

bombs into a railroad bridge across the Somme river near

Perrone. The purpose was to help cut the German supply

lines leading to Normandy.

There were 42 of us on this mission. We were to take

turns flying in elements of two about 100 feet above the

water, release our bombs just as the target passed

through our gun sight, pass over the bridge and make a

sharp climbing turn to the left. Not far beyond the

bridge, the river swept left and on the right bank was a

German airfield.

When our turn came, my flight leader, Capt. Don Penn and

I dove down and flew along the river toward the bridge.

We could see French people atop the high banks waving

and cheering us on.

Apparently we were only about 10 seconds behind the

aircraft ahead of us. As we lined up on the bridge one of

the bombs from the previous P-38 went off in the water

far short of the bridge and I could not help flying

through the splash.

Don released one bomb instead of two so I quickly

changed my trigger so I would also only release one bomb.

My thought at that moment was that we were to make a

second run. (Interesting how an incorrect assumption can

change your whole life. No, I didn’t go on to become a famous ace or pursue a flying career; maybe that’s why

I am alive and well today).

Don then advised our leader that one of his bombs had hung-up and he would try to jettison it. He did this

on a freight train some 10 to 15 miles away and blew the hell out of it. I asked Don what I should do with my

extra bomb. “Drop it on a target of opportunity,” was his answer. I saw one sitting at the station of a very

small village I later learned was called Chaulnes. What an opportunity! Zip along just above the train and drop

a thousand pound bomb into the cab. This was going to be the epitome of all boiler explosions. What fun for

an immature kid who had just turned 20.

Things went as planned for the first few seconds as I zipped along about 20 feet above the train. Then all

hell broke loose. German flack positions on both sides of the tracks opened up on me. They couldn’t miss.

Shells flew through my wings and nacelles. Instantly, I triggered my guns and dropped the bomb, but it was

too late. My plane was on fire and Don was screaming for me to bail out.

I pulled up, jettisoned the canopy, unhooked my seatbelt and decided to go out over the top because smoke

was pouring into the cockpit. After I pushed myself up into the slip stream, I was pinned against the back

of the canopy hanging half in and out of the plane. I couldn’ t move and just dangled there for a few seconds

until my plane turned over into the dead engine and started down. A few seconds later I was pulled free. I

saw the tail whip by and pulled the rip cord. My parachute opened with an explosion and I saw my plane

burning on the ground. I looked around to see where I was going to hit and tried to turn my chute so I would

hit facing forward, but it was too late.
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I slammed into a wheat field going sideways and broke and dislocated my right ankle and sprained my left.

I hit with such force that my one-man dingy was popped loose and spread all over the area. I pulled in my

collapsed parachute and unhooked my harness. We had been told to bury it, but I did not have the strength,

so left it there and crawled about 30 feet to a dirt road. At the top of a hedgerow on the other side I could

see German soldiers running from the village of Chaulnes toward my plane which had hit about 100 yards from

where I had landed. I crawled back across the road into the wheatfield and headed toward some trees about

a mile away. As I crawled toward the edge of the field, I saw two German soldiers running toward me. I

thought they saw me so I lay down. They got to the edge of the wheatfield and turned toward the road. Had

they run straight ahead, they would have tripped over me.

At this point, I decided it was too risky to crawl across an  open field so I headed back to the hedgerow on

the side of the road and hid myself with leaves and bushes. I looked at my watch; it was 3:15 pm. As I lay in

that hedge row, forty German soldiers combed the area looking for me. A few came within five feet of me

as they walked and drove along the road. Apparently they gave up the search after a few hours As evening

approached, I could see the lights of a farm house several miles away. I decided that would become my

destination. Perhaps the people who lived there would help me. It did not get dark until after 10 pm (double

daylight saving time). I decided it was safe to start crawling through the wheat fields toward the lights of

that farm house. I hadn’t crawled very far before I realized this was going to be a painful task. My green

summer flying suit gave little protection to my knees. Perhaps if I got to my feet and could find something

to use as a cane, I could hobble to my destination. I saw a concrete power pole in the distance. I crawled to

it and tried to pull myself to my feet. It was too painful. I could not put any weight on my ankles. I sat down,

tore the legs from my flight suit and wrapped them around my knees. This gave me some relief.

As I crawled through the wheatfields, I tried to camouflage my path by crawling in and out of the fields in

places that would be difficult for some one to follow. I was told later that some French people did follow my

route but it was not easy. Late that night, I crawled to a spot where my hand reached out into empty space.

I stopped and felt around for solid ground. There was none. Then I heard what sounded like German voices

down below me.  I slowly and cautiously backed away.  Had I crawled up to the edge of a  German flack

position? I will never know.

As the early morning light appeared, I could see that straight ahead of me was the railroad line. Its bed was

higher than the wheat so if I tried to crawl over it in the light, I could be seen for hundreds of yards in all

directions. There went my plan to reach the farmhouse. Just as well, it still seemed to be several miles away.

My second plan was to turn left and head toward the village of Chaulnes. Perhaps I could f1nd some friendly

French people who would hide me. By this time my knees were bleeding and every movement was painful. I

decided to sit on my back-side and push my self along backwards using my hands to propel me. I did this from

early morning until late that afternoon. This area had been a major battlefield during World War I. As I

pushed my self along that day, I came across a broken saber and a rusty hand grenade from that war. I would

liked to have kept them as souvenirs but that just was not practical.

About 5pm, I reached a dirt road near the outskirts of Chaulnes. I sat in the wheat at the edge of the road.

Finally, a woman and her young daughter walked by. I got to my knees so they could see me and yelled, “I am

an American.” The woman was startled but kept calm. She grabbed her daughters hand and pulled her along,

apparently telling her not to look back at me or say anything. Approximately 30 minutes later a man came

walking down the road in my direction and seemed to be looking for me. I hollered at him and he came over,

knelt down and spoke to me. Using my French-English translation card from my escape kit, I was able to show

him sentences that stated that I was an American airman, shot down, injured, thirsty, hungry and wanted to

be hidden. He was cautious and asked if I could speak German, Spanish or French. I was not able to speak any

of these languages but from the little I had learned in high school, could understand what he was getting at.

He wanted to make sure I was not a German spy planted there to find out who were members of the French

resistance. He motioned for me to stay low in the wheat so I would not be seen; then he left.

Sometime later, two teenage boys came looking for me. One motioned for me to crawl across the road and

follow them. I got across the road but was not able to crawl any further. One of the boys pulled me onto his

back and ran about 100 yards down the road to a driveway leading into a farm. His father was waiting for us

with a wooden wheelbarrow. They put me in it, put an old piece of carpeting over me and wheeled me back to
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the barn behind the house. In the corner of the barn was a pile of grain. Somehow, they pushed me up and

over the crest so I was hidden between the grain and the wall. I quickly fell asleep. Hours later when it was

dark, I heard voices below and could tell someone was crawling up toward me. They brought me a piece of

bread and a bottle of water. After I had eaten, they pulled me down and took me into the house. I was taken

to a bedroom on the second floor where we attempted to communicate. I do not recall how many people where

there, but I do know they were concerned with my physical condition. One lady was from the local Red Cross.

They called her “Madamoiselle Rouge.” There was nothing she or anyone else could do to help my ankle. They

took what was left of my flight suit, my GI pants and shirt and gave me a sweat shirt and pair of pants to

wear. I kept my wings and dog tags. 

The next morning I was awakened and a man who could speak English appeared. He was a former World War

I English soldier who had married a French lady and settled in France. They put me in his horse-drawn

carriage, told me to lie down so I was hidden. I was then driven about ten miles out into the country to his

farm. He told me that their big beautiful home had been burned by the German occupation forces as they

invaded France. They now lived in the servant’s quarters nearby. There was not room for me in this one

bedroom house which they shared with their daughter. They had cleaned out a chicken coop for me. Actually,

the chicken coop was adequate. It was clean, had a chair and an end table and the chickens next door were

noisy, but good company. While there, I was made to stand and hobble around with a cane as soon as the

swelling went down. I am sure they were concerned about getting me mobile as soon as possible and moved

somewhere else. Both my legs were black and blue all the way to my hips. I had really hit the ground hard !

Two weeks later, I was transported back to the village of Chaulnes and put into the care of the Edward

LeBlanc family. They lived on the main street about two blocks from the railroad station where I had tried

to bomb that train. The downstairs front of their house was a store. Their living quarters were behind the

store and up-stairs. I lived in a bedroom on the second floor. During my approximate three weeks stay with

the LeBlancs, the railroad yard was bombed by B-26 bombers. I was watching them fly over and saw and

heard the bombs falling. Even with my bad ankles, I ran down the stairs and out the back door to their slit

trench bomb shelter. A piece of metal from one of the bombs went through the wall of my room. Numerous

French civilians and German soldiers were killed or wounded.

The French had given me false identification papers and used the picture from my escape kit (we all carried

our picture taken in civilian clothes - just in case we were shot down). My French name was Jean Pierre

DuBose. I was supposed to be a friend of the family from the Normandy area who was deaf and mute - injured

during the invasion of France.

The LeBlancs had neighbors sympathetic to the Russians who visited quite often unannounced. They would

bring their map of Europe and discuss the latest positions of the Russian and American fronts. The Leblancs

were not sure their friends should know they were hiding an American flyer so every time they visited, I

played the roll of a deaf and mute person. Papa LeBlanc was always testing me to make sure my act was

convincing. One evening we were seated at the diningroom table. My back was to the door. The Russian family

dropped in to discuss the latest position of the fronts. Papa walked in the door and dropped an empty metal

bucket on the hard floor just behind me. The noise startled everyone. Luckily, I did not flinch an eyebrow

or muscle. 

They had a daughter, Suzanne who was married but her husband was being held as a prisoner in Germany. The

LeBlancs also had a son somewhere in North Africa with what was left of the French navy. He had left his

parents a navy telescope which I used everyday to spy on the German flack positions. One day as I was

watching, the German troops were lined up and an officer was addressing them. He gave several of them

medals - apparently for shooting me down? The French insisted that I get out of the house occasionally to

get some exercise. They got me a bicycle and we rode along the dirt road beside the flack positions so I could

see my enemy. They also took me out to the hole in the ground where my P-38 had hit. I can assure you I was

not enthusiastic about making these bicycle trips. It was more interesting to watch the 100 regular German

troops and 100 SS troops who occupied this village and manned the flack positions march down the main

street every evening singing German songs. Apparently they did this to keep up their morale and show the

French who was boss.
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The day after the attempt to assassinate Hitler, there was a lot of confusion among the troops and some of

the officers left town. The soldiers milled around the village discussing what they should do. I stood at an

open window upstairs in the back of the LeBlanc’s house and watched three or four German soldiers standing

on a road just behind their yard. They saw me watching and yelled something. I had no idea what they were

saying so I just stood there. One of the soldiers pulled out his pistol and fired at me. I got the point and

moved away from the window.

All the French families tried to feed me as best they could. I ate a lot of boiled tripe, strawberry sandwiches

and chicken. The sanitary conditions were not the best and a few days before I was to be moved to another

family, I got dysentery. It made me very sick and very weak. However, the French schoolteacher who was

to take care of me for the next few weeks showed up and we took off on our bikes. I was so weak, I had to

walk beside my bicycle and push it up any kind of incline. On one of these walks up a hill, we were accompanied

by a German soldier. My French school teacher friend and he talked all the way up the hill. I just played deaf

and mute and was scared. I lived with this family about two weeks and was told that I would be transported

by car to another location. By the way, every move I made was north - the opposite of the direction I wanted

to go.

This time I was picked up by two members of the French Resistance. In the car was an American B-17 gunner

- my first contact in a long time with someone with whom I could really communicate. As we drove north

through the countryside we saw a group of P-47's strafing. Our driver immediately pulled into a farmyard

and parked under some trees. We all ran for the house. Shortly after we got into the house, two truck loads

of German soldiers drove into the yard and parked under the same trees. As the soldiers ran for the house,

my new b-17 gunner friend and I were told to run out the back and hide behind an outhouse near the edge

of a field. We hid there for what seemed like eternity, watching the P-47's strafe on one side of us and the

German soldiers milling around in the house on the other. Finally, the P-47's left, the Germans left, and we

departed.

We were taken to the apartment of a Madame Heller in the village of Billy-Montigny. She was the head of

the French resistance in that area. She was Austrian and her husband a Hungarian photographer. They had

been caught in France when the Germans invaded France. Neither were French citizens but were forced to

stay there during the war. We arrived in time for dinner and were told we would be spending the night with

a brewer on the edge of town. We were told to walk down the stairs to the street, turn right, go to the

corner, cross the street and wait for a car to pick us up. We did this but no car showed up. We waited and

waited. It was getting late. It was about 8:45 pm and curfew started at 9:00 pm. Finally, a young man riding

a bicycle showed up and motioned for us to follow him. He could see that I could hardly walk, so he put me

on the handlebars and drove several blocks. He told me to get off and walk straight ahead. He then went back

to get my friend  and in this manner shuttled us to the brewer’s home on the edge of town. We were lucky

no German soldiers were around or we would have been apprehended for being out after curfew.

Our new French host offered us food and drink. I was too scared to be hungry. The next morning, we were

awakened and given coffee and cognac. Before the occupation, he ran a brewery next to his home. He was

proud of all the things he had been able to hide from the Germans. He took us for a tour of his brewery and

property. Under the  loading dock of his brewery was a secret entrance to an area where he had stacked

hundreds of cases of champagne and a room where he kept his radio. Here he could listen to broadcasts from

the BBC directed to the people of the French resistance. Radios were outlawed by the Germans. Upstairs in

one corner of his brewery, were stacked hundreds of cases of empty bottles. His car was hidden behind

them. The large garden of his home was beautifully landscaped. In the center he had poured a concrete slab.

Next to it lay an unexploded 1000 lb bomb with the detonator still attached. He was going to stand it on the

slab as a souvenir of the war. Next to his garage, in a wood pile, he had stored two British 200 pound

unexploded bombs. Needless to say, we were not thrilled with his tour.

Madame Heller and her driver came by that afternoon to take us to our next destination. On the way, we

picked up a typical looking Englishman, mustache and all. Madame Heller tucked our wings and dog tags in her

bosom. My American friend and I sat on either side of the Englishman and asked him to look the other way

when ever we passed any German soldiers. We drove down one narrow dirt road beside hundreds of marching

German soldiers. My friend and I made sure the Englishman was looking the other way. We came to a gate
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guarded by several German soldiers. The soldiers, the driver and Madame Heller spoke for a few minutes.

Finally the guards raised the gate and we drove through. My heart was in my mouth! Our destination was the

home of the Mr. and Mrs. Dernancourt who lived in the city of Lens. Six other allied airmen already lived with

them. From that point on, the nine of us lived together in the rooms above their store which was located on

the main street of this city.

By day we played poker with our "escape money", sunned ourselves in the brick courtyard behind their house,

shared by a pig, or watched the activity of the German soldiers from the windows upstairs. We all picked out

pretty girls on the street whom we would like to meet when we were liberated. We also helped prepare the

meals. We ate a lot of soup which contained everything our hosts and their close friends could conjure-up

to put into the pot. We spent many hours grinding, peeling and stirring. This is where I met Clifford 0.

Williams, a P-38 pilot from the 343 Fighter Squadron.  He had been shot down the same day that I got into

the 55th fighter group. The nine of us consisted of two Australians, two Canadians, two Englishmen and three

Americans. Madame Heller had also found places for about 14 other allied airmen to live in the Billy-Montigny,

Lens area of northern France.

One evening while all of us were sitting around the dining room tables eating, we heard a scream from the

young teenage girl who was minding the store up front. She cane running back to warn us that a German truck

with many soldiers had driven up and parked in front of the store. We all thought that someone had turned

us in and we would be taken prisoners and the French people shot. As it turned out, the Germans had stopped

to take hostages. They made it a point to take a husband or wife from a family - never both. They were put

in the truck and taken off to be shot. This was shortly before we were liberated by the English 1st army. The

French were out every night blowing up bridges, killing German troops and cutting telephone wires. For

several weeks, we could hear the explosions, see the flashes of light as the French resistance did their thing

- things like putting unexploded bombs onto carts and dragging them under railroad bridges where they hoped

they would eventually explode. 

It was interesting to watch the German troops retreat. For several days before the English 1st Army arrived,

the Germans came down the main street heading north in every conceivable mode of transportation

imaginable, trucks, cars, bicycles, horses, horse drawn carts, tanks, on foot, etc.. this went on 24 hours a day.

Finally, the English 1st Army rumbled through with tanks and trucks and many troops. Everyone was out

waving and cheering. Flags were flying and people were crying tears of joy. As the troops sped by, they threw

us cigarettes and candy bars but would not stop. When a convoy did stop, we spoke to them and they got word

to their officers that we were allied airmen and needed transportation back in Paris. This was arranged but

it took a few days. In the meantime, we were treated as heros by the townspeople, were given a banquet and

asked to march in a Liberation Parade. In the parade with us were French collaborators.  The women had their

hair shaved and they were kicked and spat upon as they marched along. The pretty girl I had picked to meet

after liberation was one of those women!

Several days later, several of us were put in a truck and taken north to the front lines were we were turned

over to the American 1st army. We spent one night in a German prison compound. It was just behind the lines

and a place where the captured Germans were brought before they were sent south to prison camps. There

were some tough looking SS troops among them. The next day we were put in a truck along with other allied

airmen who had been found along the way and driven back to Paris. There we were taken to the Hotel Maurice.

This had been the German army headquarters in Paris during the Occupation but was now a place where all

the evaders and escapees were brought to be interrogated. We spent two or three days here. Our false

identification was taken and we were given a GI shirt, pants, pair of shoes and socks. I took a cold water

bath, the first bath in three months. Paris still had pockets of Germans but that did not bother us. As soon

as possible, we were in the sidewalk cafes drinking champagne and trying to pickup French girls.

Then we were flown by C-47 back to London. I was put into a tent hospital north of London where I spent

another month or so. Every V-1 shot toward London seemed to pass over this location. It was another

terrifying experience. I was flown back to the good old United States in November of 1944 and back to my

home state of California. Again I was put in a hospital where they tried to repair my ankle.
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And you know, the irony of all this is that very few people understand why I like to watch WW2 Air Force

movies on TV and will not buy a Japanese or German car!

Viva la France and God Bless America ! ! ! ! ! !
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Re Pat Brophy.

Rear Gunner, RCAF.

In the Second Supplement to The London Gazette, Friday October 11 , 1946 an annotation by the Air
th

Ministry states:

The KING has been graciously pleased to confer the VICTORIA CROSS on the undermentioned officer in recognition of most

conspicuous bravery: - Pilot Officer Andrew Charles Mynarski (Can./J.87544) (deceased), Royal Canadian Air Force, No. 419

(R.C.A.F.) Squadron.

Pilot Officer Mynarski was the mid-upper gunner of a Lancaster aircraft, detailed to attack a target at Cambrai in France, on

the night of 12th June, 1944. The aircraft was attacked from below and astern by an enemy fighter and ultimately came down

in flames.

As an immediate result of the attack, both port engines failed. Fire broke out between the mid-upper turret and the rear turret,

as well as in the port wing. The flames soon became fierce and the captain ordered the crew to abandon the aircraft.

Pilot Officer Mynarski left his turret and went towards the escape hatch. He then saw that the rear gunner was still in his turret

and apparently unable to leave it. The turret was, in fact, immovable, since the hydraulic gear had been put out of action when

the port engines failed, and the manual gear had been broken by the gunner in his attempts to escape.

Without hesitation, Pilot Officer Mynarski made his way through the flames in an endeavour to reach the rear turret and release

the gunner. Whilst so doing, his parachute and his clothing up to the waist were set on fire. All his efforts to move the turret

and free the rear gunner were in vain. Eventually the rear gunner clearly indicated to him that there was nothing more he could

do and that he should try to save his own life. Pilot Officer Mynarski reluctantly went back through the flames to the escape

hatch. There, as a last gesture to the trapped gunner, he turned towards him, stood to attention in his flaming clothing, and

saluted, before he jumped out of the aircraft. Pilot Officer Mynarski's descent was seen by French people on the ground. Both

his parachute and his clothing were on fire. He was found eventually by the French, but was so severely burnt that he died from

his injuries.

The rear gunner had a miraculous escape when the aircraft crashed. He subsequently testified that had Pilot Officer Mynarski

not attempted to save his comrade's life, he could have left the aircraft in safety and would, doubtless, have escaped death.

Pilot Officer Mynarski must have been fully aware that in trying to free the rear gunner he was almost certain to lose his own

life. Despite this, with outstanding courage and complete disregard for his own safety, he went to the rescue. Willingly

accepting the danger, Pilot Officer Mynarski lost his life by a most conspicuous act of heroism which called for valour of the

highest order.

P/O Pat Brophy was the tail gunner who rode the aircraft to the ground, where the impact spun his turret

open and he escaped without significant injury. A young Frenchman Paul Cresson was first to his aid; he

contacted his parents who linked up with others in the Resistance and soon after Pat joined the list of  Heller

protegés. He was able to recount Mynarski’s last moments in the aircraft and later said, "I'll always believe

that a divine providence intervened to save me because of what I had seen, so that the world might know of

a gallant man who laid down his life for a friend."

See also < http://www.warplane.com/pages/ourstories_mynarski.html >

I gather there may be more in a book, "Mynarski's Lanc"

by Bette Page, Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum,

ISBN 1-55046-006-4.

published by Boston Mills Free Press, Erin, ON.,

http://www.warplane.com/pages/ourstories_mynarski.html
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Cemetery & Farm Ecoust-Saint-Mein.

(Photo courtesy M. Alexis Brument.)

Farm Ecoust-Saint-Mein - Home of M. Marc Harlet 
(Photo courtesy M. Alexis Brument.)

Reminiscences  - Meeting with The Hellers

By John Cullity.

Perth. October 2001.

I was the rear gunner in a Lancaster crew shot down by flak while bombing a flying -bomb (V1) site at

Prouville in northern France on the night of 24th/25th June, 1944. Prouville is roughly between Abbeville and

Amiens. The crew all escaped by parachute, the bomb-aimer having been hit in the elbow had his right arm

amputated  at a German field hospital and was very humanely treated before being sent to a POW camp from

which he was repatriated in the final exchange of prisoners early in 1945. The captain of the aircraft and

the navigator and I all successfully evaded capture thanks to the assistance of the French Resistance.

I had a working knowledge of French and was able to contact a Gaullist group calling themselves “La Voix du 

Nord”, who directed me as I travelled on foot and bicycle to the WWI cemetery at Ecoust-Saint-Mein near 
Bullecourt, a place of sombre memory to the Australian Infantry of that time. I was billeted in a shed at 

the rear of the cemetery which had previously been a mortuary for the preparing the remains of 

soldiers for burial in the graveyard outside. I was fed by the late M. Marc Harlet and celebrated my 21
st

 

birthday there. After a few days I was joined by Lieutenant Cliff Williams USAAC, the pilot of a P-28 

Lightning shot down by ground defences whilst strafing a German airfield at Vilsy-en-Artois. Also Flying 

Officer Pat Brophy RCAF the rear gunner and sole survivor of a crew shot down by a night-fighter near 

Froen-le-Petit in the Pas-de-Calais. Pat’s saviour was a man named Pierre Cresson who may still live at 

Froen.

The three of us were picked up by Louise Heller from the Harlet house in Ecoust-Saint-Mein and driven 

about 12 miles to Billy-Montigny, an outlier of Lenz and the site of the largest coal mine in Europe at 

Dourges. During the first decade of the last century Dourges had been the scene of the largest coal 

mining disaster in the history of Europe with some hundreds of miners being killed.

Louise and the driver - whose name I have forgotten - in a gas-producer car drove the three of us to Billy,

a perilous undertaking. If we had been stopped and examined the driver would have been shot. The Heller

photographers’ shop was a thriving business, made so by the French culture of a photo at baptism, first

communion, military service, marriage etc. The shop still stands on the Route Nationale near to the main

square of Billy. The traffic through it, and the Heller’s Austrian nationality provided excellent cover for

Louise’s work in intelligence and in arranging billets for escapers and evaders.
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I was billeted with the Perroy family in their grocery shop which still operates from the back of the square

facing the Route Nationale, although it has long since passed into other hands. The Perroy parents are

deceased but the three sons may still be living. Jacques would be in his early eighties and Jean in his mid-

seventies. The last time I visited France, the eldest son was still living close to the shop. His name was Robert

and he would be in his eighties.

After the Resistance assassinated an “estimanet” (tavern) owner I was forced to leave Billy at short notice

and  move further down the Route Nationale, to Sallaumines where I was billeted with M & Mme Dernancourt

and joined Cliff & Pat. Another resident was Flying Officer Arnold Morrison  RAAF, the sole survivor of a

Lancaster which crashed with all the crew aboard. Others were Dan Murray RCAF and Bill DuBose USAAC.

The Dernancourts were remarkable people, paradigms of the best French patriots as indeed were all our

helpers. We were eventually liberated by the Guards Armoured Division, after watching the retreat of the

German XVth Army  - literally past our door. 

 Louise and Ernest were falsely accused of collaboration, but successfully defended themselves and were

given awards. They afterwards moved to Spain, near Torremolinos, and becoming perturbed about communism

moved to Mexico. From there they contacted me, and I provided information on Australian conditions and the

advice that Queensland’s climate would best accommodate Ernest’s penchant for swimming daily.

In 1981 I flew to Queensland to make sure of their welcome and to visit and check their well-being, but

unfortunately I have not seen them since, but have exchanged sporadic letters.
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Excerpts from Charles Carlson’s Memoirs.

Charles V Carlson was trained as an Aircraft Observer (Bombardier) on B-17's which carried a crew of 10

consisting of pilot, co-pilot, navigator, radio operator, bombardier, engineer - top turret gunner, ball

turret gunner, waist gunner and tail gunner.  In Europe the team was assigned to the 339  squadron in
th

the American 96   Bomber Group based at Snetterton Heath near Norwich in East Anglia. The crew were
th

all passed fit to fly up to 30,000 feet, using oxygen masks; their first mission was flown on October 2
nd

1943. 

On the third mission on October 20   the crew learned they must fly another crew's plane. Damage in
th

combat over Bremen had taken its toll and their B-17 needed repairs. That left them with Shack Rabbit

III from the 413  Squadron,  B-17F.
th

Each B-17 had 10 or 11 50-caliber machine guns. This meant there were more than 200 guns to defend a

21-ship combat formation. The defensive firepower was supposed to shield the group of Flying Fortresses

from German fighters, but the fighters were much more nimble aircraft, flew at greater speed and

simply could outmaneuver the bombers. The fighters also carried 20-millimeter cannons, outclassing the

U.S. guns. 

Quickly climbing, the group headed out over the English Channel. The target height of 29,000 feet was

the highest Chuck had flown. Their hope was to clear the weather front at 26,000 feet and make it more

difficult for the German antiaircraft gunners to sight them. The planes were nose up, and to Chuck they

appeared to be clawing the sky to stay up so high. At 20,000 feet the captain reported that the No.4

engine was malfunctioning and was shut it down midmorning over the French coast. 

Running three engines at full emergency power level,  as the group continued to climb, Shack Rabbit

couldn't keep up; then another engine was malfunctioning. They must abort the mission and try to return

to England on two engines. 

As Shack Rabbit turned, the gunners reported that 12 to 15 German fighters were attacking from all

angles through the clouds. There was a thump and the plane lifted and started to fall. Grimes called out

that the controls were damaged. Unable to keep the plane steady, the captain switched to automatic pilot.

"Bailout!" 

Chuck found a "walk around" oxygen bottle and hose which he stuck into the knee pocket of his flying suit.

As he bent down to pick up his parachute a bullet pierced the center of it. Luckily, the shock cords were

not hit or the 'chute would have deployed right there. Chuck picked up the 'chute, but had no intention of

using it because the bullet would have punched a series of holes through the folded canopy - a spare was

in the radio room. “Then I turned and started to the radio room," Chuck recalled. 

"To go through the bomb bay I would need my hands to hold on as I made my way across the central

beam, so I hooked my damaged 'chute on my harness. When I got by the hatch the plane went out of

control. The motions were so wild there was no way I could make it back to the radio room. I think I

decided I had to leave. Using my hands and arms I managed to get halfway out of the hatch and the

strong forces pulled me back into the plane." The plane was spinning flat like a plate on a juggler's stick.

When the pressure threw him back into the plane his head had come near the "G" box and he could hear

something banging. It registered immediately that the detonators had broken loose.

The "G" box was the latest in technology. Two ground stations emitted radio signals which the box

interpreted. With the help of a chart, the crew could determine their location. To prevent the device

from falling into the hands of the Axis powers, the Allies rigged a selfdestruct feature. Springs held two

shotgun shells with primers in a tube. If the plane experienced a sudden change in speed, as would happen

in a crash, the shells would ram up against a firing pin and blow up the set. 

As the boxed rattled, Chuck could see the shadows of German fighter planes as they strafed the falling

Shack Rabbit. A few bullets pierced the bomber's oxygen tanks, sending fresh oxygen into the nose

compartment. Chuck said that's what kept him conscious, otherwise he wouldn't have survived, 
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"I figured that this was going to be the end," he said. Then there was a sudden explosion. The G box

ignited as the oxygen fed the detonation. The whole bottom of the plane was blown out and Chuck with it.

Then it was quiet. 

"I had no sensation of falling. I looked over my shoulder and I could see the plane. It seemed to be quite

far away. The bottom of the nose had been blown off and the tail had been broken off at about the rear

hatch. The tail was upright and was just gliding down. The main part of the plane was spinning around the

wing axis. I looked for parachutes but there were none to be seen." 

Chuck's face was burned, his eyebrows were gone and he felt as if he had a bad case of sunburn. His

hands were singed and red. 

He could see the countryside slowly getting bigger between his feet, but because the crews had been

warned that German pilots might shoot a man held helpless in a parachute, he decided not to open the

damaged chest-pack parachute's rip cord until he could tell the difference between trucks and cars on

the road below. There was a large wood and beyond it a Nazi airfield. He worried about the German

fighters in the air and about the troops on the ground, and he wondered if his parachute would open and

hold. And then it was time to try. 

"Remembering a Bible verse from confirmation class, 'Ask and it shall be given,' I asked, and pulled the

rip cord." 

 

Chuck Carlson landed in these woods, near Beloeil, adjacent to an airfield. 

The torque of the deploying 'chute whipped his heels back until they brushed his head. His flying boots

went sailing, and so did his helmet. Chuck was larger than the average Air Force man, a standard

parachute didn't fit. His had been modified, but the risers, mistakenly had been sewn with nylon instead

of cotton thread. Chuck took all of the force on his back rather than on the leg straps. He felt as though

his back had been broken. "I checked the 'chute and, how lucky I was, the bullet had put nine holes in the

canopy and had severed two shroud lines. The 'chute was holding the air just fine," Chuck said. 

As the ground appeared to come nearer, he realized he was dropping quickly. He was coming up to the

woods and could see the outlines of several two-engine planes parked in such a way that the branches

obscured them from up above. He tried to maneuver the 'chute to the far side by pulling on the remaining

shroud lines. The attempt wasn't too successful, and he landed in the crown of a tree. 

The parachute fouled over the top and it looked as though he would hang 30 feet above the ground until

the Germans came. By now the pain in his back was intense. 

"I began to check what things I had with me. No escape kit - it was in my A2 jacket in the airplane. No 45

automatic - it and the two extra clips I always carried were gone," he said. The standard packet of two

silk maps, two dime-sized compasses and the emergency candy were gone with the plane. "This is about

the worst way you could come down in enemy territory. Now I had to get down as quickly as possible and

put as much distance between me and this place as possible." 

He tried to unbuckle the parachute harness' risers which extended up his chest and shoulders, but began

to swing back and forth like a clock pendulum, banging his injured back against the tree trunk. He had no

knife to cut the shroud lines to make a rope with which to climb down. There was a need for speed

because he knew the Nazis had seen him come down and were only on the far side of the woods. He

crawled up the shroud lines and let go, hoping his weight would drag the 'chute free. It moved a little so

he tried a couple more times. Each time the 'chute moved slightly. Determining it could take awhile, he

wasn't prepared when the next drop ripped the parachute free and sent him careening to the ground. He

landed on his feet, his tail bone came down on his right heel and broke a bone in his foot. 

The lesson in jumping that U.S. Army had never seen fit to give its Air Force bombardiers had come at

the hands of the German Luftwaffe. Chuck's first drop in a parachute had ended, and it was time to flee.
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"Lying crumpled, bruised and winded on the ground, I began to remember in great detail the escape

briefings. The most important item: put as much distance between you and your landing site as possible.

If you could run one mile, the Germans would have to search an area with a radius of a mile," Chuck said.

He stuffed the parachute and harness together and quickly buried them in a hole at the base of a large

tree and his flight suit in a dip in the ground beneath decaying branches and leaves. Limping, Chuck

started across an open field away from the air base, but returned to the trees when he saw bicyclists.

Servicemen had been warned to stay away from people with bicycles and automobiles because friends of

the Germans would be more likely to have them. He watched the riders go and he struck out again.

He was a hundred yards out when he heard and then saw a plane that had just taken off from the

airfield. As the pilot began a search pattern, Chuck dove into a drainage ditch. "I squirmed down deeper

in the water and mud and hoped that my khaki uniform would blend in with the dried grass and weeds.

Twice the plane flew over the field and made some low altitude turns that would have done credit to a

crop duster. There was no indication that he spotted me. "When the plane flew away from me I raised my

head and checked the plane. It had two engines and a double tail and there was a lot of glass in the nose.

It was the plane that we were supposed to look for on our mission to Duren. It was an ME 210 which had

been used solely as a bomber but was now being used to attack the Allied bomber formations. I was

supposed to be looking for this plane but now it was looking for me."

As Chuck tried to catch his breath, he realized he was not only wet and cold, but he smelled. A farmer

obviously had used natural fertilizer - recently and in some quantity - on the field. Chuck was lying in

manure. He had to stay soaking in it until the plane moved off toward where the B-17 had crashed. He

then ran back into the woods and dug up his electric flying suit. With it on and feeling warmer, he again

left the woods but in a different direction. "Now was the time for a cigarette. Boy, how good that was

going to taste," Chuck recalled. "I had the cigarette, but I could find no matches in the pockets of my

khaki uniform. In my search I found 24 cents, a paper clip and my picture of Elizabeth." He kept walking

north on a path until he met a small, older man. Chuck figured the man wasn't so big that he couldn't

confront him, so he offered him a cigarette. The man put it to his mouth. Chuck did the same and just

stood there. In a minute the man realized the dilemma and produced some matches. The two then tried to

talk.

Neither understood the other fully. The man used hand gestures to explain that the soldiers were looking

for the crew members from the downed bomber. When the stranger gave Chuck the matches and put him

in a clump of willow-like trees, Chuck comprehended that the man planned to return for him after dark.

Watching him go, a leery Chuck waited before moving 50 or 75 yards away to climb a tree from where he

could watch in case this was a trick. It was about 2 p.m. and he had a long time to sit among the branches,

listening to the search planes, smoking, thinking about home, worrying about capture and planning

strategies. Twilight dragged. 

The preflight lectures concentrated on evading capture rather than escaping once caught. It was usually

necessary for a soldier to take cover until the search parties stopped. However, in some cases it might be

better to make off across country as soon as possible. If a man landed by parachute, he should cautiously

approach a house or farm but not enter until the owner appeared to be alone and there were no Nazi

troops in sight. Schoolteachers, doctors and priests would likely speak some English, and priests could be

approached safely in the confessional. Twilight dragged. Late in the evening the man returned alone and

Chuck went to meet him. "He looked at me and where I had been hiding and bobbing his head, he clapped

me on the back to show he appreciated my wariness," Chuck recalled. The man wore two pairs of pants and

two coats. He look one set off so Chuck could cover his khaki uniform with dark European clothing. Then

the two began to walk. His foot hurt, but he could move. Fortunately, he hadn't lost his shoes when the

flight boots went sailing. The stiff leather gave the broken bone some support. "You're so full of

adrenaline that you manage to overcome the pain," he explained. 

They walked in the dark about five kilometers until they crossed a bridge over a canal. They turned right

to backtrack on the other side, but Chuck's guide stopped abruptly after a hundred yards in the deep

shadows. He put his hand to his lips. A squad of German soldiers and an officer came marching. Their

hobnail boots drummed a steady percussion, passed the concealed men, down the street and across the
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bridge. "Then my guide began to smile and he gleefully pounded me on the back. They were looking for

me," Chuck said. The twosome followed several paths, crisscrossing behind houses and through fields until

they reached a large, vacant house. The man unlocked the back door and in the dark took Chuck upstairs

to a back bedroom. The guide checked the heavy drapes at the window and then lighted a candle. He left

momentarily to get some blankets. 

Chuck sank down on the bed to remove his shoes. The broken foot was black and blue well above the ankle.

Between an enlarged foot and blistered hands, Chuck struggled with one shoe. "The helper came over and

looked at what I was trying to do. He took out his pocket knife and cut the laces loose," Chuck recalled.

"I also had some internal injuries because both my urine and stool were flecked with blood. That

continued for several days."  The man disappeared for quite some time but returned with coffee and

bread. "So I had my first supper in France and Belgium. It was not a gourmet meal," Chuck said with a

laugh. The man also provided his first name: Henri. Once each day Henri returned with food. It was up to

Chuck to make it last for three meals. Although the other survivors of Chuck's crew were en route out of

the country, he had to remain hidden until his burns healed. The red skin showed the clear outline of an

American helmet around his face.

After a week, Henri decided that Chuck should have a hot meal and meet his family. "There was only one

problem. I still could not put my weight on my foot. Henri solved this by carrying me, 185 pounds, across

the street to his house. I met Henri's family, his wife and young son. What I remember about the dinner

is that potatoes never tasted so good. After dinner and getting to know each other, Henri carried me

back to my hiding place." Chuck told the Cnudde family where to find his parachute. Material for clothing

was in demand and the silk would make fine shirts. He learned that his hiding place was a summer home

for some Parisians; Henri Cnudde was the caretaker. The village was Strambruges, Belgium. 

Henri also relayed news of some crew members; Lt. Arthur Pickett and Sgts. George Carl Janser and

Fred McManus were dead. Lt. Robert Grimes had been wounded. Sgts. Harold Sheets and Robert Metlen

were together in a town some distance away. Henri offered no news on James McElroy, Ted Kellers or

Jerome Nawracaj. Because of Chuck's injuries, there was no talk of him joining Grimes, Sheets and

Metlen. Henri kept to himself at the time that Jerome Nawracaj was dead. The details aren't clear, but,

after landing, Jerry somehow acquired a bicycle. On Oct. 21 he approached a woman to ask for directions.

She alerted German soldiers. They ordered him to stop and when Nawracaj continued to ride away the

soldiers hot him in the back.

On one of Chuck's last nights in Stambruge, Henri brought some absinthe, a potent liqueur, and offered

him a drink. Not knowing what it was, Chuck had a couple of shots, which made him woozy. Cautioning

Chuck not to forget to blowout the candle, Henri left. That night Chuck dreamed that the candle stood 7

feet tall. Over and over he tried to climb it to blowout the tell-tale flame, burning like a beacon to signal

the Nazis that an American was there. He hasn't touched absinthe since. Chuck spent approximately four

weeks, beginning Oct 20, hidden in the upstairs bedroom this summer home in Stambruges, Belgium,

where  Henri Cnudde, the caretaker was part of the Belgian underground.
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Ellezelles: Misplaced or forgotten 

Henri Cnudde brought civilian clothing one late November morning and told Chuck to get ready. He could

walk now, and Comet, the Belgian underground, needed to begin moving him surreptitiously through Belgian

and into France. The two men waited until about noon when a 1936 Buick pulled up to the rear. Henri

checked to ensure that the right party had arrived, and then Chuck stepped into the bright sunshine. 

"Viet! Viet!" urged Henri and the two men who sat in the car. Chuck quickly climbed into the backseat. It

was full of knitted wristlets the local women had had to make for the German troops who were facing a

second Russian winter on the Eastern Front. But as Chuck sat down, he felt something knobby, hard and

uncomfortable. Looking beneath the wristbands he found a machine gun. "If we get stopped by the

Germans we'll use it," said the man in the front passenger seat. The car had a charcoal burner mounted on

the back. This generated the power that drove them 22 kilometers north by northwest from Stambruge

to a bicycle shop in Frasnes. 

There were no customers in the shop, but the owner hustled the three men into the family quarters in

the back. The two escorts held a hurried conversation with the owner and left. Soon Chuck and the

owner's family had lunch. "We carried on a conversation using hands and facial expressions. I think we

understood each other quite well. I was not to stay there, for they were a part of a group that was active

in sabotage," Chuck recalled. 

The 20-year-old son showed Chuck a string of bullet scars from his thigh to his shoulder. He had been

riding a bicycle with other people trying to flee to France the 1939-1940 Nazi Invasion Belgium. He

became a casualty when German planes strafed the roads. Now he and his friends were preparing for the

Allied invasion. The exercise in which he'd participated the previous week dealt with destroying land

communications. He and a partner had gone to the Province of Nord, where no travel was allowed. At night

they partially sawed through the base of telephone poles, then disguised their work using sawdust and

mud. After several nights' work, they sawed down the last pole. That falling pole pulled the others to the

ground with it. Another method of stripping communication lines involved looping a rope tautly over the

wires, tying it to a vehicle and driving away. “He thought this was hilarious. But evidently it was good

practice, because this is what they did at the time of the invasion," Chuck said. "All the telephone lines

were down. That was one reason the Allies did as well as they did," he said. The Germans had to rely on

hand-held radios, while the Allies strung their own lines.

The young man took Chuck upstairs to try on six pairs of extra shoes, but none fitted. When Chuck asked

how he had come by so many leather shoes, the young man ran his finger across his throat. The Germans

apparently caught onto the family's activities. As the wife explained in her rusty English in a letter dated

Sept. 14, 1946, and signed "Maman from Frasnes:

" We have learned the new of your return in your family with great pleasure! What a fortune, you are in

good health!! We all are very well too. Papa has been arrested by the Germans but, fortunately liberated

by the Allied troops advance the 3 September 1944. We receive new from you by Min. Monique (of

Rumes) but after that, nothing. We have feared bad news. Happily, you are living. This is the chief

point.Will you remind (remember) Charles, when at home, in the evening we learned you your identify card!

Wath (what) happiness for your mother when you come back and for your bride (you often speaked about

her). We hope she is in excellent health.”

At sunset a man named Onesime Vanderspoilden arrived for Chuck. Years later, Denise Vanderaspoilden,

who had been a young girl, recalled the circumstances of how her mother's cousin brought Chuck to the

family farm near Ellezelles, which was 10 kilometers away:

“Firmin Vanderaspoilden and Laure DuBois, my parents, joined the Resistance in 1943. They lived at

Arbre-Saint-Pierre, a rather isolated farm. The only other house opposite ours was inhabited by an

elderly couple. The path leading to the house was not an important one. To the left of the farm buildings

through a dirt quarry, then through the field you arrived at the hamlet of Camps et Haies. In front of

the main gate a narrow path led the same way to the farm of Jean Risselin and the road to Semenil, that

is in the direction of Frasnes. 
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Because of all those advantages, their house soon became a meeting point for the Resistance and its

headquarters. It is also there that the mail, leaflets and clandestine newspapers came as well as urgent

messages that my father would distribute. We listened to the English broadcasts: It was forbidden but

important.”

Only the cars of certain doctors were allowed on the road. One late fall day, Onesime Vandercoilden, who

belonged to the Resistance's Group G and owned a garage in Frasnes, borrowed the car of a Doctor

Fievet. Denise recalled the excitement of hearing Onesime was bringing an American soldier: “He

introduced us to a handsome, strapping man: Charles V. Carlson of Minnesota. My parents heard all about

him," Denise recalled. The family knew he had been aboard the bomber that been shot down over the

village of Grandglise.” 

The Vanderaspoildens' farm site was laid out something like a fort, Chuck said. There was a house on one

side. Connected to it was an L-shaped barn with a machine shop that was attached to the other end,

forming a courtyard in the center. Two large steel doors standing 10 to 15 feet high secured the

entryway. The farm was an example of what the Resistance called a reseau. The word literally translates

as nest. 

Firmin was a sandy-haired, blue-eyed man with a distinctive farmer's walk. Laure was quite a bit shorter

than her 6-foot husband. "The thing I remember the most was she was the best cook of the whole

bunch," Chuck said. Her specialty was a finely chopped soup. Chuck helped with many farm chores, but

primarily cut sugar beets in spirals. The cows would chew and chew, unraveling the hard roots. There were

no English books to read to help pass the time.

Denise wrote: “He helped with the farm work, cut beets for the animals, kept quiet and thanked my

mother for the 'apple pies' - that is the apple pies that she baked for him. He never left the farm and 

nobody ever saw him except Joseph Van Zele, who spoke English with him, and Dr. Jean Noville, who took

care of his injured foot.”

The Resistance involved farm work, too. The Germans were hard on the farmers, taking virtually

everything they raised or produced. To help get around that the Belgian farmers milked cows three times

a day rather than twice. They saved the midnight milkings so the families had plenty of cream and butter.

The Vanderaspoildens put any extra butter to work on wagon axles because grease wasn't available.

A few days at the farm stretched into weeks. Thanksgiving and Christmas passed into the 1944 New

Year. After six weeks Chuck wondered if the leaders of the underground had forgotten him. What he

couldn't know was that the Nazis had arrested the latest leader of Comet, and the Belgian Resistance

was in turmoil. 

In January of 1943, the Gestapo had arrested the founder of the Comet Line. A year later they were

closing in on her successor. On Jan. 18, 1944, they arrested him while he was visiting an apartment

headquarters in Paris. This did not deter the other members of the Resistance, however, and again they

re-established their network. The line was broken and mended many times before the war ended. After

Chuck left, the Vanderaspoildens hid a member of the Resistance from nearby Renaix, but they began to

be scared.  Only after the liberation in 1944 did Laure DuBois and her daughter learn their fears were

justified and how close the Nazis had come to uncovering the local Resistance headquarters at the family

farm. “Strangers would wander around the farm from time to time. One member of the Resistance in

Ellezelles, Albert Rivier, who was hiding at Grand Mochaut and who walked through the quarry, told us

that he had seen a man hiding in a ditch near the house and he was watching us through binoculars. My

parents become really careful," Denise said. The blueprint of their house was later found at the German

headquarters in Renaix.

The war cost her family dearly: 

“If Charles V. Carlson was saved, everything fell apart for my parents: my father lost his life during the

fight in Wodecq at Christmas 1944, during the Von Rundstedt offense. My mother received a package

from Charles V. Carlson who was back in the United States. In it was chocolate, cigarettes, cookies, tea,

all sorts of goodies that we no longer had. Sadly, my father was no longer there to hear about it.”
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Beer and barking dogs 

One noon shortly after Jan. 1, Jeanne Vanderaspoilden, Onesime's daughter, rode into the courtyard and,

after a rapid conversation in French with her relatives, got back on her bicycle while the family got out a

bicycle for Chuck. There was no time to prepare. He was told to follow his guide, who quickly pedaled out

of the yard. She stayed ahead of him all the way to the bicycle shop in Frasnes. Traversing many steep

hills, Chuck recalled the relief of catching the down slopes as his bicycle would accelerate to about 40

miles per hour. But he barely had recovered from his injuries and with each climb up the next hill Jeanne

pulled a little farther ahead.

"It was rather exciting except that of course I hadn't had much exercise, but I managed to keep up for

quite a while," Chuck said. Eventually Jeanne disappeared from sight. "All I could do was to keep pedaling.

Finally I reached the top of the hill and there she was waiting for me. We rested for a few minutes and

then we started off again." 

It was 10 kilometers - a little more than six miles - from the farm to the edge of Frasnes. The two

passed through some woods and a park, sticking to rough field paths in some areas before nearing the

bicycle shop where Chuck had met the saboteurs. ''We went through the town and at one point we passed

four German soldiers who were looking in the shop windows. I thought, 'What will I do if I have a flat

tire?' Once we were out in the country it went a little better." Once they reached the bicycle shop,

Jeanne promptly left and the owner and his wife put Chuck up for the night.

 In the morning, a car arrived for Chuck. He was bound for Wattripont, eight kilometers away. One of the

two men in the car was Albert "Bert" Sailly, a Belgian youth who was active in the Resistance. He had

visited Ellezelles several times each week during Chuck's stay at the farm. And while Chuck had had to

discard all traces of his U.S. citizenship in the event he was discovered by the Germans, Sailly elected to

keep Chuck's dog tags. 

The car stopped at a small house that sat directly on the edge of the road. It was one step out of the car

door and into the front door. Indoors Madame Delmeé and her daughter Yvonne Chuck warmly. The

largest room in the small house included the kitchen and family room. In the rear of the kitchen was a

store room with a small window that Chuck eyed as an escape route to the woods a short two blocks away.

With no cover to the front, he knew it was his only hope. By day, the Delmee family and Chuck could see

the Nazis in their motorcades and on their bicycles policing the streets. The officials often stopped in

the vicinity. Chuck recalled how frightened he and the Delmeés became one afternoon. Several German

soldiers in a car and on two motorcycles stopped half a block down the road and stared at the house.

They stood there for what seemed to be forever before driving away. No one ever discovered why. This

home had a one major luxury for Chuck - access to English books. Mme. Delmeé's second daughter,

Pauline, was rarely home but a friend of Pauline's brought him two or three books each of the three

weeks he was there. "That, of course, helped pass the time away," Chuck recalled. 

In the backyard stood a shed where the family kept gardening tools, vegetables and a mysterious bag the

likes of which Chuck had never seen. It produced one his most pleasant memories in hiding - home-brewed

beer. The process began in a large wash boiler on the stove. It was Chuck's job to fill it with several

buckets of clear well water. This was heated to the boiling point. Mme. Delmeé then put the strong cotton

bag filled with hops and other ingredients into the water to steep. This would take several hours. "Now

this had been used before and some new ingredients were added to the ones already in the bag," Chuck

said. "After the required cooking time was reached, the container was removed from the stove and set on

the floor behind the stove to ferment." The bag went back into the shed to dry, and wash boiler was

tended to for several days. When the beer reached the proper fermentation point, the family used a

siphon and hose to fill dark bottles. Chuck capped them, and they were set aside to continue aging.

With new stock in place, the brewmasters could relax and enjoy a treat in a time when essentials were

hard to put on the table. The finished product tasted fine, he recalled, and produced a frothy foam when

poured out of the bottle. 
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The nights weren't so easy. The Germans patrolled on bicycles in the dark. The whir of the tires alerted

farm dogs, and when the patrols were a mile or so away from the Delmeé home Chuck could begin to

monitor their progress as the barking seemed to grow louder, fiercer and closer. For years afterward any

barking dog would bother him in the night. The family hid not only an American, but munitions as well.

Pauline Delmeé was a courier for the Resistance. Yvonne shared her memories in a May 2, 1946, letter: 

“The house was getting quite an arsenal for, you see, we had the deposit of munitions necessary for the

sector's sabotage. Oh yes only now we really understand how much we were audacious, but you see it was

so so necessary Charles. Anyway we did it with confidence in the (word obscured) end of the terrible

torment and we all thank God to have keep us safe Indeed - soon after we got the happy liberation.” 

The evening of Jan. 18, a car pulled up in front and a knock sounded at the door. Mme. Delmeé glanced at

Chuck, who scrambled to the store room window preparing to escape. He heard two strangers' voices, but

the French was too rapid for him to grasp. Then Mme. Delmeé called for him. There in the living room

stood an elderly man and a young woman with hair dyed a striking bluish purple - Monique. There was no

time to get acquainted because once again the Resistance had decided to move Chuck with no notice.

Grabbing his coat and hat, he quickly told the Delmeés goodbye and got into the car. 

The man was Marcel Delbrayere, another doctor, and thus had a car. He gave Monique Jules and Chuck a

ride to Renaix, a railroad town about four kilometers away. He let them out in the center of town and left

without looking back. The streets were dark because of the wartime blackout, and the two stuck to the

shadows cast by the buildings. As the two walked, she explained that she would take him as far as the

Belgium-French border and instructed him how to act during the journey: He should follow at a distance

and wait near the station while she purchased the tickets. "We won't be together, but you do what I do,"

Monique said. "If we get on a railroad car, you sit over there and I'll sit way back here someplace." 

The train to Tournai was scheduled to depart at 7:30 p.m., but was predictably late so they had time to

sit in a cafe. They said nothing to each other as they drank their soft drinks - some type of artificial

juice - but they started to draw people's attention so they quickly finished and left. “I stood a ways away

from the entrance to the cafe, leaning against the building.” Some Belgian youngsters came by and said

under their breath "sol bete, sol bete," which means dirty beast. “Standing in my blue-black coat they

must have thought I was Gestapo or something. They did this two or three times. As long as I didn't

chase them they thought it was fun," Chuck said. 

At 9 p.m., Monique signaled and he went back to the depot, although no one could tell them when the train

would arrive. She stood at one end of the crowded room and Chuck stood in the center. What made it so

difficult was all of the Belgians were so short. "I'm not very tall, but I was head and shoulders above

everybody else," Chuck said. After the two had been there an hour or so, all of a sudden there was a

clump of marching feet. In came an officer and squad of German soldiers. "This is the end," Chuck

thought. His Belgian identification card wasn't the best forgery. Monique sidled over to the door and

left. "I wanted to follow her -t hat would be the worst thing I could do so I stayed there."  The officer

and station master chatted for some time, then the officer walked through the crowd, shouldered Chuck

out of the way and took his troops onto the platform. They boarded a train heading in the opposite

direction of Tournai. 

The Tournai train finally arrived at 10 p.m. Monique returned and boarded. Contrary to orders, there was

nothing she and Chuck could do except sit together because the car was empty. To avoid drawing

attention to himself, Chuck propped his ticket into the band of his hat and feigned sleep. With little more

than a glance, the conductor punched the ticket and stuffed it back into the hat. He was more interested

in chatting with the vivacious Monique. From Chuck's point of view with his eyes closed and body frozen in

one position, the conversation dragged on and on. More than 15 minutes later the conductor at last moved

along.

The astounding Monique was just latest in the string of the young women who risked their lives to help

Chuck and hundreds of other Allied airmen. Like Jeanne Vanderaspoilden and Pauline and Yvonne Delmee,

Monique apparently took to heart the lesson of Edith Cavell, a Belgian nurse of World War I who had

helped British soldiers escape, in addition to her efforts to pass along military information. She was
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caught and shot in 1915 for hiding Allied soldiers in her Brussels clinic, but not until after she made a

public confession in which she declared her actions to be morally right. Her legend was of great

significance in the Second World War, especially to the Belgians, and many young women risked their lives

for her example. She was to be an inspiration for those heroes and heroines of the escape lines who felt

the humanitarian importance of their work. Of them, it can surely be said, that mere patriotism was not

enough.

The 22-kilometer train trip ended at 11:30 p.m. The next step was to avoid Tournai night patrols. Because

a German soldier had been killed while standing in a doorway at a local beer parlor, a strict sunset curfew

was in effect and any violators could be shot. Monique quietly led him to two bicycles that fellow members

of the underground had hidden. They pedaled through quiet, black streets. Monitoring his progress by

the looming Roman Catholic cathedral in the distance, Chuck watched the church seem to grow in size. It

took forever to pass it and reach the countryside. The whirl of the wheels mingled with night sounds as

they pedaled eight kilometers (or five miles) to Monique's mother's home at Rumes and could finally rest

for the night. It had taken three months, but now only a three-kilometer walk separated Chuck from

France. 
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Back home 

It took several days for the Carlson family to hear that Chuck was missing in action. The Duren mission

was on Oct. 20, and on Oct. 29 the announcement came by telegram. Axel and Hulda contacted Elizabeth.

Thanksgiving passed, and then they learned a few sketchy details in a letter dated Nov. 29, 1943, from

Col. John Cooley, air adjutant general in Washington, D.C. For security reasons, the Army Air Forces

would not release the names of the other nine crew members nor specify the mission's location. 

Further information has been received to the effect that Lieutenant Carlson was a crew member of a B-

17 Flying Fortress which participated in a mission to Western Gennany on October 20th. Details are

lacking, the report stating his plane was found to be missing when the formation returned to its base, and

that information as to the cause, the place and the hour of its loss, is unknown.

Because of all of the individual training and numerous substitutions to fill the frequent vacancies, the

crew members' parents had no way of knowing that the original 10 men were back together. But the

Picketts knew that Charles Carlson had flown with son Arthur across the Atlantic and wrote to Chuck's

parents. Carlsons still had learned nothing about the mission. Like all, families with sons and husbands

fighting the war, they had the right to place a blue star in their window. If the star was changed to gold,

it signified the soldier had died. 

At one point the Picketts heard from Harold Sheets, who managed to return to the Allied front lines with

the help of the underground. He told them Art had bailed out of the plane over what Sheets believed to

be the French border. The Picketts eventually learned that their 23year-old son was dead. His parachute

apparently deployed too late or its lines tangled. He hit a residence, which later was named Place de

Pickett in his honor in Harchies, Belgium. He died within minutes of head injuries.

After the war ended, Madame Fraz Lefebrse sent the Picketts a poem describing their son's final

minutes. She also sent a small box containing his belongings that included letters from home, his pilot's

ring, a pen, some cords from his parachute and three locks of his hair. 

In the meantime Christmas 1943 came and went. Then in late January, the military wrote to the men's

families. The letter from Col. T.A. Fitzpatrick to the Carlsons, dated Jan. 20, contained only a list of

crew members and their next of kin: 

“I regret that, up to the present time, no additional report has been received regarding your son. Please

be assured that we are exerting every effort to ascertain the whereabouts of our men who are missing

and should further information concerning your son reach this headquarters, it will be communicated to

you without delay.”

Within a couple days of receiving this letter, the Carlsons heard from Ted Kellers' mother in Akron,

Ohio. She asked if they had any news to share. Mrs. Kellers had to wait until the end of the war to know

that her son was alive.  Kellers landed safely and, like Chuck, connected with the Belgian underground. He 

managed to visit Robert Grimes, who was in bed after his leg wound became infected. Kellers evaded the

enemy until he reached the Pyrenees Mountains in southern France near the Spanish border. Germans

shipped him to a prisoner of war camp in Poland. The Allies released him in the spring of 1945. The

Carlsons and Elizabeth Roe finally received their first inkling of good news in late February 1944. An

obscure telegram from France reached Elizabeth. It read something like, "Charlot has a new job and

enjoys it very much." She said she knew then that Chuck was alive and, since Charlot is French for

Charles, that he must be somewhere in France. She contacted his mother, who had no way of knowing that

a similar telegram had been sent to her but it apparently never cleared the censors in Nazi-occupied

France. Friends and family heard nothing more for nearly eight months. 
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A man worth 1 million francs.

With a kiss for the border officer, Monique successfully transferred Chuck into France the next

morning. He was now in the hands of Sgt. Maurice Bricout, who ostensibly worked for the Germans

checking people's travel papers, but actually served Comet. He always wore his uniform of the French

artillery and often walked with his two dogs, Poopet and Coquette, by his side. One was a large Alsatian.

He put Chuck into two sisters' home which was located on the edge of the park district that served as a

buffer between Belgium and France. Because the home had been a stronghold, the Germans had shelled it

during the Nazi invasion. Three years later only one portion of the roof covered the upper floor, and it

was to the far end where the attic was little more than broken rafters and scarce shingles that the

sisters placed Chuck's bed. "They didn't think the Germans would think about looking up there," Chuck

said. "It was a nice place as long as it didn't rain." One of the sisters was a courier for the underground.

The other suffered from tuberculosis and was stuck at home. There were no antibiotics available for

civilians at the time, and her condition gradually worsened as the war dragged on. Chuck tried to send

penicillin after the liberation, but couldn't get it in time to save her.

It was during his three weeks there that a casually spoken command to the sisters' cat over breakfast

nearly cost Chuck his life. Glancing down from a book, he saw the animal about to help itself to his

oatmeal and milk. "Halt!" Chuck said. It was the wrong thing to say. Although halt is a perfectly fine

English work, it smacked too much of German control for the sisters' peace of mind. The Resistance had

to contact England all over again to verify that Charles V. Carlson was who he said claimed to be. This

took some time, but confirmation in the code - something to the effect of "a beautiful rabbit in a big

tree" came back - and Chuck, the sisters and Bricout once again rested easily. "Charlot," Bricout said. "If

it had come back wrong, I sure would have hated to shoot you." And Bricout would have done it, too,

Chuck said. Comet members knew too well the dangers of infiltration by spies. The Abwehr, the secret

intelligence and counterespionage service of the German General Staff, made determined efforts to

penetrate Comet and other escape lines. Agents successfully posed as Allied airmen more than once. As

Airey Neave explained in "The Escape Room," by 1943 a system of interrogation was devised in London to

assist the Belgian and French helpers in checking the men who came into their hands. 

In mid-February, an increase in German activity on the border made it necessary to find Chuck a new

hiding place and he moved into Bricout's residence in Bachy, France. After a brisk two-kilometer walk,

Chuck found himself with a roommate. Charley Elwell, another airman, had been aboard one of 60 planes

shot down during an Aug. 14 raid targeting a ball bearing factory in Schweinfurt, Germany. Losses had

been so high that the Allies had considered discontinuing daytime bombings. Not only was there a

shortage of planes, but no one could dispute the fact that crews had little chance of completing the 25-

mission requirement for an honorary discharge. Morale was terribly low.

The daytime bombings did continue, which is why Charley Elwell of Connecticut and Chuck Carlson of

Minnesota, met in France. "Being with someone who could speak English was a real treat," Chuck said. "We

played many games of cribbage. We didn't have a cribbage "board, but we kept track on a piece of paper."

The slender Elwell loved to crack jokes, and the two talked about taking a fishing trip if they survived.

Sometime before March 1, the Resistance learned that the Germans planned a sweep through Bachy to

look for Allied personnel. Bricout quickly moved Chuck and Charley into the attic of the local school for

the weekend. The headmaster spent Saturday working so the two men had to sit tight and in silence.

Sunday was a little better, and they returned to the Bricout home that night. The Nazis went away with

nothing to show for their searching, but left behind a promised reward of 1 million francs.

In the weeks that followed, the 5-foot-4, stocky and strong Bricout openly walked the streets of Bachy

with Charley and Chuck, introducing them to friends. When the nervous U.S. airmen questioned the

practice, Bricout laughed. "The informant would be dead before he could spend the first franc," he said.

The townspeople knew better than to turn traitor. Bricout put Chuck and Charley to work on sabotage in

preparation for the Allied invasion. The local Resistance chapter needed to destroy one of the three

mobile cranes in all of France. The cranes were used to right derailed railroad cars, and removing the

cranes would hurt the German supply lines. Other Resistance chapters had crippled a crane in the south
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These unidentified residents of the Bachy area belonged to one of the families that

helped Charley Elwell and Chuck Carlson before they left on their trip to Spain and

then after it was canceled.

and destroyed the crane that served Paris. Bricout, who had 137 people under him, opted to use a new

weapon - plastic explosives, which an Allied air drop of materials, arms and money, helped procure. The

saboteurs pounded the explosive flat with their hands and then wrapped it around a young woman's body.

They also slid gun parts down the seat pipe of a bicycle. The girl then rode her bicycle to the Nazi

checkpoint. Soldiers looked her over and let her ride through. She deposited the materials and returned

in the evening.

After about a week, the saboteurs had stashed enough explosives. The men slipped into the railroad

marshalling yard one night, stuffed the explosive in the drum of the crane, blew it up and fought their

way to safety after the boom alerted soldiers.

Word came in early May for Chuck and Charley to continue their journey to Spain, the Allied line and

eventually home. Chuck had a new set of forged identification papers; Bricout had taken the poor Belgian

version. Chuck was now Charles Henri Le Blanc. "The clerks working in the German agencies were French

and some of them cooperated with the underground. When the German officer in charge was real busy, a

clerk would bring a whole stack of identification papers in at the end of a busy day. The officer would be

in a hurry to go and would sign all of them," Chuck said.

Charley and Chuck were to travel separately to Paris and then reunite for the move to Spain. The

appointed guide took Charley first as he had been in hiding the longest. Because permits were needed to

travel more than a short distance, the guide explained that he would take Charley in three stages. The

guide then would return to do the same with Chuck.

Chuck waited and waited. Six

days beyond Chuck's expected

departure date, both the guide

and Charley returned. The house

where the two airmen were to

have stayed in Paris had been

taken by the Germans. Before

new arrangements could be

made, the British and Americans

started to prepare for D-Day.

Because the Allies planned to

destroy the rail lines, thereby

cutting the Germans off from

their supplies, Comet leaders

were directed to stop using

trains because it was longer

safe.

Bricout decided Chuck and

Charley should go to Billy-

Montigny where he hoped they

could be made part of the Resistance. Bricout walked with Chuck and Charley 4 kilometers to Cyosing

where the mayor hid the two men for a few days in the City Hall belfry. The first day they had nothing to

eat or drink, but the mayor slipped them bread, cheese, wine and water the second night. They walked

and rode for several more days, rarely staying more than one night in a given place. They spent their final

night of travel at a small house in the countryside where they were given a meal and a place to sleep in a

shed. The next day a car and driver took them to a photography shop in Billy Montigny and they met

people by the name of Heller who would find them a new, more permanent place to hide.
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The Hellers

Ernst and Louise Heller were anti-Nazi from before the beginning days of the war. A Hungarian, he was a

photographer, and she was from Austria. In 1939 and 1940, the Hellers took a risky step in alerting the

United States officials as Adolf Hitler gained control of one country after another on the European

continent. The Germans stationed in France didn't trust the French photographers and turned to Heller

Photography to process their film. Ernst Heller made extra prints of every picture in which a military

vehicle, equipment or soldier insignia appeared. When he had gathered a fair number, he or his wife

dropped them at the mailbox of the nearby US Consulate office; it was open because the United States

hadn't entered the war.

The couple's next major contribution came in early 1944 when they hid their first Allied airmen. Among

those were Charley and Chuck, who spent two nights at the end of March sleeping above the photograph

shop before travelling with Mme. Heller by car to a coal mine foreman's home in Sallaumines three

kilometers away. The foreman was in charge of a great many Russian prisoners of war whom the Germans

had assigned to help mine the coal. He did not stay in the house, but his daughter, who assisted him, did.

Despite the proximity of the prisoners, Chuck and Charley could enjoy the outdoors because the house

featured a walled garden. Louise Heller visited frequently and sometimes asked the two men's opinion

about Resistance activities. On one occasion she reported that between 15 and 20 munition box cars had

pulled into Billy - Montigny and were on the tracks near the mine. She wanted to know if she should

inform the English. There was a risk that the hidden airmen, as well as local civilians, could be hit in the

resulting raid.

"I told her she should and let them decide if they wanted to endanger the people," Chuck said. "She

evidently did get it on the wireless and a few nights later the British came." Chuck was indoors when

Charley hollered from the garden that there were fire works. Chuck, who had been shot down two months

later than Charley had, knew a bit more about Great Britain's newest nighttime bombing tactics. A few

specially trained pilots would drop target identifiers which could be seen from the air. Then the larger

planes flying a couple of minutes apart in a single line - not in formation as the United States squadrons

did - dropped their bombs one at a time. When Chuck saw "the fireworks" he led Charley and the miner's

daughter into the cellar. “For the next 25 minutes we were under a very severe bombing. It was close

enough that it knocked a lot of the roof tiles off of the house," he recalled. "The bombers missed the

train, but took out the tracks so the raid was partially successful since it delayed the Germans moving

ammunition."

One late April evening after the men had been there about three weeks, Mme. Heller arrived obviously

upset. Chuck and Charley had to leave Sallaumines immediately, she said. She had a car waiting, so the two

men gathered their meagre belongings and went outside. She remained indoors only briefly with the

daughter. "It had come out that the people had collaborated with the Germans. The girl had gone out

with German soldiers and been seen," Chuck said. They apparently were playing both sides in the event

that the Nazis won the war after all. It was already dark and the driver drove with the lights off. Mme.

Heller told him to go with all haste to a town east of Billy-Montigny. On the way she explained that the

talk in the town was that the mine foreman was no longer to be trusted. "We arrived in Hennin-Lietard

and after making our way through some narrow streets we arrived at a very large house surrounded by a

tall, brick wall. Mme. Heller got out and opened a large, solid metal gate and we drove into the courtyard,"

Chuck said.

They waited in the car while she talked with the estate's owners, who weren't expecting her or her

passengers but who previously had said they would be happy to hide fliers. Quite some time passed

before she returned, ushered them into the parlor and introduced them to the lady of the house. Mme.

Heller said that although there were German soldiers billeted on the third floor, the two airmen were

going to have to stay here until another safe house could be found. The risks here were preferable to the

danger of remaining at the miner's home. The lady - Chuck and Charley never did learn her name -

explained just how dangerous it was for her family. All of the other family members had gone to stay

with friends or relatives in other towns. She said there were a hundred or more Germans living in a

schoolhouse across the street; the soldiers in the house numbered eight plus an officer. It was possible
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for the two Allied airmen to stay, however, because the officer - who was the only Nazi who had complete

run of the house  -  had just departed for Germany on a 10-day leave.

The family bedrooms were on the second floor, but the lady of the house deemed it unsafe for Charley

and Chuck to be walking up and down the stairs where they too easily could encounter the Germans. She

decided the Airmen could sleep in the parlor (with the officer gone no one would be playing the piano

there) on a bed that could be slid as a barricade to the door to the hall. She figured the arrangement

would work well because every night around 10 p.m. the German soldiers left for night patrol. Then

Charley and Chuck could sleep. That first night the tromp of boots signaled bedtime. But it wasn't long

before Chuck awoke to hear Charley snoring vigorously. Shaking him awake, Chuck warned him that it

wouldn't go well if the soldiers returned from their shift at 3 a.m. only to make two arrests at the house.

For seven more nights Chuck and the lady had to wake Charley whenever they thought the Germans might

be travelling the hallways.

Mme. Heller returned for them a day before the German officer was due back. She and her husband

would have to keep them in the home above the photography shop because she hadn't found a new place.

Because the two Americans again were stuck indoors they developed an exercise routine to keep fit and

to stave off boredom. During the final three weeks of May, Chuck and Charley met some of the other

fliers whom the Hellers were helping to hide. The two airmen didn't learn until they were free that there

would be 26 in all by the end of the war. Food and cigarettes were scarce, but Mme. Heller had developed

a network in which trusted area residents who couldn't house an airman contributed ration stamps

instead.

When Chuck fell from the tree after his parachute jump, he not only hurt his back and foot, but knocked

a filling out of a tooth. Up to this time the tooth had not bothered him. Now the pain was constant. "I

tried to pull it out myself, but my efforts only made it feel worse. Charley offered to pull it out for me,

but we did not have as much as a pair of pliers - so much for that idea," Chuck recalled. Finally Mme.

Heller learned about the problem and decided that a visit to the dentist was the best option. Chuck tried

to explain to her that his dental work would show that he was not a Frenchmen, but she said not to worry

about it; she would make the necessary arrangements. Nothing happened for a few days, then during the

lunch hour one day in early May, Mme. Heller took him down into the photography shop and introduced him

to a boy of about 12, who would escort Chuck to the dentist. Chuck was told to act as though he were

mute. "When the dentist asks, 'Que dent sa mal?' you point to the infected tooth," she told him.

Chuck and the boy walked to a nearby small town where they went directly to the dentist's office. There

was no one in the waiting room, which was a great relief. The young guide sat down and the two waited. At

last, the dentist came out of his surgery and, ignoring Chuck, talked to the boy. Then Chuck was directed

to the dentist's chair. "He examined my teeth very carefully and paid extra attention to the three-

quarter crown that my brother, Harold, a dentist, had made after I lost most of the tooth in a football

game. All of this time the dentist was carrying on a fast-moving conversation with my young friend,"

Chuck said. "The dentist gave me a shot of Novocaine, and we waited until my jaw was numb. Then with a

plier-like instrument, he locked onto the  ailing tooth. A few preliminary twists and then a strong pull, he

removed the tooth. He stopped the bleeding with a pad and indicated that I could leave the chair. There

was no payment that I saw, and my young friend and I were on our way back to Billy-Montigny."
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Liberation

Chuck and Charley's final hiding place was with Mr. Caron, a restaurateur in Fouquieres, which was two

kilometers northwest of Billy-Montigny. He hid the airmen in a cold storage pantry for vegetables behind

the kitchen. The men's adventures of actively assisting the Resistance had ended. There was no more talk

of moving them by foot over the mountains into Spain and they knew it was a matter of time before the

Allies would reach them. By now Operation Overlord, the June 6 D-Day invasion of Normandy, had

occurred. "The Breakout," in which the Allies broke through the German line and began pushing through

toward France and Germany, came July 25. Several key factors had kept the Allies from marching

forward: the Nazi troops, of course, but also the thick hedgerows east of Normandy created in the days

of the Romans, plus there was a bottleneck in the topography that limited the space to 2 and 5 miles wide

through which troops and supplies could move. On Aug. 1, the US 3rd Army under the direction of Gen.

George Patton became operational. It spearheaded the liberation of France, Germany, Holland, Belgium

and Luxembourg. Later that month the Allies reached France.

The Hellers held a celebration Sept. 3 on what turned out to be the day before liberation. They gathered

the last 16 of their airmen for a commemorative photograph and served delicacies that were nearly

impossible to find - a filet, mushrooms and champagne. The photograph by Ernst Heller appeared in

several local newspapers a short time later, including the Sept. 14, 1944, edition of La Voix Du Nord. A

French account of Mrs. Heller's activities appeared Sept. 17, 1944, in Nord Eclair, another local

newspaper.

The Germans left Fouquieres and Billy-Montigny the afternoon of Sept. 4 just a few hours before the

first British tank battalion arrived. Chuck said one might think that the Nazis would have had one of the

most modern armies of the day, but in fact they pulled out their artillery pieces with horses. The Carons,

Chuck and Charley watched through cracks in a shaded window as liberation came. It was perhaps 9:30

that night when there was a knock on the door. The café had closed. The knocking continued. Finally, the

Carons told Chuck to answer the door. "Here was a British soldier.
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16 airmen and the Hellers  signed the celebration dinner menu.

He said in very bad French, 'Would it be possible to have a cup of tea?'”“Hell no,” I said. “Come on in and

we'll give you some coffee.” He was astounded," Chuck said.

"You guys are like roaches coming out of the cupboard," the Brit said. Chuck was the seventh airmen the

officer had encountered in 10 miles. The officer was in charge of a van of tools and parts to fix tanks

that had gone ahead. When Chuck and Charley asked what they should do, the officer said he would radio

to headquarters and in the morning a truck would pick up the two men.

That same night the British major wrote his wife, Ann Saphir, about the encounter and said that Chuck

was well and en route to headquarters and debriefing. She passed along the good news via cable Sept. 9

to Mrs. Carlson and followed it with a letter that same day.

“As it will probably be some time before you receive official confirmation of same, I sent you a cable this

morning, as I realize how very anxious you must be about his welfare. The boys seem to be doing very well

and I feel sure it won't be long now before our loved ones are home again. I do hope you have good news

from your son shortly, and should I receive any further information I shall immediately pass it on to you.

All good wishes for a very speedy reunion.”

The family also received word when a friend, who subscribed to a Swedish newspaper, noticed a story

mentioned Chuck. No one knew how or why his story was mentioned.

On Sept. 5, Chuck and Charley ate in the officers' mess hall of the tank outfit, enjoying a table with good

food and plenty of it. The British were happy to see these evaders and although the tank crews couldn't

take the Americans with them, they gave them a driver and truck to reach the nearest prisoner of war

camp so the Americans there could process their papers.
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"We were in civilian clothes, of course, and the officers grilled us. They were always testing us about

baseball teams, etc. We were there two days. We saw them take in a lot of German prisoners," Chuck

said. A truck eventually took them to Gen. Dwight Eisenhower's Allied Headquarters and to Paris where

Chuck and Charley were debriefed. By this point the Allies weren't terribly interested in the experiences

of the men and women, soldiers and civilians, Americans and Europeans, who eventually would make up the

Air Forces Escape and Evasion Society. The two friends were put into the Hotel Maurice. After months

of sleeping in a cold pantry they found themselves riding elevators fashioned to resemble coaches from

the era of King Henri XVI. Their room for five days was 30-by-30 feet with a 14-foot ceiling.

From Paris they caught a plane to England for more debriefing. More important, the Allies were short of

bombardiers and they wanted Chuck back in action as soon as possible. However, there still existed the

danger that if someone in his circumstances were shot down again by Nazis, he would face charges of

spying and instant execution. Therefore, Chuck couldn't fly again in Europe. He had a choice. He could

help train bombardiers in England or he could fly missions in Asia after some leave time home. He said

he'd rather go to Japan. It never transpired.
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From the Records of Arnold Morrison, Navigator, RAAF:

(Having completed 12 missions)

After seven days leave we came back to start again on 10/6/1944 with a trick on Dreux - had 2 combats

with fighters on this one (no. 13). Next was no.14 - Gelsenkirchen and then no.15 - Le Havre where we

dropped an 8000pounder on the shipping in the harbour. No 16 was the unlucky one for us - on

Valenciennes near the French Belgian frontier.

We ran into the target beautifully. It was a black night with just a little bit of light in the  top sky from

the Northern Lights. The bombing went well and old Spence as usual dropped them smack on the T.I.s.

Just after turning for home old Ted decided to climb into a thin layer of cloud above us to get some

reflected light from the cloud under our tail He stopped the banking search - our usual practice - to

start the climb and just at that moment all hell broke loose. Cannon fire just about chopped front wing to

pieces and fire poured out of it. The fighter must have been following us and waited until we were level.

The gunners didn’t see him at all. 

Ted started avoiding manoeuvres when he saw the trace on the port side and we lost a lo of height when

the port wing went down. I think the control surfaces must have been shot away. When he got the kite

somewhat level he decided that we would have to bail out. He gave the order but Spence could not open

the hatch. I don’t know whether he was wounded or whether the hatch was jammed. I stood up and put

mu pack on and then helped Harry fix Ted’s pack. By that time we were down to a few thousand feet and

the airspeed was about 280. Then Spence turned around and by his attitude we or rather I gathered that

he could not do anything with the hatch. So I just decided that it was the finish and I might as well get

used to the idea of being dead in a few minutes. We hit pretty steeply at about 300 indicated. I

remember my last thoughts - will we hit the deck before that bloody wing tank blows up? What the heck

difference it made then I can’t remember .

Anyway I saw a bright red flash in front of my eyes and that was all I knew for the next 2 hours. I woke

up lying in a field on my parachute pack with my face in the dirt. I stood up, instinctively I suppose, and

then had a look around. I was very groggy, and anything I write here is only what I can remember now

(some five months later). I took a long time getting any thoughts in my head at  - it was like being

hopelessly blind drunk. I tried to walk but found that the parachute silk had fallen out in a big roll and it

tripped me. I bent down to pick it up and then discovered that I had no boots on. Then I tried to think

why I was standing up in an open field on a black night like that with no boots - it seemed damned silly.

Then I saw lots of fires around me and wondered what they were.

After what seemed hours of standing there, swaying about and trying to think, I suddenly remembered

that I was in an aeroplane shortly before and slowly all the stuff about the fighter attack came back to

me. I didn’t stop to think about how I got out of the crash - I figured in my dim way that some or all of

the boys might be lying around somewhere so I set off to walk towards a large piece of fire. The chute

worried me so I took the pack off the harness and smashed the catch on the front of the harness and let

it fall to the ground. That was stupid because the Huns found it later and were looking for the bloke who

owned it.

I then started out again but after wandering around for a long time I gave it up because every few

minutes I would get a dizzy spell and would wander in a daze - usually in a different direction from the

one I wanted to go. I got so mad because I couldn’t find any of the crew or any wreckage of the plane

that I started to howl like a kid. Must have been shock I guess. I must have wandered around for several
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hours before I noticed that the first light of dawn was showing - very faintly but it served to stir me

into getting the hell out of there. I figured that the Huns would be arriving soon and they could look

after any of the lads who were still alive. So I started this wandering stuff again and after falling over a

few hedges and down a sunken road (which shook me up a good deal) I eventually reached the edge of a

wood.

I instinctively crawled into it in what I imagined to be a stealthy manner - probably I was making a heck

of a noise - and found a level spot amongst some weeds. I had a check over on my head and hands to see if

I was badly injured and found that my forehead was bleeding a fair bit and the rest of my face felt as if

the skin was mostly missing. The condition of my hands & wrists was about the same - one finger - index

on my right hand - was rather badly split. I was pretty sure no bones were broken and my head  - although

very sore and still like Big Ben was not deeply cut I left my helmet on though - just in case.

I unrolled the parachute and wrapped myself in it. I had a terrific yearning for a cigarette so I pulled the

silk over my head and lit a Pall Mall. I had to smoke it with my face down in the grass to hide the light ,

and I got numerous stings from the nettles but despite all that I have never enjoyed a smoke more. After

a while I started getting dizzy again so I rolled up tight in the chute and passed out. After several hours

I woke to find that it was fully light and though I still felt dizzy and had a bad headache I decided to get

up and look around.

I discovered I was still wearing my ‘Mae West’ and took it off. Couldn’t think of any use for it so removed

the torch and battery and hid the rest under a thick bunch of undergrowth.. I cautiously examined the

wood and found that it as only a circular patch of trees about 100 yards in diameter and had numerous

trenches and earth barricades through it - apparently constructed by the Bosche. This served to stir me

into some action. First I cut some panels out of the parachute canopy and wrapped these around my feet.

Then I checked the contents of my pockets and found the razor blades, nail file, cigarettes, matches,

wallet of foreign currency (1000 francs French and 1000 francs Belgian - also the silk maps) and escape

kit intact, but I had lost the Air Force watch - I was wearing it on my left wrist which was scratched

about a good deal, so I presumed it had been torn off - but my own watch was still on my right wrist and

working OK.

I opened the escape kit and checked the contents for future reference. My Bendix photographs were

OK, then I laid out the map and by some ‘mental dead reckoning’ established my position as somewhere

near Arras. I then cut the cords off my chute and stowed them in my pockets, rolled the  silk into a

bundle and tied it for carrying ( it would be useful covering at night) and hid the remainder of the chute

cover etc under another bush. From the edge of the wood I could see that the areas of wooded country

were very scattered and was undecided about the safest way to cross the intervening fields. The country

was undulating agricultural stuff and afforded very little cover so, after some indecision, I consulted the

compass from the escape kit and set off along the most southerly road. I first had a look north to see if

I could identify the wreckage of the aircraft but there was no sign of it - this puzzled me a great deal

and worried me too. (In view of what I was told later, it was obvious that the aircraft was very

thoroughly broken up and scattered over half a mile and the small pieces of wreckage would not be easily

seen from a distance). 

I could see what appeared to be some sort of military buildings on the crest of the next low hill and I

figured it was time to get away from that area. Soon after starting out I could see a small village below

the crest of the rise, and this scared me a bit, but I figured that if anyone was watching me and saw me 
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hesitate or turn back, they would be suspicious, so I kept right on. The first thing I came to was a little

building by the roadside with a shrine for any passers by to use. I gave my thanks while walking past and

this little act gave me a certain help along.

I soon reached the edge of the village and could see nobody at all in the road, but at the fork of the first

road into the main street I looked up at the corner house and got a great shock to see a chap in peasant

clothes regarding me in what seemed a suspicious or surprised manner. My morale at this stage was

rather lousy and after the initial suspense my first impulse was to seek the help of this chap - he was the

first person I had seen since the crash - in the foregoing period I have never felt so lonely, depressed

and forsaken in my life and I hope never to feel like that again - the feeling is impossible to describe.

To resume, I walked into the front yard of this house and spoke to the man in English. He didn’t answer -

just stared.. Then I said R.A.F. but all he did was to look scared. Maybe I did present a weird sight - no

shoes and all bloody and dirty. He directed me to walk along the arm of the V-junction of the roads which

led back on the other side of the wood I had left just before and I guess that one effect of the shock

was to obey any order without reasoning. Anyway, I started off and had walked about 200 yards or so

before I realised that this road led me back near the scene of the crash, whereupon I retraced my steps.

I was going to keep walking south, my original direction. When I reached the house again this chap was in

the front yard again - now with his wife and several sons. Madame made signs for me to come in - that was

OK by me. When we were safely inside she started to talk at machine gun speed to the old boy -

apparently tearing him off a strip for sending me away/ Next she gave me water to wash the blood and

dirt off my face and hands and started to natter in French. I said ‘Pas parlez Francais and that stopped

her. Then she said something in what I took to be Polish (this was correct - they were Polish immigrants

in France). I shook my head then set about trying to explain. I can’t remember details of the conversation

or how I made them understand but I told them I had crashed about 2 kilometres north of there and

that I was an Aussie in the R.A.F.. They identified the village as Mory and showed its position on the map

in relation to Bapaume and Arras - the village was not shown. Then I was given ‘café et pain et beurre’ -

and felt a lot better for it.

They produced some civvy clothes - brown coat, brown striped trousers, black beret and white sandals. I

had black socks and a khaki bush shirt on and I kept these as well as my silk flying scarf. They told me

that the Belgian notes were of no use so I told them that they could keep them. They kept the German

silk map (I wish I hadn’t been so silly in the head - I would certainly have kept that). I told them to burn

my battledress and the parachute - also the helmet

After a lot of chatter about ‘Bosche’ and a lot of pointing at the map, I figured out that the Huns were

just about everywhere and my safest course was to walk openly along the main road (what an optimistic

mug - if I had known that day about the periodic identity card checks). After a while the people wrapped

some bread and butter in a handkerchief then arranged my clothing to conform to the then ‘fashionable’

set of muffler, shirt, etc for farm workers. I thanked them profusely and ventured out again with a lot

more confidence. I soon had a chance to test my disguise. I passed a group of chaps in the centre of the

village who were just harnessing some horses ready for the days work and they just regarded me with, I

hoped, normal curiosity for village folk seeing a stranger in their town.

I walked right through the village without being spoken to and then checked on my beret to make sure it

was pulled well down over the deep cut in my forehead. I put dust on my face again to cover the patches

where the skin had been wiped off and let the trousers down as far as possible - they were far too short.

I walked for a long time before I saw anybody - not until I reached the railway crossing just outside

Bapaume. Several civilians looked at me very curiously but did not speak. Walked into the centre of
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Bapaume, passing a doctor’s surgery. I considered going in to have my damages examined but something

prompted me to keep going. When I reached the centre of the town there was a junction of about five

roads and I was not sure which one led to the south, ie. to Albert, so I walked right on down a road so

that I could read the signs as I passed.. I figured the main southern road was the one I had crossed and

did a detour around some back streets, to emerge on the main road near the railway line on the far side

of town. When I saw some Frenchmen drinking beer in an estaminet I considered going into one myself to

quench my thirst - it was rather considerable by this time. It was a strong temptation but the possibility

of the natives not being friendly ruled it out.

When I was crossing the railway line there was a chap standing in the doorway of a house a little bit back

from the road who yelled something while looking straight at me. I was in a bit of a panic, but fortunately

ignored him - it was OK - a woman behind the house answered him a bit later. I was feeling very sick and

had some difficulty keeping going. Had to sit down to rest at times and wait until my head quit swimming.

I was afraid to force myself too far with the possibility of passing out on the road - I’d  be a certainty to

be picked up then.

Once while walking, two Hun officers in a small car passed me and seemed to stare at me rather hard, but

I looked straight ahead and they didn’t stop. Once I walked into a farmhouse and asked for water but was

simply greeted with scared looks and a lot of  “no” and head-shaking. Boy, was I mad at them.  Another

time I started to turn off the road into a big farmhouse and then noticed a big circular sign on the

gatepost, the principal feature of which was a large swastika in the middle, upon which I changed my mind

about going in. 

I passed though several villages and lots of people stared very curiously but nobody spoke to me. Also saw

a number of workmen repairing the road and tried saying ‘bon jour” to some of them - they all answered

very civilly but did not attempt to strike up any conversation - to my relief. Just outside Pozieres I sat

down for a long time as I was feeling rather sick. I ate one of my pieces of bread and butter and was

appreciating the rest when two lads started to dig a hole by the roadside just a few yards away. They

looked as if they were going to speak to me, so I thought it wise to push off. (I learned later that they

were ordered by the Huns to dig these holes as part of a roadside defence system - all able-bodied men

in the villages etc. had to help). 

Eventually I reached Pozieres and was then very sick and weak - had walked 25 kilometres or so - and

decided I would have to rest for that night. I figured that the church was the best spot so whilst

approaching the village I picked out the spire and kept it in my sight until I reached the correct street.

There were some people in the main street but fortunately nobody in the side street near the church. I

went straight to the door which was fortunately not locked, and went straight in. I sat down on a pew and

pretty soon passed out and stayed that way for quite a long time until I woke to find the priest, dressed

in his long black frock, looking down at me. It gave me quite a shock and I was too scared to say anything,

but he smiled and I was reassured enough to start to talk to him - in English.

He grasped that I was an Allied airman, whereupon he took my arm and led me down the aisle and into a

little room at the back. He then went away and got some food - brawn sandwiches and a bottle of ‘biere’

and told me to set about these until he brought assistance. He left after putting me in the room on the

opposite side of the alter and locking me in. I enjoyed the food and especially the beer, and settled down

for a long wait, as he had to cycle to Albert - about 5 kilos to bring the head of the local Resistance

group. Some chap was cutting grass in the churchyard but I kept out of sight and he didn’t notice me. The

curé had left about 2.30 and it was almost 4 before I heard footsteps in the church and my door was

unlocked. Two chaps came in - one was a (different)  curé and a civilian. They both spoke English, the civvy
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very well. They were a little reserved until they finished asking me a lot of questions and definitely

checked my identity and that I was a member of the R.A.F.

They then became very friendly and enquired about any injuries I might have. Both M. Deflandre and M.

l’abbé’ Damoulin had bicycles and the  curé and I rode ahead with M Deflandre walking. We turned down

the side road to Ovillers (Ovillers la Boiselle) and turned down to the village. We waited at the outskirts

until M. D. caught up, and the curé pointed out some of the local landmarks, including the  Thiepval

Monument  (the largest British Commonwealth memorial to those missing soldiers who fought in World

War I) and the Pozieres cemetery which we had just passed. When M. Deflandre caught us up we walked

along right to the edge of the village and then waited with the bicycles while M. D went ahead and made

sure the coast was clear. Then the curé and I rode and went straight to the front door of a farmhouse

which was right on the street. The curé rang the bell twice and the door was opened immediately.

I found the whole family assembled. M & Mme Jouane, Gran’mere (Mme Jouane’s mother), and four sons -

Henri 22, Eve 16, Guy 15, and Michel 13 years old. They were all very curious but I found that only Mme

Jouane could speak or understand any English. Our first talk was conducted by using M. Deflandre as

interpreter. He told me that he had an English wife, who kept his English up to the mark,  and that he was

in charge of the ‘underground’ movement in the Somme.

We had some coffee and something to eat and after the curé and Leandre Deflandre had left, (after

promising to come back to see me and taking my identity photos for an identity card) I asked Mme Jouane

for some water and a towel to wash myself properly. They did not own a bath so I had to stand the basin

on the floor and pour the water over myself with the aid of a cup. I felt a lot better after this wash and

went downstairs again and Mme Jouane put some sulphanilamide  powder on my finger and on the

scratches on my face and legs. Incidentally this powder healed all the cuts etc perfectly - there was no

sign of any scar tissue on my face at all when got back to England. I found out from Mme J. that Henri

was actively engaged in the resistance work - was a sergeant - major in fact.  

I was shown to my bedroom. It was on the top floor of the house an the right hand side and had a small

window on the sloping section of the roof. The bed was very comfortable and clean and there was a small

cupboard affair with the ‘can’ inside and my dish and water jug on top. Life in the farmhouse could be

described as mainly boring with occasional interesting periods. I had to remain indoors most of the time

and if anybody came to the house (which was quite often) I had to retire to my room and remain dead

quiet because the fewer people that knew about my being there, the safer it would be. There was a very

cunning hideout built into the attic. Part of the floor had been pulled up and made into a door, which was

hinged to the floor on one side and had a catch to fasten it down securely. This was done after I had

crawled in, from the inside. The free space was only 10 inches and about 4 feet wide and, although it was

very cramped and uncomfortable, was very safe from detection. It was for the use of Henri originally. He

had been ordered to Germany to work in a factory but had forfeited his identity card (which had to be

handed in to the Hun authorities ) and had obtained a false carte d’identité.

Rationed food was on very short supply and most of the meat we ate was from the black market, as well

as coffee and most essentials such as salt and matches, The farmers were more fortunate than the town

or city folks - they could retain some of their crops and produce by giving false returns to the Huns. Also

Mme J. had a large vegetable patch and we had lots of strawberries, black and red currants, lettuce,

onions, cabbage, raspberries and some fruit and in addition we had lots of hens and rabbits. All this meant

that in addition to the vegetables and fruits we ate, and the milk and butter from the three cows, we

could swap them to the black market operators for meat (usually pork) and forged or scrounged bread

coupons.
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M. Jouane was an “agricultural controller” for the village and had quite a lot of visitors, including local

gendarmes, so that I had to spend quite a lot of time in my room. I helped Mme J. As much as I could

with the housework - dishwashing, butter-making, collecting firewood and sweeping etc. etc. I got hold of

a French - English dictionary and tried to improve my vocab. a little, but could not make much progress

with French grammar. M. le curé Bartolomeus brought me some ancient English novels and these kept me

amused for a few days. I tried to translate some French novels and magazines but did not have much

success. Occasionally some trusted friend of Henri visited and I would be permitted to show myself.

Their amazement on being told who I was very amusing.

Almost every day there was aerial activity in the vicinity - usually strafing of railways by Thunderbolts,

Lightnings or Mustangs and occasionally Spitfires, which helped to pass the hours. The railway line from

Albert to Bapaume passed within 2 kilometres or so of the farm and we could usually see the kites all the

way down on their strafing run, and hear both their firing and the return fire of Hun light flak. On July

13 a big train of 47 petrol wagons was caught by some boys in Thunderbolts. Some of them were carrying

incendiaries and after an hour or so of nipping around they destroyed the whole train and left a column of

dirty black smoke rising through the cloud base 3 or 4 thousand feet up. I had a small pair of opera

glasses and could see most of what was going on.

With these glasses I could watch the Hun traffic along the Route Nationale and for a while I kept a tally

of all the different types of vehicles and convoys passing along the road. On July 17 I saw a flight of
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about 5 or 6 Messerschmidt 109s circle around Albert and once they passed right over the house. They

landed at Meault (Méaulte) which I could see beyond la Boselle (Ovillers la Boiselle). The next day a single

ME109 circled around and unfortunately for him there was a train standing in the station at Albert which

had a flak car attached. The light flak opened up with a terrific clatter. He came down in a long glide and

hit just beyond la Boselle. All the Frenchmen grabbed their pistols and set off on bicycles to finish off

the pilot but unfortunately there was a lorry load of Wehrmacht passing who immediately made a detour

and formed a cordon around the kite. Everything was OK though - the pilot was shot in the head and

stomach and had one hand knocked off and he died later.

The RAF cooperated very well with the Frenchmen & dropped lots of Stens and 9 mm ammunition in our

area. Henri brought home about 2 dozen Stens and I had a job for a while showing a select number of the

FFI (a total of about 20 originally) how to clean and maintain and how to use the small arms. The language

problem was overcome by a screed written in English & French describing the Sten and I was able to pick

out the various names for the parts and I had sufficient knowledge of the Sten from the old Battle

School days in England to put the boys right.

Henri and M. Damoulin together with 2 or 3 other Frenchmen went out one night and blew up a lock in the

Somme canal. This piece of work was very effective - it stopped all traffic in the canal until the Huns

left.  They had some explosive in a petrol tin with a long fuse attached They made the guard on the lock

see reason with the aid of a Sten and then the curé climbed out and deposited the charge, lit it and

scrambled back. The fuse was faulty and suddenly burnt with a fierce light and then died right out. This

light attracted the attention of a Hun searchlight  crew not far away and they put their beam parallel

with the ground and started to sweep it  around. The curé had climbed back to replace the fuse and the

beam caught him on top of the lock, but he kept perfectly still and apparently the Huns didn’t see him.

They finished setting the charge and by the time it went off they were on their way per bicycle. I went

on another “do” a few nights later. We went to the cemetery near Pozieres and the boys climbed the high

walls and cut down about 300 yards of 20 - 30 telephone lines. I stood guard with my “Sten gun mob” and

we all helped to roll up the wire and cart it away. There was one scare halfway through - a Hun truck

came along the road and if he had stopped we were all set to shoot anybody who climbed out - but it was

OK - he didn’t notice anything and kept going.

Several times the gendarmes came to the house and each time there was a bit of a panic which meant

that I had to retire to my hideout. Also there were several occasions when Huns came though the village

and I had to beat it. Every night, with few exceptions, a number of JU88s would fly right over the house

on a heading of 260 or so and about 50 feet or less above the ground. It made me as mad as hell to see

them so close and not be able to do anything about it. Towards the end of my stay I was able to venture

out into the fields by day, and help with the harvesting - but if anyone came along the roads into the

village, I’d have to beat it back to the house.

There was occasional news of other airmen, generally American, in hiding in the area. I had a letter

carried in the fake heel of a couriers shoe, from 2 Yanks - Graham Sweet (pilot) and Willie Neal (gunner)

of a Fortress crew who were in a pretty shaky hiding place and expected to be moved at any time because

of the gestapo’s increased activity. We were visited by them one day, on their way north. I was hustled

into the attic when the visitors arrived and a little later Madame Jouane called me down ‘to meet some

friends’. I thought it was the usual introduction to FFI members and in walking into the room saw two

Frenchmen sitting there and greeted them with the usual ‘Bon jour messieurs’. Was very surprised indeed

to hear the biggest bloke (Graham Sweet) reply ‘Bon jour yourself old boy. How are you?’ Much nattering

followed. They could not tell me where they were being shifted to, but I had another letter from Willie

(Neal) several days later saying that they were a lot of searches on in his new spot also and he had spent
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a lot of time out in the woods. Willie came from Mississippi in the ‘deep south’ and claimed to be the only

man in France who spoke French with a Southern drawl. He had, like most of us, a dictionary of commonly

used words and phrases , written first in French, with the English equivalent, then a phonetic

pronunciation. Willie’s version of this latter made highly amusing reading.

At this time M Deflandre was denounced and shot by the gestapo and it was decided to move me also. The

air was full of rumours at the time, constant false alarms about an aeroplane coming from England to pick

up a bunch of evaders. I wrote many messages which would be transmitted to England, but apparently

never were. There was supposed to be a Fortress hidden in a forest somewhere and it only needed a crew

to be assembled and we would be off for home. All of these things of course came to nothing, but at least

they gave me something to think about. There had been an American general in Graham Sweet’s aircraft

and he was being held in captivity not far away so the story went. Great plans were laid to rescue him, but

unfortunately nothing came of it. Much activity in Albert when 60 gestapo were brought in, after Mme

Jouane’s nephew, a member of the Milice Francaise (French nazi outfit) (Vichy police) was found with his

feet sticking out of a wheatfield. The FFI had caught up with him. At this time I learned that the rest of

my crew had bought it in the prang. The news did nothing to build up my morale.

The wheat crop was due to be harvested and the old mowing machine was patched up once more and the

horses put to work to cut it. I got some time out of doors, stacking the sheaves into stooks and the

aching back was overlooked in the pleasure of being out in the sun for a day or two. The garden produced

a good crop of strawberries, gooseberries and red currants. Mme Jouane made a pastry effort which

through lack of fat and sugar was pretty dry, but much improved by having the above fruits spread over

it before cooking. The geese in the yard were fairly well fed because gran’mere would shepherd them

continually around the roads. The fowls were not so lucky and were perpetually hungry. If Mme Jouane

happened to leave the kitchen door open to the backyard, there would be a sudden influx of fowls who

would storm out and snatch every crumb or scrap of food in sight. The broom would then be brought into

use and the lot swept out. The kitchen floor was laid in a ‘mosaic design’ in small tiles. The village was

completely destroyed in the 14/18 war - I was shown a photograph which showed a great pile of bricks

and rubble with the base of one chimney still standing. When the rebuilding was started a large number of

Italian artisans and workmen were imported to do the work - hence the tiled floors.

There was a great fear of reprisals against the FFI sabotage etc about this time. The usual practice of

the methodical Hun was to throw a cordon around a village or town at 4am (always at this time ). They

would then search every building and collect every male from 16 to 60, and if their identity card and

carte de travail were not in order they were put straight onto trains for Germany for forced labour. Any

FFI evidence found would lead to quick work by the gestapo and abwehr. This meant a roster of early

morning watches from the loft of the barn, and also the stuffing of beds - if the Huns found an

unoccupied bed with the blankets still warm, then the pressure was on.

The elder of the two priests was M. l’Abbé Bartolomeus, a beaut type. He rode a bicycle to Orleans

(through Paris) and back, a distance of about 200 miles on a mercy mission to his sister, and brought back

a stack of stuff for all sorts of people. For me he brought a French-English dictionary, some English

novels, road maps, and most wonderful of all, a small packet of French Indo-Chinese tea (I still have the

packet). After the usual beverage of ersatz ‘coffee’, made from roasted wheat grains, with 3 or 4 coffee

beans to a kilogram of wheat, this was a treat beyond description.

We had a small party in the garden one day, with me dressed in Henri’s best suit. We took photographs

and when I got some prints of these I wrote a letter to mother and  together with the pictures buried

them in a bottle. Eventually they reached home after the liberation. Another walk Mme Jouane & I took
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was to the cemetery to visit the grave of her daughter Micheline, the twin sister of Michel. Since none of

the villagers knew I was there, when we met two people I was introduced by Mme J. As her ‘cousine

Belgique’, and hurried off before the talk became embarrassing.

On 10  August (Thursday) Henri was called away. The
th

Resistance was being mobilised and were to live ‘in the 
field’, to finish their training for work in hampering the 
Hun retreat which was expected. Then on 11

th
 August 

Henri called in a truck with stacks of packing cases 
(empty) in the back. I was to be moved north, which was 
the wrong direction for me, but the golden rule was do 
as you are told, smartly, and don’t argue. I said my 
farewells to the rest of the family and owing to my poor 
French,  I felt my thanks were quite inadequate. I 
climbed in under the cases, Henri stacked some more 

on top  and away to Ecoust-Saint-Mein. On the way 

(not sure where) we picked up Willie Neal and 

another Yank. When we arrived at E St M we were 

taken to Marc Harlet’s house. Marc was a Captain and 

was responsible for arranging the funeral of the 

rest of my crew. He gave me the face of my 

altimeter and also showed me the remains of my 

Dalton computer which he promised to sent to me in 

Aussie ‘apres la guerre’. Marc showed me the pictures 

of the funeral and graves and these were given to me 

later by Mimi at Sallaumines.

Had a cup of coffee and shortly after M. Bodani called in a car to take 3 of us to Billy Montigny. We

stopped at one town (Douai I think) and had a drink in a boozer. B. had the popsy behind the bar teed up

to keep a conversation going and all we had to do was to say or no at the right moments. Nearly caught at

Vitry-en-Artois. The road leads straight through the town with a humpback bridge over a canal at the far

end. The streets were full of Hun troops and as we approached the bridge we saw a staff car on the

roadside, troops across the road with an officer in front of them. Bodani blew his horn loud and long and

barely slowed down whereupon the officer apparently assumed that we were gestapo or something (the

windscreen was liberally plastered with stickers of various sorts - swastikas and eagles all over). He

hopped to the side of the road and barked an order to his troops who smartly cleared the road leaving us

to sail though in state.

We then started skirting the Vitry aerodrome (loaded with FW 190s and traversed the coal mining

country to the north of BM (The Huns at Vitry would have been interested to know that none of the

three evaders had identity cards or papers of any sort and car priorities were forged. Arrived at

Bodani’s house and he drove on with the strange Yank (X) and Willie and I walked till we came to his

house. We said “ good day “ in French to X and stood around smoking Caporals till Bodani came out and

walked along to Mme Heller’s photographic shop & studio. B. Stopped several times and we had to stop too

about 25 metres behind and look unconcerned until he went on.

Eventually reached the shop and went in, and after being talked to by Mme Heller about our alleged 
appointments, were taken into a back studio and then promptly rushed upstairs. Met another Yank, Bill du 
Bose up there - Lightning pilot - bailed out at 800 feet - chute just opened in time - broken ankle & laid up 

for two months. American X decided that as he had got as far as Ecoust-Saint-Mein on a bicycle 

from

False identity card - for Arnold Morrison
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Brussels ( crossed the border with a gendarme escort) he was going further south. He got a carte

d’identité and a carte du travail and pushed off disguised as a miner (I believe he eventually made it to

the allied lines). While at Heller’s we met the excitable popsy Mimi. More of her later.

Was taken to Octave Perroy’s house and met John Cullity (another Aussie). Been there 5 weeks. Not a

good hiding place - had to talk quietly, nothing to read, nothing to smoke - good food though - Octave

conducted a ‘Dairy Foods Store’. Was introduced to fromage blanc avec caramel sauce- very super. Also

tasted liquor called Angelique - very insidious. Eldest son Jacques was adjutant (Sar-major) in FFI -

always bringing pistols home. Keen type. Youngest son Jean proper twirp - bit of a pansy. John Cullity

spoke excellent French and had lots of arguments with Jean. Breakfast 8am in our room - could not go

downstairs until 12 noon because of the maid - she knew John was there. Mme. Perroy said that he was a

miner on night shift & could not be disturbed during the day. After lunch with the family we had to go

upstairs again until about 5pm. Then we couldn’t  talk loudly or go out into the backyard for fear of

neighbours seeing us. John had an escape route worked out- climb onto the roof of the outhouse, & up to

the second story roof in case of a quick search by the Hun.

Jacques Perroy told us of an incident. A collaborator in a nearby café was going to denounce 5 patriots so

two blokes cycled up & went in for a drink. When the bod went to get some glasses, one chap shot him

twice in the head & then walked out leaving him for dead. However he recovered somewhat & was taken to

hospital & looked like getting better. Later the Resistance bod called at the hospital and asked to see the

collaborator. The nurse showed him into the ward and pointed out this chap swathed in bandages and said

he was going to recover, whereupon the Resistance bod produced a pistol again and finished him off

properly, then walked calmly out without interference. This bit of work caused some consternation around

the district and as the Perroys were rightly afraid of reprisals we were shifted. The Polish lass Leonie

Simoniak called and we were guided - John and I - to the Heller’s. While there I got my identity card and

John arranged for his to be delivered.

Set off for Mama Dernancourt’s shop with Leonie walking in front pushing her bicycle (air let out of tyre

to fake a puncture).  Arrived after detour, Leonie signalled from the doorway & John and I walked into

the shop. In back met Bill du Bose, Pat Brophy (Canadian rear gunner), Cliff Williams (American fighter

pilot and extra good bloke), Danny Murray (Canadian), Maurice Bemrose (Benny - RAF - gunner  - ex RAF

Regiment and later my offsider in FFI stooging). Most of the blokes had been there for about 9 weeks.

Met Mama & Papa Dernancourt, Leonie and the 11 year old Rouge (Red) Mama’s grandson and beaut lad.

Met Mme Quiquampaux later - another patriot with a house - full of evaders.

Mama & Papa came from Martinique and were the most loveable people one could ever meet. Papa was

awarded the Croix de Guerre at Verdun and when any heartening news arrived per radio, he would stand

erect and sing the Marseillaise, and would not be hushed by anyone. Mama would smile at the mob sitting

around and say how nice it was to have such a beautiful big family. A truly saintly woman.

We had rooms upstairs and a small yard for exercise. The upstairs windows had lace curtains and we

spent a fair bit of time looking at the people walking in the street, and feeling quite useless when we saw

the Bosche strutting around. Had a radio and kept track of the war’s progress towards us. Bill du Bose

got hold of a small scale map and kept the frontline marked with pins. (We would periodically throw him

into a rage by pulling them out and rearranging them in some fantastic positions.

Papa had a pig in a shed which was to be done over ‘apres le liberation’ and it was the alleged duty of the

‘orderly officer’ to read the war news to the pig. Benny Bemrose  drew up a daily copy of DROs (Daily
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Routine Orders)and it was really funny - sometimes screamingly so. Benny fell for Leonie and when he

wanted some time with her (undisturbed) he would confine all ranks to quarters for a specified time. 

The intruder and medium bomber boys flew over out town on their way to targets and we got an idea of

their objectives by timing them out and back. One day they came in from the SW and we were all in the

yard watching. Somebody saw what they thought was a ‘window’ falling. The mob said phooey - there’s no

ack-ack or radar here and everyone woke up it was bombs we saw. We achieved the impossible - 7 bods

went through the cellar door simultaneously. The rail junction at Hénin-Liétard  - (1½ Km, east) copped it.

Bath night was fun. Only one bloke at a time could go to the laundry (down the yard) to collect water from

the copper. We set up the tub in the kitchen and went to work. The soap was like pumice - no lather.

Benny overdid the hot water and soap and came out al over in a red rash and we had to get some black

salve delivered by M. le medicin to take the resultant fever down. We were able to do very little to help

Mama - mainly cutting up food ration coupons. Spent a lot of time playing dominoes (Papa was pretty

good), also in arguing and laughing about Mme Heller and Mimi - “He is a bad man - some of my chaps has

told me he will sprang my house. He must be killed.”  (He was). Food was reasonably plentiful - all ‘marche-

noir’. Meat 5 times per week (£1 per pound.) Bags of pommes frits.

We had all sorts of plans about our defences if the Huns came snooping in the house. We had no firearms

at this stage but all were armed with loaded hose pipes. One day the boys were hopping mad- saw

hostages collected in the street. The tardy ones were assisted forcibly into the back of the high truck

with rifle butts. Bastard Bosche. We had a visitor for lunch one day - a bod arrived in a truck driven by

producer gas which he parked in the street outside. During lunch he said that he would be around until

dark. He would then be going  westward along the Route Nationale to blow up a bridge using unexploded

RAF bombs. When we asked where he had the bombs hidden he said they were in the truck outside. The

boys promptly rushed upstairs and peered through the curtains. Sure enough the truck had a stack of

stuff covered with a tarpaulin. We told him about delay fusing but he shrugged it off - ‘c’est ne faire

rien’. Anyway he shoved off at nightfall, picked up some mates and carried out the job OK. Various

Resistance bods called and promised that when the expected Hun retreat was on, that we would be given

arms and allowed to join the fun. An air raid destroyed a petrol plant not far away, and the FFI

successfully sabotaged a petrol tanker in the street and also a static storage tank we could see several

blocks behind the house.

Good news at last. The retreat was finally on, after the usual spate of rumours. The Route Nationale was

crammed with Huns in all manner of vehicles and on foot. Even farm carts (with civilian drivers)

wheelbarrows etc., all with weapons at ‘ready’ for ack ack. Big show of Typhoons shooting up road

transport just south of us - full squadron ‘do’ - peeling off in turn - creating havoc with cannon fire. By

the night of Thursday 31  August (1944), retreat had nearly finished . FFI erected a barricade just down
st

the street . A Hun truck ran the gauntlet - sounds of firing from away along the road - rifles, automatic

weapons and finally a bod near our house gave them both barrels of a 12 gauge shot gun. Sounded quite

funny. The truck arrived at the railway level crossing just down the road at the same moment as a truck

was rolled out by the FFI boys. Quite a pile up - the Huns took to the surrounding house and it was 24

hours or so before they winkled them out.

Lots of excitement. Immediate round up of ‘colaborateurs’ and ‘feld Deutsch’. We were taken into the

street and put on display then taken into the café across the road and plied with drinks. Tried dancing

with some of the local frippets to the music of prewar records, but not much success. The local

celebrations were on in a big way. It transpired that there were, in all. 21 Allied evaders hidden in the

town and a civic reception was in the town square and we were all presented to the crowd from the
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balcony above M. Heller’s shop - ‘Ici deux aviateurs Australiens etc.’ Then a round of visits to various

houses of FFI stalwarts with magnums of champagne being produced all over. Dinner at the doctor’s house

a big success with due honours being paid to Mama & Papa Dernancourt,  Mme Quicampoix, M. & Mme

Heller and all the rest. Cliff Williams and I talked for quite a while on the significance of  what was then

happening. Another dinner at Octave Perroy’s house. Highly successful. A further dinner at Colonel Ami’s

house (CO of Resistance). 

A party of us visited Vimy Ridge Canadian War Memorial - no damage to memorial except  several bullet

scars and tank tracks across the lawns. Saw the bomb damage at Arras - the railway station completely

destroyed (one engine still vertical and rails looked like a stack of twisted wire.) Houses & shops on the

other side of the streets barely touched. On the way home we again passed Vitry aerodrome, now stacked

with Typhoons, Dakotas and Mustangs. Quite a pleasant change.

On the 8  September we set for a stooge with the FFI. Benny and I went to Lille where we met Col. Ami
th

for lunch in a restaurant. Later we watched a group of British armour arriving. Had some fun by standing

near a Pongo sergeant and when he wasn’t looking said ‘got a smoke, chum?’ Then looked elsewhere when

he wheeled around. Finally introduced myself and had smokes thrust on me. We then shoved off and

inspected some Hun prisoners Ami had cooped up (about 40 of them). Asked Ami what would be done with

them. He shrugged his shoulders & said ‘no need to worry about them’. (Don’t quite know what he meant

but had a fair idea). Went to St Omer - saw several (German) Tiger tanks knocked into the ditch. On

arriving in St Omer walked straight into a ruckus. Some ‘feld Deutsch’ were parked in a cellar with

pavement height windows and were sniping at English troops going past. We were issued with two grenades

- French type - but Benny and I were very suspicious of them & gave them to some FFI bods. We could at

least depend on the German service rifles we had not blowing up in our face. The fun was short and sweet

and the sniping types were soon done over

We had a large German staff car that Ami had souvenired - complete with a cocktail cabinet and cigar

cabinet. Nice smokes too. Pretty thirsty for gasolene and we spent a lot of time trying to scrounge gas

from the Pommy bods - no dice. Saw a RAF reconnaissance car outside a café so Benny & I went in . There

were several F/Os, a F/L and a S/Ldr (Flying Officers, Flight Lieutenant, Squadron Leader) having a drink

at one table. They were making facetious remarks in French to the lass serving them then engaging in

ribald banter in English. We edged a little closer& then I remarked to Benny  “One would imagine that if

one was an officer and a gentleman, it would be a good idea to act as such and not annoy innocent girls.’

The Squaddo gave a look and said “Blimey, you can always find a bloody Australian  wherever you go”.

Much nattering all round, questions galore from the boys. They wanted to take us back to an AOB right

away and shoot us off to England, but we said no dice, we were having too much fun They said we were

nuts but OK - then we scrounged all the spare gas they had. Ami very pleased

Then went to a forest near St Omer with 40 of the troops to rout out 200 SS troops who were cutting

up rough Some shooting but the darkness beat us. ‘Terry’, a very small FFI bloke, didn’t have a chance to

cut loose with his Boyes anti tank rifle. He toted this thing - which was about a foot longer than he was -

and a whacking great pannier of ammunition, all over. Used it to good effect during the retreat at Billy

Montigny. The sound of the armour piercing bullets ricocheting off buildings was enough to scare any Hun.

We proceeded towards Lens and got mixed up with several convoys at a cross roads.

Several incidents while scrounging gasoline. One truck load of bods told about a solitary Hun prisoner

they had handed over to an FFI bloke at a cross roads (he was just a nuisance to them). The Frenchman

marched him off across a field and they disappeared behind a hedge. They heard a Sten chatter and the
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bloke came back. When asked what happened to the Hun, the bloke shrugged his shoulders & said ‘Il mort,

m’sieur’.

 Got a fair haul of gas but struck a snag with a Pongo Intelligence bloke in a Jeep. He demanded to know

who I was - showed him dog-tags but he was not convinced -  reckoned I was a 5  columnist - and
th

demanded more proof. Whistled up Ami who put the bloke straight. I then told him about the 200 SS who

were sniping the column. He said he knew all about it and pointed to a bullet hole in the front of his Jeep

and said that the pontoon bridge that was holding up the convoy was blown up by them.

Eventually arrived back at Resistance HQ and found that there was not much work to do anyway, so back

to Sallaumines. Collected my gear and said my farewells to the Dernancourts - Mama & Papa just about

upset as I was. Benny decided to stick around for a while longer but Pat Brophy had come back at the

same time so we set off for Vitry aerodrome and bludged a ride in a Dakota to England, where we were

debriefed and re-kitted before sailing for home.
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THE HELLER FOUNDATION

DISTRIBUTION PLAN

Ernest and Josephine Heller Charitable Trust Fund (“The Fund”)

Establishment of the Fund

1.1 The Fund was established by Deed dated 23 September 1998, which Deed was substantially amended

by way of Deed of Variation dated 5 November 1998, clauses 14 and 15 of which provide as follows:-

“14. Determination of Yearly Distribution Recommendations

(a) The Trustee may in each year by such means as it may determine call for applications from

Designated Charities or from a particular Designated Charity or Charities which desire to

receive from the Heller Foundation a distribution from the net income of the Trust Fund.   Such

applications shall be addressed to the Trustee and shall be in writing in such form as the

Trustee shall from time to time determine.

(b) During the months of April and October in each year and upon such other occasion as the

Trustee shall determine the Trustee shall give written notice to the Board of the amount of the

net income standing to the credit of the Trust Fund and shall give to the Board copies of any

applications received by it pursuant to the foregoing paragraph and such other information

within the possession of the Trustee relating to such application as the Trustee thinks fit.

(c) As soon as possible after the receipt of such applications the Board shall give due

consideration to all such applications and shall recommend to the Trustee in writing such

Designated Charity (or Charities) as the Board shall have determined.

(d) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Deed Poll nothing herein shall require or compel

the Board to recommend to the Trustee as to the payment allocation or distribution of the whole

or any part of the net income of the Trust Fund at any particular time during the year provided

that on or before 30  June in each year and after due consideration as herein provided theth

Board shall recommend to the Trustee as to the distribution or allocation of the whole or such

lesser amount as the Commissioner of Taxation may approve of the net income then standing

to the credit of the Trust Fund.

(e) Upon receipt of the Trustee of the written recommendation of the Board as herein provided the

Trustee shall consider the recommendation of the Board and then the Trustee shall pay or

apply the whole or such lesser amount as the Commissioner of Taxation may approve of the

net income earned by the Trust Fund in that year to any one or more Designated Charities as

the Trustee shall in its absolute discretion think fit.

15. Distribution of Income

In each year the Trustee shall hold the net income of the Trust Fund upon trust to pay or apply

the whole or part of the net income of the Trust Fund in such manner and for the benefit of

such Designated Charity as shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions:-

(i) Subject to sub-paragraph (ii) the net income of the Trust Fund shall be paid or applied

to a Designated Charity or Charities at the discretion of the Trustee PROVIDED that
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the Trustee may at its discretion realise capital gains and distribute them as if they

were income under this clause.

(ii) It shall not be necessary for the Trustee to pay or apply income of the Heller

Foundation in the year of its receipt as the Trustee may in its absolute discretion pay or

apply any income at any time or times or hold and carry forward such income for

subsequent payment or application PROVIDED that the amount to be held or carried

forward is within the limits from time to time agreed by the Commissioner.”

Background Information Concerning the Benefactors

Ernest Heller 1899-2000

and

Josephine Heller 1907-1998

2.1 Ernest Heller was born of Jewish extraction in Budapest, then part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.  He

was an excellent student and graduated as a qualified Photographer in 1923.  By 1929 he had moved

to Southern France and became a successful freelance photographer.  Here he met Josephine

Hollesch, who, born in Vienna of a Roman Catholic family, was visiting relatives.  They married in Nice

in 1934 and thence settled in Billy-Montigny in the Pas-de-Calais, where they set up a Photographic

studio at Number 111, Route Nationale.

2.2 W ar clouds came over Europe, and soon France was over-run by Hitler’s Hordes, the Gestapo HQ

being across the street from Heller’s studio.  The Hellers, with no children of their own, managed to

exist from the proceeds of their industry, many of Ernest Heller’s portraits being sent home by serving

German soldiers, to grace family archives.  Concurrently, with the Studio as cover, Ernest and

Josephine Heller turned their attention to the war, assisting the Allied war effort as was practical –

reporting on troop movements and such, at first via the American Consul’s office and later by

clandestine radio.  Russian prisoners of war in local hospitals, and local families in need were assisted

with money and food.  The resistance movement developed and Mme Heller was a significant leader –

they were both combatants sans uniform.  Photographs were provided for false travel documents,

escapees and allied parachutists collected, hidden and succored.  At war’s end many international

accolades were bestowed upon them, from USA the American Freedom Medal was ceremoniously

bestowed upon Mme Heller.

2.3 After the war came the search for family.  Ernest knew that his brother and father had predeceased him

before the war – but his Aunt, Uncle and Mother had last been heard of in Vienna in 1943.  News from

the French Legation in Vienna in 1947 confirmed the worst fears – as Jews they had all been “deported’

– never to be heard of again. This has been further confirmed by reference to (Austrian) Jewish records

of the Holocaust. Similarly, Josephine was never to find her missing Roman Catholic kin.  Apart from

each other, they were without relatives.

2.4 Post war, Ernest achieved a Ruban Bleu accolade for his portraiture of children, and apart from the

Studio, occupied himself with wise investments on the stock market - an activity he successfully

enjoyed into his last years.  They retired from France to Torremolinos near Malaga in South W est

Spain, and when that country became unsettled upon the death of Franco, they spent a few years in

Mexico until finally travelling to Caloundra in Queensland, where they enjoyed their last years in peace.

A Memorial was erected in the Cemetery at Billy Montigny, and their ashes interred beneath, in

September 2001.

2.5 Having no known relatives, their considerable estate has been placed in Trust and now with the

absence of defined heirs and the approval of the Supreme Court of Queensland, distributions of income

may commence in the financial year 2001-2002.
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The Code of Intent

3.1 Josephine and Ernest Heller were close friends of Mrs Shirley and Dr Barry McKeon, during the whole

of the Benefactors’ last days, living in Queensland.  W hen the management of Benefactor’s affairs

became too burdensome, the McKeons were asked to accept the grant of enduring Power of Attorney,

and Dr McKeon to become the sole Executor.   Thus the attorneys were in the position to understand

and acknowledge that throughout their lives Ernest, and in particular Josephine Heller, placed great

emphasis on assisting people, of good repute, from a structured family origin, who would firstly look to

themselves in times of trouble but who, through no fault of their own, were in need of erstwhile

assistance.  Additionally, it was known that the Hellers offered support to reputable proven charitable

organisations – whether of sectarian or religious origin – which provided for the assistance of children in

distress, and/or research into children’s disabilities.

3.2 W ith these considerations to the fore, the original Trustees, Dr and Mrs McKeon, ordained that

Distributions and/or Grants shall only be made to persons or charities who can show they clearly come

within the spectrum of such concepts, for such was their Code of Intent in setting up the Trust as a

Memorial to and to fulfill the intent of their friends, the Hellers.

The Heller Foundation

4.1 The Heller Foundation was conceived by the Executor in consultation when, Mr Heller being in his 101st

year, it became clear to his Attorneys and Executor that his estate would become intestate.  Application

was made to the Supreme Court of Queensland and the Foundation formally came into existence in

1998 with the approval, and by order of, the Supreme Court of Queensland.  To ensure appropriate

ongoing management, the original two Trustees set up The Heller Foundation Pty Ltd as the

appropriate Corporate Trustee, which Trustee is charged with all future administration and

management decisions.

The Corporate Trustee

5.1 The Directors of the Corporate Trustee, The Heller Foundation Pty Ltd, are:-

v Dr Barry McKeon (Chairman)

v Mr Robert Ingram (Vice Chairman)

v Mrs Shirley McKeon

v Mr Garry W ardle

v Mr Alan Parry

The Guidelines established for the Foundation to achieve its Distribution
Objectives

6.1 Generally, the Trust must distribute its income in accordance with the tables contained in Division 30 of

the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (as amended).

6.2 As a result of the benefactors known interests, priority will be given to applications from institutions

involved in the following areas:-

v Health/medical/scientific/education for the benefit of mankind
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v Children’s health/welfare and education

v Assisting political prisoners, eg Amnesty International

v Religious organisations and, in particular, but not exclusively, Jewish and Catholic charities

v W ar legacy institutions

v Recognised welfare organisations.

6.3 The Trust will distribute its income to not only Australian charities, but also international charitable

organisations.  There is no geographic limitation on Distributions, but cognizance of the Australian Tax

law will be a consideration for the Trust.

6.4 The Trustee of the Trust retains the sole right, in its absolute discretion, to make or not make any Grant

or Distribution, and no explanation shall be given.

6.5 The recipients of Distributions shall, in terms of the conditions of each Grant, within twelve (12) months

of receipt of the Grant, forward a written report to the Trustee upon the use made and perceived

benefits of the Grant, PROVIDED HOW EVER that such requirement may be waived by the Trustee at

the time the Grant is made.

6.6 Grants may be made to organisations, groups or individuals.

6.7 Generally, applications for Grants shall detail how the Grant shall be used, and the expected benefits to

the community.  It should be noted that the provision of emotional care is a significant consideration.

6.8 The Trustee has determined that the Foundation will strive to identify, research and support initiatives

that have the capacity to make a lasting, significant and positive impact on the well-being of individual

people and their families.

Applications for Grants

7.1 Applications must be submitted by prospective grantees, in writing, and addressed to the Secretary,

Heller Foundation Pty Ltd, c/- Griffiths Parry Lawyers, PO Box 6145 Maroochydore BC,  Qld  4558,

Australia.

7.2 The Trustee may require applicants to attend a meeting in person, (at their own expense), to provide

more information concerning its/their application, before a decision is made.

APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE HELLER FOUNDATION PTY LTD ACN
085 098 764 AS TRUSTEE FOR THE ERNEST AND JOSEPHINE HELLER CHARITABLE
TRUST FUND THIS EIGHTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER 2001.
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